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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the collec¬
tion of hymns which was among the first group of Hebrew
scrolls found at Qumran, which have become known as the
Hodayoth (1QH). This is a theological analysis, the spe¬

cific subject being the doctrine of redemption.
Q-

The principle resource has been the Hodayoth them¬
selves, and therefore the text of the Hodayoth is quoted
frequently. In most rasns, I have included the Hebrew text

along with the English translation. The published editions
0

which have not included the Hebrew text have left the reader

who is interested in technical matters in a quandry, because
he often cannot determine how the editor has read the text.

This is true even with the most literal translations, such
as that of Millar Burrows. It would always be possible,
of course, to put the text in questionable cases, and where
there has been an emendation or restoration, in footnotes;
but this possibility was rejected for two reasons. First,
there would still be some questions; even the most complete
footnotes, such as in the edition by Holm-Nielsen, leave
doubts in some cases. Furthermore, sufficient footnotes
to allow for the reader to be sure in all cases what Hebrew

text the author intends would lengthen the thesis more than
by simply including the Hebrew text.

Since this is not an edition of the Hodayoth, I have
not attempted to give the most complete critical footnotes
possible. There are several excellent editions on the mar¬

ket now, with good critical footnotes. The best to date is
that of Holm-Nielsen. At some time in the future, when all
of the texts from Qumran are available, and new editions
and translations cease appearing so frequently, a Hebrew
text with all the variations and suggested reconstructions

v



and emendations correlated would be valuable for all of

the finds from the Dead Sea area. This can best be done

by the use of a carefully-planned critical apparatus, and
compiled with electronic data processing equipment.

The notes given for the texts are skeletal. I have

tried to list all variations from the edition of Sukenik,
which is the basic edition, which should be at hand in stud¬

ying any work on the llodayoth. I have also listed the source

of all reconstructions and emendations which I have adopted.
Where no other source is indicated for any alteration from
Sukenik's text, I accept the responsibility. The transla¬
tion is my own, but I have depended especially on the trans¬
lations of Caster, Holm-Nielsen, P.urrows, and Dupont-Sommer.
Except where otherwise indicated, biblical quotations are

taken from the Revised Standard Version.

Despite the fact that I have kept the critical notes
to a minimum, the fragmentary nature of the manuscript in
many places is such that there are so many footnotes that
it was necessary to put them at the end of each chapter,
rather than at the bottom of each page.

The Hebrew text is quoted according to the column
and line, in the order of the manuscript pages published
by Sukenik. At the end of each quotation of the Hodayoth
which includes the Hebrew text, I have indicated the column,
line, and the stichoi within the line. "A" indicates the
first full or partial stichos in a line, "b" the second,
etc. Thus a stichos which comes at the end of a line and

continues on into the next line may be designated according
to its position in either line. It should be pointed out
that the designation of the stichoi is as they appear in
my own translation, and the various editors are far from
consistent in the length and division of the stichoi. Within
the Hebrew text, subscript numbers indicate the line, and
superscript numbers, the footnote number.

Inasmuch as most of my education has been in the
United States, and I expect to continue to live in that
country in the future, I have followed the normal practices
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of writers in the United States rather than those in Great

Britain in matters of spelling, punctuation, diction, and
format. The authority for the format of this paper has
been A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dis¬

sertations. by Kate L. Turabian.
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INTRODUCTION

The story of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls
in 1947 has been told and retold many times, with several
different versions. There is no need here to dwell at length
either on the nature of the discoveries, beginning in 1947,
or on the many excessive theories about the scrolls which

were, unfortunately, extremely common in the early discus¬
sions about them. Many excellent accounts are available.1
It is reasonable to assume now without debate some of the

prevailing opinions among scholars. Among these are the
suppositions that these scrolls were the product of the

community which dwelt at Khirbet Qumran, and that this was

the major center of Essene life from the second half of the
second century B0 C. until its destruction by the Roman
Tentli Legion in 68 A. D.

The origin of the community is not so easy to deter¬
mine. However, a growing number of scholars would like to
trace the beginnings of the Fssene sect to the deposition
of the High Priest Onias III in favor of Jason and the sub¬
sequent appointment of the non-Zadokite Menelaus. The

crystallization of the Essenes as a sect probably can be
dated with the confirmation of Simon as high priest in 140
B. C. The ministry of the Teacher of Righteousness probably
began during the reign of Jonathan, and he (the Teacher)
was probably the organizer and founder of the Qumran commu¬

nity, although he built on the group which had since the
time of Onias been a distinguishable faction in the Jewish

2
world, loyal to the Zadokite priesthood.

Without doubt, this community at Qumran found itself
at odds with the other sects within Judaism, and particularly
with the authorities at the temple in Jerusalem. It con-

1
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tained the remnants of the Zadokite priesthood which had

been ousted from their priestly authority. On tne other

hand, it may be that there was a division within the Zadokite

priesthood itself, some of them accepting the non-Zadokite
high priests, others rejecting them as not qualified to
serve in the temple.

Several points of difference with the temple author¬
ities or other authorities in Jerusalem can be stated with

certainty. Among them are differences in calendrical calcu¬
lations and the observance of feast days,"* and differences
regarding the adoption of Gentile, particularly Hellenistic,
cultural forms and practices. There is a passage in the

Hodayoth which denounces those who have misled Israel by

adopting "the uncircumcised lips and the alien tongue be-
4

longing to a people without understanding." This undoubt¬
edly refers to the Hellenizing Jews who adopted Greek customs
and language as far as possible.

This sect, then, found itself in opposition to those
who were in authority over the Jewish people. They found
themselves proclaiming that they were the true Israel.
They were the recipients of the Mosaic tradition, and the

only ones who really understood it, and therefore they
thought of themselves as continuous with the Old Testament

people of God. More than this, they were undoubtedly a

group which considered themselves to be living close to the
end of time, as can be seen by their many apocalyptic works,
and by the interpretations of Scripture relating to the

history of their own sect indicated in the various Biblical
commentaries. They thought of themselves as the eschatolog-
ical community, the group which would usher in the new age

and be the leaders in the battle against the hosts of wicked¬
ness; if not the only participants on the side of justice
and righteousness - at least, the only human participants.

This was the group, then, that produced and preserved
the Ilodayoth, the collection of hymns which is the basis
of this paper. One of the first seven scrolls discovered
in 1947 was a copy of the Hodayoth, so named by their first
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editor, F. L. Sukenik. The manuscript, as it was received
by Sukenik, consisted of three complete sheets plus a fourth

incomplete sheet. There are eighteen columns, more or less
complete, plus numerous fragments. The original scroll
must have been at least three meters long and made of at
least five parchment sheets with four or five columns of

writing on each sheet.^ Each column contained approximately
forty lines. Two different scribes worked on the manuscript.
The scribe usually designated "A" got about fifty-five char¬
acters on a line, but the less experienced scribe "B" only

g
about forty-five. The original manuscript must have been
at least two-thirds as long as the canonical Psalter, and
perhaps was much longer.

This is the most extensive collection of late Jewish

Hebrew poetry from the Intertestamental and New Testament

periods. It is not like any poetry known before. In some

cases it is similar to the Psalms, and frequently it deals
with themes also found in the Psalter, but it has distinc¬
tive elements of its own which differentiate it from any¬

thing in the Old Testament.

The poetic quality varies from hymn to hymn, but on

the whole it is not as good as the Old Testament Psalms.
They are written in the first person and addressed to God,
the standard introductory formula being "I thank Thee, 0
Lord" ('wdkh 'dwny). In other respects they seem to be an

imitation of the style of the Psalms. The metrical struc¬
ture is not always easy to determine. There are many places
where various editors have divided lines in different ways.

Moreover, the precise metrical pattern varies greatly. A

study of the metrical arrangement of the Hodayoth was made
by Kraft in 1957. His conclusions were that parallelism
is basic, but that it is not rigid or consistent. There
is freedom in the structure, just as there is in the Psalter
sometimes (although this has not always been recognized by
students of the Psalms), so that the meter is not always
obvious. Metrical structure is subservient to the flow of

the poet's ideas, as is the strophic structure. Basically,
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the poetry is the product of native artistry, rather than
of conscious poetic architecture.^

Many of the editors and commentators upon the Hodayoth
have pointed out the extensive use of the Old Testament to

be found there. Several editions, such as those of Holm-
8 9

Nielsen and Caster, give long lists of Old Testament quo¬

tations and references. These are misleading, however.
Many of them are based on only a few words, sometimes only

onej and frequently there is no parallelism of thought at
all. Word order is often inverted, and different forms or

different words based on the same root are the basis of the

"reference." Rather than calling these Old Testament quo¬

tations or references, it is best to think of the Hodayoth
as having been produced by an author or authors so thoroughly
versed in and familiar with the Old Testament that their

language is made up largely of phrases, words, and parts of
lines from the Old Testament. A fair comparison would be
the language used by some of the more bibliocentric preachers
of our own day. All of us have heard preachers whose speech
reverberates with biblical language, which is mostly the
result of long familiarity with the Bible, rather than in¬
tentional quotation. Probably very few of the Old Testament

quotations in the Hodayoth are authentic conscious references
by the author to specific passages from the Old Testament.

Very few of them are more than three or four words long.
This is not quotation of the Old Testament, but simply such
a thorough knowledge and immersion in Old Testament thought
and language that the result rings with Old Testament phrase¬
ology.

It is difficult to know why the Ilodayoth were written.
The purpose of writing poetry is never easy to determine.
The purpose which an author might have had, whom we do not
know, who wrote two thousand years ago in a different social
and cultural world, whose poetry we have only recently dis¬
covered, is almost impossible to determine. It seems un¬

likely that these poems were written primarily to be used
in worship, although it is possible. It is more likely
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that they were written by the author simply to express his
own convictions, perhaps with a view to their possible use

in his own devotional life or in the devotional life of

his fellow sectarians. This is not to say that they were

intended to be the vehicles of theological instruction, or

were written to serve as a kind of poetic systematic the¬

ology.1^ Dy "conviction" is meant his personal involvement
in the faith which he expresses. His theological beliefs
are of course given expression, but they are incidental to
his main purpose of expressing his joy at his inclusion in
the lot of the redeemed and his being the object of divine
grace. beyond this, nothing definite can be said.

The present progress of study of the Dead Sea Scrolls
leads in several directions. One of these must he the

analysis of the theological beliefs held by the members
of the sect. Unfortunately, inquiries into these beliefs
have frequently been attempts to prove or disprove the
presence of what has heretofore been thought to be distinc¬

tively Christian. This has meant that many writers have
found in the scrolls doctrines for which they have been

looking; but for which the evidence, objectively assessed,
is not sufficient. The need for an understanding of the

theological content of the Dead Sea Scrolls is not a need
to prove or disprove anything. These scrolls represent a

part of the cultural background out of which Christianity
arose - a part about which before we knew little. Therefore

they are important in understanding the origins of Christi¬

anity. Nevertheless, aside from our desire to contribute
to our knowledge of the origins of Christianity, we must
first analyse them as objectively as possible. They are

worthy objects of scholarly concern in their own right, and
must be studied in order to understand what part the Essene

group which produced them played in the Jewish world prior
to the beginnings of Christianity. Then we may see how they
have affected the development of Christian thought. It is
as a part of this exploration of the theological content
of the Dead Sea Scrolls that this paper is designed. The
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purpose of this paper is to explore one doctrine as it is

expressed in one scroll. The doctrine is a major doctrine,
a doctrine of vital importance - the doctrine of redemption.
The scroll is an important scroll; one which expresses viv¬
idly the beliefs of its author in such a way that we can

see how these beliefs affect him personally and how he is
related to them. "This collection oi Hodayot is the most

important source for the study of the religious ideas of
the Qumran sect which preserved them."^ This may be ex¬

treme, but there can be little doubt of the importance of
the Ilodayoth as a source for the theological thinking of
the sect.

The doctrine of redemption is perhaps the most impor¬
tant aspect of the theological structure accepted by the

Qumran community in terms of its possible influence on

Christianity. Much of the speculation in the earlier dis¬
cussions of the scrolls was concerned with the doctrine of

redemption, particularly that aspect of it which concerns

itself with the role of the Teacher of Righteousness, and
its possible parallel with the role of Jesus in Christian¬

ity. Although the Teacher of Righteousness is not mentioned
in the Ilodayoth, several scholars, beginning with Sukenik,
have expressed the belief that they were written by him,
and therefore this is a question which will 1 e of importance
in this paper.

The subject of this paper is redemption in so far as

it was the present experience of the author. This is not
to say that there was no future hope for the author, or

that there was no doctrine of the resurrection or immortal¬

ity accepted by the Qumran sect. however, this future hope
is not dealt with at any length in the portions of the
Hodayoth which have been preserved. There are only occa¬

sional references, many of which are ambiguous, and they
have been the subject of considerable debate. They are

passing references, for the most part, and not specific
enough to give any clear indication of just what the future
hope of the author was.
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The paper is divided basically into two parts. The
first part attempts to describe redemption as it was exper¬

ienced by the author. It deals with all those aspects of

redemption which are the experience of the redeemed person

in the Essene sect. The second part attempts to understand
how redemption is mediated and who are the apents of redemp¬
tion. (Of course Cod is the sole author of redemption.)
This involves what has been the major controversy in discus¬
sion of the Ilodayoth; that is, the identity and role of the
"I" of the 'Jodayoth. It is necessary to consider this pro¬

blem as a part of the consideration of the doctrine of re¬

demption. And until a satisfactory answer to the problem
is found, and agreed upon, there will be no agreement about
the doctrine of redemption as a whole, nor about this aspect
of the sect's possible influence upon the origins of Chris¬
tianity.

For this reason, the problems of authorship have been
delayed until that part of the thesis. There are several
questions involved here. It is possible, since this is a

collection of hymns, that several authors were involved in
the writing. There are linguistic differences as well as

different themes among the hymns. It is also necessary to
determine whether the author was the person intended by the
first person. And finally it is necessary to determine
whether the author or the "I" was a person occupying a posi¬
tion of leadership in the community, or the Teacher of Right¬
eousness himself, or whether he was understood to be such
a person by the members of the sect who preserved the hymns
and reproduced a number of copies of them. These matters
become significant when the problem of the role of the "I"
of the ilodayoth or the author is under consideration.
Therefore they are dealt with at that point in the thesis.
In Part I, the distinction between the writer and the "I"
is not so significant, and the term "author" is used.
Throughout the thesis, where it is desired to make a dis¬
tinction, the terms "writer" and "I" are used.

In many places it appears that the thought and the
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language of the Hodayoth is closer to that of Paul, espe¬

cially with the doctrine of justificatio sola fide, than
to that of Rabbinic Judaism. However, this does not neces¬

sarily imply an adumbration of Pauline Christian doctrine.
It should be pointed out, however, that such religious
sentiments do not only anticipate the Gospels as prae-
paratlo evangelica; they are a continuation of Psalmen-
frommigkeit, the spirit of profound trust in God's mercy
in the Psalms, and in the prophets.12
It would be best to say that the traditional Old Test¬

ament attitude towards the mercy and grace of God, and faith¬
ful obedience to Him, is carried over in opposition to the
Rabbinic interpretation of the Law.

There are necessary limitations in any theological

analysis of the Hodayoth, partly because of their nature
as poetry, and partly because of the state of the manuscript.
We do not even know how long the document was. The portions
which we do have are incomplete and there are many lacunae.
We have a lack of information about their origin and use,

and even about what the sectarians themselves thought about
such things as authorship. We do not know why the author
wrote. We do not know how good a theologian he was, in
terms of the accepted doctrines and theological structure
of the sect. We also do not know how much there is in the

language which he uses which is nothing more than linguistic
carry-over or literary convention from another era or from
another theological or philosophical system. Certainly
there was an extensive carry-over of the language used in
the Old Testament, as indicated above.

These things need to be determined on internal evi¬
dence. Comparison with other scrolls of the sect, although
illuminating, at best serves only as corroborative evidence
for conclusions made on the basis of the Hodayoth themselves.

It will be seen that when these problems are being

considered, the results of study will be tentative, not
conclusive. Nevertheless, the progress of research into
the Dead Sea Scrolls depends on the testing of such tenta¬
tive results by accepting what seems to be the best answer
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to a given problem and using it as a tool for further research.

Many such postulates will have to be discarded in the course

of research in favor of better ones, of course; but in the
absence of positive answers this process is necessary.

Furthermore, the Hodayoth are poetry. William F.

Albright, in writing about the Psalms, particularly Psalm
68, has said:

What a poet means is notoriously uncertain, and the
more gifted the poet the greater the number of possible
interpretations of his meaning. The grandeur of a poet
consists in his power to evoke profound sentiments in
the mind of his hearer or reader, not in his clarity
of exposition.13

The Hebrew poet loved to compose lines which provided
a double or triple meaning. This is sometimes the case in
the Hodayoth. The author sometimes uses allegory or sym¬

bolic language, where we have no certain knowledge what the

primary reference is, although his first readers or hearers

probably did know.
For these reasons, a work such as this must be explor¬

atory. It is subject to many limitations. The basic resource

is 1QH itself. However, the use of material found here must
be conservative and careful. A minimum of reconstruction

of incomplete texts must be attempted, and it should be
understood that all reconstructions are tentative, with more

or less degree of probability. It is not safe to assume

that doctrines found in other scrolls from Qumran were held

by the author of the Hodayoth. There certainly may be con¬
tradictions. It is even possible, of course, that there may
be contradictions in writings coming from the same author.
Therefore the conclusions reached in this thesis are more

or less probable, depending on how much evidence is avail-
abJe and how reliable it is. Sometimes it is necessary to

say only what seems to be the best answer to a given problem
on the evidence available, or that a given theory is com¬

patible with the thought of the author, as we know it in
general. Elsewhere it is necessary to accept the silence
of the author as the only evidence that he did not accept a

given doctrine. This is a part of the on-going scholarly
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process in the understanding of the significance of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, and the study of their content and mean¬

ing. It is in the hope that it may be a part of that pro¬

cess that this thesis has been undertaken. Much of what is

produced here is likely to be in error. Much of what has
been produced in the study of the scrolls has been in error.

But errors frequertly lead on to the discovery of truth.
To be too conservative often means not to test a theory

adequately. No progress can be made if nothing is accepted
that is not already proved.

The study of the doctrine of redemption in the Hodayoth
should continue far beyond what is accomplished here. Future
research should strive for a more comprehensive view of the

theology of the Qumran sect, based on similar detailed
studies; this might lead to an understanding of the influ¬
ence, positive and negative, on Jewish and Christian thought.
There are many places where further detailed study of par¬

ticular items needs to be made, and then correlated with
other writings. The contribution of the Dead Sea Scrolls
to our knowledge of Jewish sectarianism, Christian origins,
and textual studies lias already been extensive. If schol¬
arly interest remains unabated, it will be phenomenal.

^excellent accounts can be found in Millar Burrows,
The Dead Sea Scrolls (New York: The Viking Press, 1955),
pp. 3-G9; Burrows, More bight on the Dead Sea Scrolls (New
York: The Viking Press, 1958) , pp. 3-36; and Frank Moore
Cross, Jr., The Ancient Library of (jumran and Modern Biblical
Studies (London: Gerald Duckworth 0 Co. Ltd., 1958), pp.
1-36.

2
Cross, op. cit. , pp. 95-119.

3A. Jaubert, "Le calendrier des Jubil6s et de la
secte de Qumr&n. Ses origines," VT, III (1953), pp. 250-64.

42:18-19; cf. 4:16.
5
Yigael Yadin, The Message of the Scrolls (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1957), pp. 105-06.
0
Not all of the columns are the same width. Probably

the width was calculated according to the length of the
parchment sheet available.
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^Charles F. Kraft, "Poetic Structure in the oumran
Thanksgiving Psalms," BR, II (1957), pp. 1-18.

Q
Svend holm-Nielsen, Hodayoth: Psalms from tiuinran

(Aarhus: Univcrsitetsforlaget, 19G0), pp. 354-359.
9
Theodor H. Gaster, The Scriptures of the Dead Sea

Sect (London: Seeker & Warburg, 1957), pp. 319-325.

^Such actually has been suggested by Jacob Licht in
his article "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll," 1CJ.
VI (1956), p. 1.

^Menahem Mansoor, "Studies in the New Hodayot (Thanks¬
giving Hymns)-V: Some Theological Doctrines," BR, V (1960),
p. 1.

1 2
Matthew Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins

(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), pT 128.

'^William Foxwell Albright, "A Catalogue of Farly
Hebrew Poems (Psalm LXVIII) ," 1IUCA. XXIII (1950-51 ), pp. 1-2.



PART ONE

THE NATURE OF REDEMPTION



CHAPTER ONE

THE NECESSITY FOR REDEMPTION

It is a prerequisite for a doctrine of redemption
that there must also be a doctrine of sin; the very word
"redemption" implies redemption from something. The whole

purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that for the
author of the Hodayoth there was something from which one

is, or can be, or needs to be, redeemed. This does not
mean that what is attempted here is a complete treatment
of the doctrine of sin, as found in the Hodayoth, for that
in itself would be an investigation worthy of considerable
time and effort. Basically, the puriose of this chapter
is to show that for the author of the Hodayoth sin was a

serious and universal problem, for himself as well as for
others, and to illustrate the ways in which he refers to
sin. This provides, both in this thesis, and in the Hodayoth,
the starting-point for the consideration of the doctrine of

redemption.

It should be pointed out immediately that the di¬
chotomy implied by the division of the material below into
sections A and B is highly artificial, and perhaps would not
be accepted by the author. The distinction between human
weakness and human sin may be logically valid, but it is
undoubtedly existentially unrealistic. The two must neces¬

sarily be, at least so far as the Hodayoth are concerned,
universally concomitant.

A. Human Weakness

One cannot read the Hodayoth, even in translation,
without being struck by the profoundly pessimistic view of

13
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mankind expressed frequently by the author. A variety of
terms is used to describe man's lowly nature: he is dust

(3:21; 11:3; 12:25, etc.), ashes (10:5), flesh (9: If.; 13:15;
15:21, used frequently without moral undertones; cf. below,
p. 17), earth (10:3), and wax (f3:5). He is a "vessel of
clay, kneaded with water" (1:21; cf. 3:24; 13:15, etc.).^
lie is a "husband to emptiness and lord of nothingness" (7:32).
He was formed by Cod from the dust (3:21; 11:3; f2:4; cf.
Gen 2:7), and will return to dust (10:4, 12; 12:26-27, etc.).

He is unable to do anything by himself; he is utterly
dependent on Cod for all things:

' dbrwmh
33

ky' 'm pthth py

w'ykh 'byn

ky' 'm hSkltny

wmh '[tyswb]^
34blw' glyth lby
w'ykh 'ysr drk

ky' 'm hky[nwtny3
w'ykh]4 35t'mwd p[lmy5
blw' t](jzqG bkwty

w' ykh 'tqwmm [ ]^
(12:32e-35c)

Thus in addition to the earthly nature of man, the
author of the dodayoth was convinced of man's basic weak-

g
ness. This is especially apparent when man is compared
with the greatness of Cod:

And what can I say

Unless Thou open my mouth?

How can I understand

Unless Thou give me wisdom?

And what can I think

If Thou dost not open my heart,

And how can T tread a straight
path,

Unless Thou establish me?

How can my step be firm,

Unless Thou support it with
strength?

And how can I raise myself ...

'nw£ m'nwS y§dq

wgbr [mgbr]9 j6yskyl10
wb£r my§r [htymr]*1 ykbd

One man may be more righteous
than ai other,

And one wiser than another;

One creature of flesh may be
more worthy than another
vessel of clay,
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wrwh mrwlj tgbr

wkgb[wrt]kh^2 'yn

wlkbwdkh 'yn [mljyr

wjlhkintkh14 ' yn mdh

wl'fmtkh 'yn qnym]^5
(9:15c-17d)

y ^bkwb
13

And one spirit stronger than
another,

But there is none equal in
power to Thy might;

For Thy glory there is no
price,

And for Thy wisdom, no measure

And for Thy truth, no standard
of measuring.

The author recognizes that there are differences among

men; the many references in the Hodayoth to his persecutions

imply that he is well aware of the power of his adversaries.

Perhaps f2:7 is a direct reference to this power ("for what
is dust in their palms, and a work of ashes in their hand?")
but the text is too badly mutilated to enable a confident
reconstruction of the context. This recognition of differ¬
ences among men is qualified, however, with three consider¬
ations. (1) As indicated above, such differences are in¬
significant when compared with the gulf between man and God.
(2) At least in some ways, the power of his adversaries is
derived from the evil forces which direct them:

.18wkmw' yw' §

bly'l 22*m ^bin
(6:21d-22a)

And like a counselor,

Belial is with their hearts.

(3) God is the ultimate source of all power, even

that of the wicked:

' th yjrth gkwl rwjj
(1:8d-9a)

w'd'h ky bydk

y§r kwl rwty
r i 19[ Jw

j^hkynwth b£rm br'tw
w'ykh ywkl kwl

lhSnwt 't dbrykh

Thou didst form every spirit.

And I know that in Thy hand

Is the impulse of every spirit

... his ...

Thou didst establish before
Thou didst create him.

Mow then is anyone able

To change Thy words?
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15

21

]22 'lyw

rq 'th [br']th20
wmrhm hkynwtw

lmw'd r§wn

lhsmd bbrytk

vvlthlk bkwl <>

wlh[

j^bhmwn rtymyk
wlptw^i kwl §rt npsw

lyiw't 'wlm

w£lwm ' d

w'yn m^iswr

wtrm ^mb^r kbwdw
wrs'ym br'th

l[mw'd fyr]wnkh23
wmr&m hqdStm

lywm hrgh

(15:13d-17e)

§'iyq Thou alone didst create the

just,
And from the womb Thou hast

prepared him
For a favored time,

To observe Thy covenant,

And to walk in all <>,

And to ... on him,

In the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

Opening up all the straight-
ness of his soul

To eternal deliverance,

And everlasting peace,

Without need;

And Thou hast raised up from
the flesh his glory.

But the wicked Thou hast cre¬
ated

For the time of Thy anger,

And from the womb Thou hast
set them aside

For the day of slaughter.

Thus not only is man's power, even the power of the
strong and the wicked, so much less than that of God that
it seems to be nothing by comparison, but whatever power
he has is ultimately derived from Cod, and his fate is in
God's hands.

Even though the author is supremely confident in his
election and his place in the lot of the redeemed, he makes
no boasts about his own strength. Instead he confidently
places himself under God's protection, and relies on Him
for strength:

[ky 'th 'ly]24 mnwsy

m£gby si' 'wzy

wm§wdty bkh

For Thou, 0 my God, art my
refuge;

My stronghold, the rock of my
strength,

And my fortress is in Thee.
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29'^syh mkwl m[ I have sought its shelter
or from all ...i25 .

J ly ... unto me

lplt 'd 'wlm As a deliverance unto eternity.

(9:28b-29c)

Man's weakness and earthy origins are a contributing

factor, and a significant one, to his sinfulness, but the
two are not identical. On the one hand, because of his

weakness, he is unable by himself to be righteous:

wmh 'phw'26 b§r What, then, is flesh,
2 7

ky y§kyl [ That it should understand ...?

whw']28 ' pr And he that is dust,

'yk ywkl lhkyn §'dw How can tie be able to direct
his step?

(15:21b-e)

on the other hand, the author everywhere character¬
izes himself as dust, clay, etc., even in his present re¬

deemed condition. Moreover, it is the very dust itself
which has been redeemed and through which God acts:

OQ

'wdkh 'ly I thank Thee, 0 my God,

ky hplth ' m ' pr For Thou hast wrought wondrously
with dust,

wbyjr Ijmr hgbrth And with a formation of clay
Thou hast exerted strength;

(11:3a-c)

The inability to do good, and the tendency to do evil,
may be inherent in the corporeal nature of man, but his
nature itself, i. e., his created state, is neutral.^ It
is capable of sin, but it is also capable (through God's
action) of righteousness. The doctrine of the Essenes

approximated the Rabbinic understanding of the ygr hr',
which "tended" toward evil unless channelled by the Law
into righteousness.

Thus the distinction between human weakness and human

sin is valid as a logical distinction, even though it may

not be so in experience. Weakness is a universal and nec-
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cssary attribute of men; the flesh is not in itself evil.
Sin may also be the universal experience of men, and one

of the contributing factors of sin may be the weakness of
the flesh, but sin is not a necessary attribute, nor is it
inherent in the flesh.

B. Human Sin

Sin is, nevertheless, the universal experience of
mankind. All men are both weak and sinful. Man's weakness

is related in a direct way to his sinfulness; he is unable
to be righteous, to have any knowledge of God, to live in
a godly manner, to obey God's commandments. References to
sin are extremely frequent in the Hodayoth, and it is ob¬
vious that the problem of sin was of far-reaching signifi¬
cance in the thought of the author, and he found it pro¬

foundly disturbing:

I'w 'yny mr'wt ^r' My eyes are besmeared from
seeing evil;

My ears, from hearing of blood-
guiltiness.

My heart is laid waste by the
thought of evil.

'
wzny rnlmw' dmym

him lbby mmhlbt rw'

(7:2d-3c)

The relation between weakness and sin is evident in

this passage:

wrnh ylwd '111

bkwl [ t 31 . ,J hnwr ym

whw'
j ^mbnh ' pr

wmgbl mym

32

And what is one born of woman,

Among all awesome ...?

lie is a structure of dust,

Kneaded with water,

[ ]h%
33

swdw 'rwt qln

[ ]h34
wrwh n'wh mllh

(13:14c-16a)

His counsel is shameful naked¬
ness ,

16
bw And a perverse spirit rules

over him.
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A wide variety of terminology is used to describe
man's sinful and depraved condition. Particularly signi¬
ficant are those terms of abuse with sexual connotations:

w'ny y§r hjjmr

wmgbl^ hmym
36 . , .

22syr h'rwh
wmqwr hndh

37
kwr h wwn

wmbnh h(j£'h
rwh htw'h wn'wh

bl' 23bynh
wnb'th bm5p£y §dq

(1:21d-23b)

w'ny m'pr lq[(jtny
3 9

wmjjmr qw]r$[t]y
40

25lmqwr ndh
40

w'rwt qlwn

38

mqwy pr

wmgb[l mym]

(12:24b-25d)

41

And I am a vessel of clay,

And kneaded with water;

A Cauldron of shame

And fountain of impurity;

A furnace of iniquity

And edifice of sin;

A spirit of eiror and perver¬
sity,

Without understanding,

And terrified by righteous
judgements.

As for me, Thou didst take me
from dust,

And I have been nipped off
from clay,

Becoming a fountain of impurity

And shameful nakedness.

A reservoir of dust,

That is kneaded with water.

Licht says of these terms: "Stripped of their orig¬
inal meaning, these words transfer a deep sexual disgust

42
to the contemplation of human nature in general." Although
sin itself is not identified with sexuality, as it became
for some later Christian thinkers, the members of the com¬

munity were for the most part celibate (if, indeed, celi¬
bacy was not required; the evidence on this point is not

43
unambiguous ). The stern attitude of the Old Testament
with regard to sexual immorality was accepted by the com¬

munity. Even the mention of pudenda was usually avoided
44

by means of euphemism in the literature of the sect, and
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there were penalties provided for even allowing the pudenda
45

to he seen by other members, except in extreme circumstances.
Thus the frequent use of these terms in the Hodayoth to
describe humanity (and himself I) by the author is even more

indicative of the author's low opinion of humanity than

they may seem in English translation.
There is no exception to the idea that sin is universal

and absolute. All men are afflicted with sin:

ky 1* y§d<l jgkwl bm[sp]tkh^fi For no one is righteous at Thy
47 judgement,wl' y[nqh bjrybkh Nor is he innocent in Thy

controversy.
(9:14c-15b)

w'yn §dyq 'mkh And none is righteous with
Thee.

(12:19b)

Sin is present with man all his life:

my b5r kzwt Who is there of flesh like
this?48

wmh y§r ftmr And what creature of clay,

lhgdyl pl'wt That can perform great marvels?

whw* b'wwn -.ninrhm For he is in iniquity from the
womb,

w'd £bh b'£mt m'1 And until old age in the guilt
of faithlessness.

(4:29b-30b)

Holm-Nielsen takes the meaning of sin, and all the
terms used to denote sin in the Hodayoth, to be synonymous
with m'1, "faithlessness," and would exclude thereby all

49
reference to particular acts or aspects of man, but this
is probably both too fine a distinction for the thought of
the author, and too severe a delimitation of the pervasive
understanding of sin which dominated the author's thought.
Sin is for him to be understood in many ways - as a quality
of the whole man, as an external force, embodied in Belial
and his cohorts, and undoubtedly as it is manifested in the
particular acts which are contrary to the Law and to the
regulations of the community. There are several places
where the plural form indicates particular acts, such as
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trespasses ( ' smwt.y, 4:34), runner transgressi ons ( ps 'y
r'swnym, 17:18), wicked deeds (rs'y, 3:17), etc. The cor¬

relation between the universal and particular connotations
of sin in the literature of the sect is evident in this

passage from 1QS:
I belong to sinful mankind, to the community of sinful
mortals. My misdeeds, my trespasses, my sins, and the
badness of my heart belong by right to the fellowship
of worms and to those who roam in the darkness. 50
The somewhat infrequent references to particular acts

in the Hodayoth is understandable. They are not a syste¬

matic treatment of sin, or even psalmody about sin; they
are basically thanksgiving for release from sin, and so it
is not to the purpose of the author to relate his (or any¬

one's) particular transgressions. His is the perspective
of the redeemed man; lie glorifies God, who has made an end
of sin on his behalf, "hen he speaks of sin it may be as¬

sumed that he usually includes everything that the term
means - the sinful state of man, the particular acts which
are a result of that sinful state, and the internal and
external forces responsible for sin.

an is utterly sinful; any righteousness which he may

possess is not his but God's through the spirit God has

given him:^
w'ny yd'ty As for me, I know

ky lw' 1'nwS §dqh That righteousness does not
belong to men,

wlw' lbn 'dm Neither to the son of man

twin _jdrk Perfection of way.
l'l ' lywn To God Most High

kwl m'sy §dqh Belong all works of righteous¬
ness.

wdrk 'nws lw' tkwn The way of a man will rot
stand firm,

ky 'm brwh y§r '1 lw Except in the spirit God fash¬
ioned for him,

32lhtm drk lbny 'dm To perfect a way for the sons
of man,

lm'n yd'w kwl m'Syw That they may know all His
deeds,
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bkwh gbwrtw wrvvb rhuyw In the strength of His might
aid the multitude of His
mercies

' 1 kwl bny 3_r§wnvv Toward a! 1 the sons of his
good pleasure.

(4:30c-33a)

Consequently, whatever righteousness he may have is

negligible in comparison with the righteousness of God:

kd'ty dbrty According to my own knowledge
I have spoken

mjydwq y§r tymr And from the righteousness of
a vessel of clay.

(12:32c-d)

Thus, while there is a sense in which the term "right¬
eousness" may be used of man, and men vary in this "right¬
eousness" (cf. 9:14ff), it is insignificant and unimportant
compared with the righteousness of God, and its origin is
in the spirit granted by God; thus no credit is due to the
"righteous" one.

Despite the inability of man to be righteous, and the
practical impossibility of his obeying the statutes of God,
he is not thereby relieved of moral responsibility. The

anomaly involved does not seem to have bothered the author
52

at all. Neither does it bother him to proclaim that all

things are under the control of God, and thus that God is
the ultimate source of evil. Punishment in the form of

divine retribution follows as necessarily upon wickedness
as does the sinfulness of man upon his weakness and inabil¬
ity to be righteous:

53 *[wmh 'phwj' rwh bsr What, then, is a spirit of
flesh,

lhbyn ^bkwl 'lh That he should understand all
these tilings,

wlhskyl bs[wd 'mtkh hjgdwl And be wise in Thy great true
counsel?

wmh ylwd '£h And what is one born of woman,

bkwl [ ] hnwr'ym Among all the awesome ...?

whw'
j ' pr lie is a structure of dust,

wmgbl mym Kneaded with water,

[ ]h
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16

swdw 'rwt qln

[ ]H
wrwh n'wh m£lh

w'm yrl'

whyh [ l]'wlm

wmvvpt dwrwt

dr'[wn lkwl]57 b5r

(13:13e-16e)

lis counsel is shameful naked¬
ness ,

bw
55

56

And a perverse spirit rules
over him.

If he is wicked,

He becomes ... forever,

And a portent of generations,

An object of reproach to all
flesh.

All things are ordered by God's will; as creator and
ruler of the universe, he lias the absolute power and right
to ordain what he pleases. The author does not question
this right, nor does he seem particularly concerned for
the wicked in their impending punishment; on the contrary,
he often seems to take delight in it. Far from being both¬
ered by the problem of God's ultimate responsibility, in a

passive sense, for evil, he sees God as being actively en¬

gaged in causing men to be evil, that he might be glorified
in their destruction:

whmh m'tkh^®

grw 24'1 np5y
b'bwr hkbdkh

bmSpt r£'ym

(2:23c-24c)

[ky]59 lk 'th hjdqh

wl§mk hbrkh l'wl[m

jdqtk

60

wpdh 2j[np£ 'bdk
62

But they, at Thy instigation,

Stirred up strife against my
soul,

In order that Thou mayest be
glorified

In the judgement of the wicked.

For unto Thee Thyself belongeth
righteousness,

And unto Thy name, the eternal
blessing;

Perform Thy righteousness,

And redeem the soul of Thy
servant,

And let the wicked perish.w]tmw rs'ym

(17:20b-21b)

All things are done for the glory of God, including
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the author's own redemption:

w'd'h ky' lkh

' 5yth ' lli ' ly

(18:21b-c)

wlm'nkh '5y[th]

l[gd]lfi4 twrh

G3

And I know that for Thyself

Thou hast done these things,
() my God.

For Thy own sake Thou hast
acted,

To magnify Torah,

]
65

1 1
' n£yw[ ]1[

'

§tkh

btwk bny 'dm

lspr ldwrwt ' wlm npl'w tykh

wbgbwrwty [ kh6(* y5w](,ihw67

And men of Thy counsel,

1 2 l'yn hSbt

wyd'w kwl gwym *mtkh
6 8

wkwl l'wmym kbwdkh

(6:10c—12c)

In the midst of the sons of

men;
To recount to eternal gener¬

ations Thy mighty acts,
And to meditate on Thy great

power
Without ceasing.

And all the nations will know
Thy truth,

And all the peoples Thy glory

It is doubtful whether there is any doctrine of the
Fall or of original sin as such to be found in the Hodayoth
The source of sin is found in man's created earthy nature,
based on Gen. 2:7, rather than on the story of the Garden
of Eden in Gen. 3. Moreover, there seems to be little his¬
torical concern in general in the Hodayoth. Aside from a

mention of Moses (17:12), which is more concerned with his
position as lawgiver than with the historical character,
the only passages which might be interpreted as historical
references are those which concern the history of the sect
and the life of the author himself.

Nevertheless, several authors, such as Licht and
Brownlee, have seen a reference to original sin, or some-

tl ing like it, in ps' r'lwn (9:13) and p§'.y r'lwnym (17:18)
It is much more likely, however, that this usage refers to
sins committed before entry into the sect, or before redemp

70
tion:



ky ' th ysdtti rw^iy

wtd' mzmty

^ _wb§wqwty ntymtny
wbslyhwt 'st'5'

w*nhmh '1 ps ' r'£wn

(9:I2c-13c)

wm'§y ymyn 'wzk
7 9

[wsly(j]wt '1 p£'y r'swnym

(17:18b-c)

For Thou hast established my
spirit,

And knowest ray thoughts,

And in my distress Thou com¬
forted me.

I take delight in forgiveness,

And I have repented of
transgression.

71
former

And the works of Thy mighty
right hand,

And the forgiving of former
transgressions.

As Licht himself goes on to say, the concept of sin
in the llodayoth is one which results from the comparison
of the weakness of man with the perfect righteousness of

73
God, and there is no concept of the Fall. Futhermore,
the association of p£' r'Swn in these two passages with
slyfrwt is a further indication that these are transgressions
for which forgiveness is necessary and possible, and thus
probably are sins committed by the author, from which he
has been redeemed. Original sin, therefore, as understood
in these writings, is not the same as original sin in "nor¬
mative" Judaism or later Christianity. Certainly there is
no basis in the Hodayoth to support any association with
the sex act in conception.

C. The Author Himself

The author makes no attempt to exclude himself from
sinful humanity and from the condemnation due the sinful

creature, as it is apparent from a number of the references
above (i. e., 1:21-23; 4:30-33; 12:25, 32, et passim). He
not only is a creature of flesh, he is sinful and disobe¬
dient. At one time he was so overpowered by the knowledge
of his sinfulness that he despaired of ever being accepted

by God:

ky zkrty '£mwty For I remembered my trespass,
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'
m ni'l ' bwty

bqwm r£'ym '1 brytk

3-w^lk'ym^4 11 dbrkh^5
vv'ny 'mrty bp5'y

n'zbty mbrytkh

(4:34c-35c)

Together witii the faithless¬
ness of my Tatliers,

When the wicked rose up against
Thy covenant,

And the evil against Thy word.

And I said, "In my sin,
76

I have been left out of Thy
covenant."

It is not altogether certain whether the author be¬
lieves that at that time (before his redemption, or when
he had despaired of being included in the covenant) he was

included in the lot of the "Sons of Darkness." The follow¬

ing might seem to indicate so:

ky' hty§bty bgbwl r£h
7 7

95w'm hlk'ym bgwrl
wtgwr npl 'bywn
'
m mhwmwt rbh

7 8
whwwt mdhbh 'm m§ 1 dy

(3:24f-25d)

For I took my stand in the
territory of wickedness,

And with the evil in their lot;

The needy soul sojourned

Amidst great confusions,

And ruinous destruction was

with my steps.

]t is not necessary to interpret this passage in this

way, however. The same expression (bgbwl r&'h) is used in
2:8 in such a way as to indicate that he, one of the "Sons
of Light," is protected by God while surrounded by the "Sons
of Darkness":

wtsmwk np£y
79

b(jzwq rnwtnym
7 9

gW*mw§ kwh
wt'md p'my

bgbwl r£'h

(2:7d-8c)

Thou hast supported my soul

In girding my loins

And gathering my strength;

And Thou hast made my steps
to be firm

In the territory of wickedness.

Thus "the territory of wickedness" may simply mean

"in the company of wicked men" or "in the place where wicked
men prevail," and not necessarily "within the lot of wicked
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men." Furthermore, the basic question here is not whether
one can move from an unredeemed state to a redeemed state;
it is obviously the position of the author that such a move

can ai d does take place. Tiie question lies in the defini¬
tion or meaning of the "lot of the sons of light/darkness."
If these are to be taken to refer to eternal lots, estab¬
lished before the foundation of the world, and therefore
the ultimate predestined end of each individual, then ob¬

viously there is no indiscriminate shifting back and forth.
But if these terms are to be taken to refer to the sum total

of the wicked and the redeemed at any given moment, then of
course movement in one direction (from Darkness to Light),
at least, is possible. These terms are not frequent in the

Hodayoth, and there is no certain indication that they mean

one or the other. However, two tilings Can be said, as will
80

become apparent in the course of future chapters. First,
the author held a rigidly predestinarian position. Second,
he is aware of having been redeemed; and thus of having
moved from an unredeemed state to a redeemed state. There

is no doubt that there was a time when the author was not

aware of his election, when he had not repented of sin,
and had made no attempt to escape from sin. He can point
to a specific time when he was made aware of forgiveness,
as is made clear by the continuation of the passage cited
above:

wbzwkry kwh ydkh But when I remembered the
power of Thy hand,

'm jghmwn rhmykh Together with the abundance
of Thy mercies,

ht'wddty w'qwmh I was established, and stood
fast;

wrwhy h^zyqh And my spirit became strong

bm'md lpny ng* While standing in the face of
g1 affliction,

ky ns'n[ty] ,_bhsdykh For I relied on Thy steadfast'

love,
whmwn rljmykh And the abundance of Thy mercies,

(4:35d-37b)

Several other passages could be cited in this connec-
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tion; it is not at all clear whether there were several
. ,82such occasions, or only one.

The profound awareness of his own sinfulness makes
the author all the more aware of his need for grace and

forgiveness. It is only through divine grace that he be¬

longs to the company of the redeemed; he depends on for¬
giveness:

83 # ✓

[wl'] k'smty gSp^tny And Thou hast not judged me
according to my trespass,

wl' 'zbtny bzmwt yjry Nor abandoned me in^5 the
evil of my intentions;

wt'zwr mSfct fcyy But hast helped my life against
gg the pit.

wttn [ ] And given ...

(5:5d-6d)

wrwlj n'wh thrth Thou hast cleansed a perverse
spirit

mps' rb From a great sin.

(3:21c-d; cf. also 9:13; 16:10-12, etc.)

The cleansing and forgiveness he has received, how¬
ever, do not mean that he is no longer a sinful, earthy
creature. Although the interpretation of tenses in Hebrew
poetry is still a matter of conjecture, there are sufficient
indications that passages such as 1:21-23 refer to the pres-

87
ent, not to the past. Some passages, it is true, are

ambiguous, and could be taken either as referring to the
state of the author before redemption, or as gnomic, i. e.,

referring to the universal experience of mankind, or to
the common experience of members of the sect. Rut the author
has not yet reached a state of perfection; whatever power
he has to resist temptation is not his own but is the power

of God working through him (cf. 12:32-36, above). Does
this mean that it is possible for one who is redeemed to
sin? And does it mean that the author himself is conscious

of having committed sins after his redemption? The follow¬
ing would seem to indicate that the answer to both questions
is affirmative.

The possibility is implied in this passage:
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w' th yd'th y§r^ ' bdkh

ky 1' [§dq l'y$89
wbkli n£]'nty

90

lhrym l[by]
91

^[wjlh'yz9^ bkw£t
wmhsy b5r

94, , 93 r
yn ly [
i» 95 , .w] yn §dqwt

lhn§1 mp[s']99
Iq[bl]w*97 slyhh
w'ny n£'nty

b[rwb rfcmykh
Oft

wbhmwn] (jsdkh 'w^yl

lh§y§ 19[hy]s'99
wlgdl n§r

lh'yz bkwty

wl[ ]

(7:16a-19d)

,100

And Thou knowest the inclina¬
tion of Thy servant,

Tor righteousness is not unto
man,

And I depend on Thee

To raise up my heart,

And to bring it into safety
with strength,

And the refuge of the flesh.

I have no ...

And no righteousness,

To deliver me from sin,

Without forgiveness;

But I depend

On the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

And on the abundance of Thy
grace I wait,

To bring to flower the deliv¬
erance ,

And to make the shoot great;

To take refuge in strength,

And to ...

And the actuality, in the following:
101

wymhrw 'ly rs'y
' fzjym'9*^ bm§wqwtm

wkwl hywm

ydk'w np§y

(5:17a-d)

And my wicked deeds rush upon
me,

Towerful in their distresses,

And all the day

They crush my soul.

It is through the special knowledge which is his as

a result of his redemption that he is aware of and deplores
his sin, and that he seeks the strengthening of the Holy
Spirit to resist sin:

bd'ty bkwl 'lh Because I have knowledge of
all these things,
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r, 1103 104 , . , ✓IlyJ <> m nh lswn

111L ' bl ^' wlh [ ' nq

11 kw]l106 ps'y

wlbq£ rwh [ j107
^wlhthzq brwty q[wdsk]
wldbwq b'mt brytk

wl['wbd]k109 b'mt

108

wlb Sim

wl'hwb 't [

(16:6a-7e)

1 10

T have the reply of the
tongue,

To bewail and to groan

Over all my sins,

And to seek the spirit of ...

And to strengthen myself by
Tiiy holy Spirit,

And to cleave to the truth of

Thy covenant
And to serve Thee with truth

And a whole heart

And to love ...

Being aware that he is not yet perfect, he can pray

for further grace:

w'ny b(jrty
11 1

lhbr kpy kr§wfnk]
wnpS 1bdk

m'Sh 'wlh

And I have chosen

To purify my hands according
to Thy pleasure,

And the soul of Thy servant

t[ 'b]h*'^ kwl 1 1
Abhors every work of perver¬

sity;
w'd'h ky 1' y§dq 'yS mbl'dyk And I know that a man cannot be

w'^lh pnyk
113

brwh 'Sr ntth [by] 1 14

lhSlvm
j 2[ |js ]dyk^ 1 5 'm

'b[dk]
1 16

1[ lthrny brwij

righteous apart from Thee,
And I entreat Thy favor,

By the spirit which Thou hast
put within me,

To perfect Thy mercies unto
Thy servant;

... To cleanse me by Thy Holy
Spirit,

qwdSk

wlhgysny brjwnk

kgdwl lisdyk

(16:10c-1 2d)

He can also express his determination not to sin fur¬
ther:

And to bring me near to Thy
good pleasure,

According to the greatness of
Thy mercies.
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118
['lh] yd'ty These things I know

brwb £wbk Through the abundance of Thy
goodness,

wb^bw'h hqymwty '1 np£y And by an oath I have set it
on my soul

lblty h^w' lk Not to sin against Thee,

^R[wl]blty1'9 *6wt And to do nothing
mkwl hr' b'ynyk Of all the things that are

evil in Thy eves.
(14:17a-18b)

A further indication may be seen in the statement

quoted above that man "is in iniquity from the womb, and
until old age in the guilt of faithlessness" (4:29-30).
"Perfection" as understood by the author was an attribute
of God (4:30-31). The "perfect way" which is the possession
of the sect is to be theirs at the eschaton, for which they
wait so eagerly. In the meantime, "perfection" is the total,
absolute, inalterable demand of their way of life, as it
has been revealed to them (and is still being revealed) by

1 20
God through their divinely inspired leaders.

Nevertheless, in addition to the above passages from
1QII, there is adequate external evidence from the literature
of the sect that it was considered possible to commit sin
after entry into the sect. The Manual of Discipline pro¬

vides numerous penalties for various infringements, minor
and major, unwitting and intentional, of the code of con-

1 21
duct adopted by the sect.

Thus there is ample evidence that for the author his
redemption and his entry into or inclusion in the lot of
the Sons of Light do not make of him a perfect creature,
incapable of sin, or even completely free from sinning.
Indeed, such a doctrine would have undoubtedly been unac¬

ceptable to him; it would have destroyed his humanity and
creaturehood as he understood them. On the other hand,
that same understanding of his creaturehood and his earthy
origins makes him profoundly aware of his sinfulness and
therefore his need for redemption. In his unrighteous state,
he cannot stand unaided before God, despite his membership
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in the lot of the redeemed, predestined before the creation
of the world, and despite any role lie himself might play

i ?2
in the redemptive process.

Cf. 0CTTpQKl\/OV O'KEUOS in II Cor. 4:7, and below,
n. 3 5. '

2
Suk. ' w f 1. Of the various suggestions made, this

one is suitable to both the context and the ms. traces,
although others are possible.

^N. r. Suk., tj~. (with or without pronominal suffix).
4
N. r. Suk., tr.

JN. r. Suk., tr.
0
Either blw' or k^ ^m is to be restored here to main¬

tain the parallelism (although TUG apparently would break
the parallelism with another 'ykh and read 'hzq (1st person)
rather than the co monly accepted tbzq above)o

^This is the end of the readable portion of this column.
Further reconstruction would be very insecure.

g
This cannot, however, be used to prove Gnostic ori¬

gin, or that the sect was Gnostic, as Isaiah Sonne, "A Hymn
against Heretics in the Newly Discovered Scrolls," llUCA
XXXIII (1950-51), p. 283. Cf. also Chapter IV.

9
N. r. Suk. , tr.

^°D.-S. takes the inn in this and the following stichoi
to imply origin, and thus reads these as questions as to
the possibility for man, with his carnal origin, to possess
these qualities (cf. his restoration of * §mh in the next
stichos). RL apparently takes the inn to be instrumental
("Mankind is not justified by mankind"), (pp.1 13—14^ In
view of the fact that the poem moves on to show the absurdity
of comparing man with God, it is preferable to interpret mn
here as comparative, as most editors have done.

^N. r. Suk., tr$ D.-S. restores ' £mh (cf. n. 10)o
1 2

N. r. Suk., tar (with or without article).

^N. r. Suk. Various suggestions have been made;
D.-S. provides mb.yr on the basis of 10:10. As is frequently
the case, the ms. appears to leave room for more than is
here restored (cf. H.-N.), but this is not necessarily trueQ
The letters immediately following the lacuna are compressed
together as a result of shriveling, so that there appears
to be more room than there actually is.
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14v 0 .\. r. Suk., tr.

15X. r. Suk. This is a very tentative restoration.
T!!G rends "Thy tr(uth no bound.)" If. B. and D.-S. claim to
recognize the traces of hyym where T have qnym, but the
latter is at least as likely, and the full restoration more
suitable to the context than D.-S.'s "Et aux hofmmos de ton
Alliance] appartient [la vie.]" (wl'["£y brytkh liyym]).

1 6>ky> mh 'pr bk[pyhm wm']§h *pr bydm.

1 ^Holm-Nielsen, op„ cit. , p. 274 (where man is des¬
cribed as "the absolute converse of God"): Karl Georg Kuhn,
"New Light on Temptation, Sin and Flesh in the New Testa¬
ment," SNT. p. 101.

1 81T. D.-S. Numerous suggestions have been made for
the interpretation of this passage. Following Suk. (ykmw*
wy's), many have interpreted both as verbs (the first from
kmhJ. The construction above is frequent enough in the
OT (cf. BDB. 455b) and in 1QII (3:7).

N. c. r. p.

20
N. r. Suk., tr.

21
lthlk has been taken by most translators as a

Hithpa'el (He elided) of hlk, although there is no prece¬
dent for such elision for this verb. Apparently a word ha s
dropped out of the text. D.-S. restores drkk, which is
not without merit. II.-N., on the other hand, reads "to
walk (uprightly) in all tilings."

22"N. c. r. p.

23
N. r. Suk. The choice is between lmw* d (lqg.y) rgwnkh

and the above, with no clear majority among the editors.
The reading given here is chosen because it effectively (a)
contrasts with 15c, the "favored time" for the blessed, and
(b) parallels 17e, the "day of slaughter."

24
N. r. Suk., D.-S. et. al. It is clear that the

reference is to God from bkh in 28d.

25N. c. r. p.
r\ p

'Although the Pe has the final form, this probably
is intended as one word. The final form appears medially
elsewhere in 1QII.

27
N. c. r. p.

28
N. r. Suk. Tentative reconstruction, following

D.-S. Other words (such as ygr) would also fit.
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ry
^-JThis and the following psalm (beginning at 11:15)

arc the exceptions to the use of 'dwny in the introductory
formula.

30
l.rik Sjoberg, "Neuschopfung in den Toten-Meer-Rollen,

StTh, IX (1955), p. 134.
31 vN. c. r. p.

3 2v1\. c. r. p.

33B1I qlwn, which might be the reading here. The
bottom part of the final Nun, barely discernable on the
ms., is in such a position that there does not seem to be
room for a Vvaw. There is a tear in the ms., however, ex¬
tending just below the Lamedh to the Quoph; shrinkage may
have pulled the visible part of the Nun slightly to the
right (cf. 12:25).

34.,N. c. r. p.

33Probably a pu'al participle. This could be, however,
a Mem-preformative noun, meaning "something knended," but
this seems an unlikely use of the Mem-preformative (cf.
G.-K.-C., 85e-m). There has been considerable discussion
of this and the preceding phrase, which occur several times
in the Hodayoth (12:25; 13:15) in one form or another. No
one has suggested, however, that these terms emphasize any¬
thing other than man's earthly origins as an "earthen vessel.
The sinful nature of man is an implied overtone drawn from
the context.

3 6
Suk. swd, which most translate either "counsel" or

"foundation" (defective writing for vswd). In this case
the smoothness of the experienced scribe ("A") makes it
impossible to distinguish between syr and swd. The reading
taken here was suggested by Yadin (The Message of the Scrolls
p. 108).

37
Perhaps a euphemism for pudenda. Cf. 3:8ff, and

pp. 19-20.
3 8

N. r. Suk., _tr, except that some read lqfrty (pu'al).
39

N. r. Suk. , text restored by D.-S. This is a ten¬
tative reconstruction, but the meaning is clear.

40
Note the way the play on words re-emphasizes the

connotation of disgust. Both mqwr and 'rwt also mean "pu¬
denda. "

4*N. r. Suk. , tr.
42
Jacob Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll

p. 10.
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43
Burrows, DSS, p. 233.

44
If the interpretation of Dupont-Sommer of 1QS 7:12—

14 is correct. (Andre Dupont-Sommer, The Jewish Sect of
Qumran and the Kssenes [Now York: The Macmillan Company,
1956 ] , p. 85n.l

45T ,Idem.

46
R. Suk., tr.

47
N. r. Suk. Several verbs have been suggested (yfrqwr,

yzkh, y'mwd). D.-S.'s suggestion is followed here for the
admirable way it carries through the parallelism.

48
Or, reading b£r as a verb, "Who has proclaimed any¬

thing like this." (H.B.)
49
Holm-Nielsen, op. clt. . p. 276.

50
1QS 9:9-10, as translated by Mansoor, op. cit., p. 7.

5^Sjoberg, "Wiedergeburt und Neuschopfung im
palastinischen Judentum," StTh, IV (1950), p. 78.

52
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 6-7.
53

N. r. Suk. Opinion is divided as to whether this
and the two following stichoi are a part of what precedes
(in which case the implication is that God has brought a
spirit of flesh to understand [cf. H.-N.]) or is to be un¬
derstood as parallel with 1. 14c.

54
N. r. Suk. This is a tentative reconstruction,

following D.-S.

55L1. 14c-16a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 18.

j6N. c. r. p.

^N. r. Suk. (who has dryf ]); cf. Isa. 66:24 (D.-S.;
H.—N., etc.).

58 1tkh is written by another scribe.
59
D.-S., n. r. Suk.

60N. r. Suk., tr.
61

N. r. Suk. This reading is chosen to provide a
parallel with pdh in the next stichos.

fi 9
N. c. r. p. There is no doubt, however, about the

meaning of this passage. It is an appeal to God to bring
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about the eschatolokical vindication of the just and de¬
struction of the wicked. <T. the apocalyptic hymn 3:19-36.

<)3R. Suk., tr.
64

N. r. Suk., t£. 'r^e form one would expect would
be lhgdyl, but the traces remaining on the ms. permit only
the above.

N. c. r. p.

G6R. Suk., tr.

N» r. Suk., who transcribes ]hhw. R. Licht, tr.
68

The "universalistic" emphasis here is not so clear
as some (i. e., D.-S., II.-N. ) would imply. The author is
not proclaiming a mission to the Gentiles, like Deutero-
Isaiah or the NT writers. Rather, his meaning is the vin¬
dication of God (and the "men of His counsel") before the
eyes of all men.

69
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

p. 11. Brownlee states that "the Qumran literature starts
with the assumption of Original Sin and the redemptive
problem is how to achieve perfect sanctification." (IV. II.
Brownlee, "Messianic Motifs of Qumran and the New Testament,"
NTS. Ill [1956-57], p. 28.)

7C>Holm-Nielsen, op. cit. , pp. 276-77.
71
Or "taken comfort about, am relieved about." This

would imply that w'nfrmh is pu'al (not pi'el, as H.-N.).
72

N. r. Suk., D.-S. This seems to fit best with the
context, and the use of p£' r'^wn in 9:13. The only real
alternative, "and to confess former sins" (using some form
of ydh) still does not invite an interpretation of p§* r'&wn
as original sin or the sins of the forefathers.

73
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 11-12.
y yj

The parallel here with r£'ym indicates that h1k'ym
was understood by the author to mean "evil" rather than
"wretched"; that is, it refers to his moral state rather
than his physical or emotional. This, of course, adds
nothing to our knowledge of the meaning intended by the
author of Psalm 10.

75
Tr. The ms. is very difficult to read. There ap¬

pears to be a letter above the line (Suk. k), but there is
little doubt as to the correct reading.

7 fi
Following the majority who consider the quotation

to begin here, the b being taken as causative.
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77
Of. noto 74 above, p. 3C>.

7K .

l'he usage here is obviously based on Isa. 14:4,
which may well be a corrupt text (see d.-!\'.).

79
Taken as infinitives construct, rather than nouns

in the construct state.

80
Cf. below, Chapters II and III.

81
R. Stik. , tr.

8 ^
~Cf. Chapter III, where this problem is discussed

at length.
O ?

N. r. Suk., tr.
84
This is contrary to the usual use of y^r in 1QII,

and as close to the Rabbinic ygr hr* as occurs in this scroll.

85
It is also possible to translate "because of ..."

(B.-M.).
86 vN. c. r. p.

8 7
Some, however, like Hans Bardtke (Die Handschriften-

funde am Toten Mcer [2nd ed.; Berlin: Fvangelische Ilaupt-
bibelgesellschaft, 1953], p. 163) think this passage refers
to the state of the author before redemption. This is an
interesting parallel to the conflicting interpretations of
Rom. 7.

88
Cf. note on ygr, 5:5, note 84 above.

89
A completely different reconstruction of this pas¬

sage is admittedly possible. The ins. has a fragment of a
letter which can only be 'Ayn or §ade. The theme of man's
incapacity for righteousness is frequent enough in the llodayoth
to make this reasonable, and the whole passage fits together
to make this more likely. The alternative translation, such
as H.-\., leaves a certain amount of contradiction, inasmuch
as the author first boastingly proclaims his innocence,
then expresses his helplessness:

But Thou knowest the imagination of Thy servant,
that I have not [inclined myself toward]
by lifting up [my heart][and] by seeking refuge in violence;
neither have I any human defence ...

... no works of righteousness
to le saved from ... forgiveness." (II.-N., p. 130).

90
N. r. Suk.j r. D.-S.

91
N. r. Suk., tr.

92
R. Suk., tr.
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93
Some would prefer to take ' yn ly with the preceding.

94 vX. c. r. p.

93
N. r. Silk. , tr.

9G
N. r. Suk, r. D.-S.

97
N. r. Suk. 1)• —S• fwlb]w* . The tentative nature of

these reconstructions is obvious; the strongest argument in
their favor is the cohesiveness of the passage as a whole.

98
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et_ aK fnough of the first

two letters (rw) in the lacuna are visible to make the
restoration plausible. The idiom is typical of 1QH.

99
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et al.

100.,X. c. r. p.

*^Most translators have taken r§'y as construct with
'zym, which has led to awkward translations and several
attempts at emendation. The form could as well be taken
as the noun with the pronominal suffix, which gives a trans¬
lation less awkward than the others, and more in keeping
with the context.

102R. Suk., tr.

103N. r. Suk. Other reconstructions are possible
(such as D.-S.'s ' n.y) , but the meaning is clear.

104
m1nh appears twice in the text as a result of dit-

tography.

105Suk. lhtpl, which D.-S. et al^. take to be the Hith-
pa'el of 2ii, which does not occur in this form in BH, Nil,
or 1QH elsewhere. This whole section of the ms. is very
blurred, and no certain reconstruction is possible.

1 Ofi
N» c. r. p. This is, as indicated above, a very

tentative reconstruction.

107N. c. r. p.

1 08
N. r. Suk., t_r. (with or without the pronominal

suffix).

*°®N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et al.

110N. c. r. p.

^1^N. r. Suk., tr.

112Suk. h—h. Tr.



113Cf. Fx. 32:11; Is. 119:58, etc.
114,.

. . r. Suk., tr.
115

»> • I • Suk., tr.

11G\ r"« I • Suk., tr.
11 7v c r. p.

1 1 s
Suk., TiiG, et al., read [w' }ny, which is usually

found in 1<^I[ followed by a clause introduced by to indicate
the content of the knowledge (but see 9:9). The fragments
of the letters visible on the ms. support the reading given,
particularly the dot above the line which is the top part
of the _1.

"V r. Suk., tr.

120Black , op. cit., pp. 118-124.

1 21
Burrows, DSS, 235; 1QS 6:24; 7:25, et passim; cf.

also Chapters IT and IV.

1 9 9
Nothing has been said in this chapter about the

suffering and persecution inflicted upon the author, from
which he has been delivered. This will be considered in
later chapters; it was not included hero for several reasons
First, because there is a question of the interpretation
of those passages which refer to suffering and persecution.
Second, this is not a part of the universal experience of
sin, which is the main subject of this chapter. Third,
these passages must be considered carefully in connection
with a consideration of the role of the author in redemp¬
tion.



CHAPTER TWO

THE EXTENT OF REDEMPTION: DUALISM

There has been considerable comment and discussion

in the scholarly world about the "Two Spirits" passage in
the Manual of Discipline since the discovery of the Dead
Sea Scrolls.* Along with the War Scroll (1QM) it has given
us much insight into the dualistic doctrine accepted by
the sect. An excellent schematic representation of the

2doctrine has been prepared by Davies, who goes on to an¬

alyse the importance of this doctrine in understanding Paul's
use of the terms flesh and spirit.

Most scholars today would be inclined to accept Kuhn's
thesis that this dualism is the result of Iranian influence,
and can best be described as ethical and eschatological.3
The forces of evil and the forces of good are evenly bal¬

anced, and neither will prevail until the great eschatolog-
ical battle, when God will intervene to bring victory to
the forces of good. This is all according to the plan of

God, who created both forces and has predestined not only
the outcome, but the fate of all participants. All mankind
is divided into two camps, belonging either to the "Sons of
Light" or to the "Sons of Darkness."

If this dualism of Light and Darkness is found to
be accepted in its entirety by the author of the Ilodayoth,
then the question of the extent of redemption is fairly

simple. The redeemed are the Sons of Light. If the sec¬

tarians used the term "Sons of Light" to refer exclusively
to themselves, then obviously, the redeemed are the members
of the sect, and redemption is equivalent to entry into the
sect, which is the working out of the fate of the individual
determined before creation by God. The purpose of this

40
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chapter is to det.orm.ine how far tiiis kind of dual ism can

be found in the hoda.voth, and who arc the redeemed. In
order to deal with the problem adequately, a number of other
matters must be discussed.

A. dualism in 1 QII

Any discussion of dualism in the llodayoth is of ne¬

cessity one which is based on inference and assumption, and
therefore subject to error and correction. This is in part

due to the nature of the poetry, which cannot be considered
simply as poetical elaboration of the systematic theology

4
of the sect, as contained in the Manual of Discipline,
or as poetry composed for the instruction of the novice
in the community.0 Of course the theological presupposi¬
tions of the author affect his language, but they are not

always evident, and are not treated systematically. There
does not seem to be any conscious attempt to maintain a

rigidly correct theological attitude. Such is the case

with most religious poetry, as is evidenced from the hymns
in use in the Christian church. They employ symbolic lan¬

guage and metaphorical expressions which on analysis might
infer theological presuppositions which neither the writer
nor the users would be willing to accept. Of course there
are hymns which are written with the purpose of giving ex¬

pression to particular theological beliefs, but even these
are likely to be at best unclear and inaccurate with respect
to other points of doctrine.

The problem of dualism in the Hodayoth is a case in

point. It is quite clear that the author intends to give
expression to certain sharp contrasts in some passages, and
that extensive passages or whole poems at times serve this
purpose. But to label such contrasts "dualism" in any ac¬

cepted philosophical sense goes beyond the evidence; the
poems point to the contrast itself, without elaborating
the metaphysical presuppositions of which such contrast

might be the logical result. Even the well-established
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thesis of Kuhn that there is extensive Iranian influence

to he found in the ''anual of Discipline could be demonstrated

only indirectly in the Hodayoth. As a matter of fact, the

Two-Spirit concept itself does not find support in 1QH,

although ethical-eschatological dualism does.
There are two further points to be considered. The

first is that there is no guarantee that the Hodayoth will
have the same metaphysical presuppositions as other writings
of the Qumran sect, especially those which come from another
period in the sect's history; or that the collection will

0
be consistent throughout. The second is that the origins
of the sect and its doctrines are complex, and several
strands of tradition contributed to the thinking of the
sect. With poetry it is particularly true that linguistic

usage may be borrowed or derived from various sources, some¬

times unconsciously, without the author thereby accepting
the theological and philosophical ideas embodied in that

linguistic usage in the context in which the usage origin¬
ated. Many Christians sing Luther's "F.in' Feste Burg" with
enthusiasm and spirit, even though they would no longer
accept the cosmology, not to mention the demonology, ex¬

pressed in it. Such may be the case with the Hodayoth.
In view of these difficulties, it is best not to at¬

tempt to reconstruct a dualistic cosmology, or, for that
matter, any metaphysical system, from the Hodayoth. Any
such reconstruction must run the danger of building on

statements which, although used in poetry, would not be
considered by the user to be accurate representations of
his belief. Therefore what is attempted here is only to

point out those areas in which the author has drawn a con¬

trast between two entities which in one philosophical or

theological system or another would have represented the

poles of a dualistic approach, with particular reference
to the doctrines of 1QS. More than this is, on the basis
of the Hodayoth themselves, not possible at present.
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B. The Contrast between Cod and Man

The contrast between God and man is clearly of major

importance to the author of the Hodayoth. God is righteous,
man is unrighteous; God is the source of knowledge, man's
knowledge is derived from God. God is eternal, man is one

who returns to the dust. God is all-powerful, man is able
to do nothing of his own power.

mh 'dbr bl' nwd'7 What can I say without its
having been known,

Or proclaim without its having
been recounted?

w* Smy'h bl' swpr

(1:23c-d)
8 /

kwl mSp£ hgdq

lkh 'th 'l9 hd'wt

kwl m'sy hjdqh
JO *

2yWswd h mt
wlbny h'dm

'bwdt h'wwn

wm'sy hrmyh

(1:26b-27d; cf. 4:30-31, etc.)

Particularly striking is the contrast between the
absolute righteousness of Cod and the absolute unrighteous¬
ness of man. Fven the relative righteousness of one man

compared with another is negligible compared with the right¬
eousness of God.'1

Not only man, but all of creation, stands in contrast
with the creator:

Every righteous judgement

Is thine, O Thou God of knowl¬
edge;

All the works of righteousness

And true counsel;

While to the sons of man

Belong the service of iniquity

And works of deceit.

hnh 'th §r 'lym1^
wmlk nkbdym

w'dwn lkwl rw\j

wmwsl bkl m'5h

gWmbl'dykh 1* y'sh kwl

Behold, Thou art Prince of
Cods,

And King of those who are
honored;

The Lord of every spirit,

And Ruler over every work.

Apart from Thee nothing is
done;
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wl' yud' blw' rjwnkh

w'yn zwltk

1Qw'yn ' mkh bkw^i
w'yn lngd kbwdkh '
wlgbwrtkh 'yn m^iyr

wmy ^bkwl m'sy pl'kh
hgdvvlym

It is not known apart from
Thy good pleasure.

There is none apart froin Thee,

And none is like Thee in strength;

None is equal to Thy glory,

And for Thy might there is no

price.14
Who among all Thy great

wondrous works,

y'§wr kwh lhtygb lpny kbwdkh Is able to stand before Thy
glory?

(10:8a-l1b)

It is God who has created all things, from whom they
derive their power, who determines the limits of their being,
and who holds ultimate sway over them. The full scope of
the awesome dignity and power of God is beyond man's under¬

standing; even the most powerful of God's creatures is not
able to comprehend his glory:

15
wmh y£yb 'pr w[

wmh]16 ybyn 2g[m,]§yw17
wmh ytyjb lpny mwky^i bw

[ q]wds 18

[wrwfcy]'9 'wlm

, 20

29

wmqwy kbwd

wmqwr d't

wgbw[ry pi]

whmh^ 1[w]'22 ^^[ywkljw
lspr kwl kbwdkh

wlhtyjb lpny 'pkh

w'yn lhsyb twkfcitkh

ky' §dqth

w'yn lngdkh

23

What will dust reply ...?

And how can it understand His
works?

And how stand fast before Him
who reproves him?

... holy ...

And eternal spirits,

And reservoirs of glory,

And a fountain of knowledge,

And wondrous warriors.

Even they are not able

To recount all Thy glory,

And to stand fast before Thy
anger,

And there is none who can

reply to Thy correction;
For Thou art righteous,

And there is none before Thee;
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wmh 'phw £b '1 '

3,w'ny n'lmty
winh ' (J b r '1 zwt

kd'ty dbrty

m§ydwq y§r hmr

(12:27b-32d)

prw What then is he who returns
to his dust?

And I - I am struck dumb;

What can I say above this?

According to my own knowledge
I have spoken,

And from the righteousness of
a vessel of clay.

All of creation, even the angelic hosts, are subject
to the will of God, and come under his judgement.

The contrast between God and his creation, then, is
not only that of a complete difference between two kinds
of existence. As expressed in the Hodayoth, it is primar¬
ily an ethical difference. Such a contrast is, of course,

entirely consistent with the thought of the OT and there
is no reason to search elsewhere for its origins. Gener¬

ally speaking it is consistent with the rest of QT, but
does not necessarily imply the kind of ethical dualism
found in lQS. All mankind, including the "Sons of Light"
and the author himself, stand in contrast with God, as do
all other created beings.

C. Spirits

The doctrine of the Two Spirits which is elaborated
in the Manual of Discipline and which shows such a clear

24
relationship with Iranian dualism is not to be found ex¬

plicitly stated in the hodayoth. Various writers have con-
25

sidered it to be basic to the thought of the author, but
the evidence is not forthcoming. There is evidence of a

belief in extra-corporeal spirits, as we shall see, and the
name Belial (bly'1) is found frequently. But the explicit
doctrine as expounded in the Manual, as well as any desig¬
nation of "the Two Spirits" as such, is lacking (except by

9 fi
reconstruction of texts). Moreover, there are certain
ways in which the doctrine of the Hodayoth differs from
that of the Manual. In the first place, the author of the
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Hodayoth never attributes his own sinfulness to the i.ublance
or temptation of any external po.ver, but to his own earth-
liness and resultant sinfulness. Belial is for him always
the enemy and the inspiration of his opponents. Second,
instead of a single Prince of Lights and Angel of Darkness,
there are many spirits. Of the "good" spirits, reference
is made to "eternal spirits" (1:11; 14:11), "spirits of
holiness" (8:12; 11:13), "spirits of knowledge" (3:23),
"the host of Thy spirits" (13:8), "the sons of the gods"
(f2:3), the "sons of heaven" (f2:10), "the company of the
sons of heaven" (3:22), etc. It is not always clear from
the context whether these and similar terms refer to angelic
hosts or to the "Sons of Light;" i. e., the redeemed. In
10:34ff it seems quite certain that angelic hosts are being
referred to, but "the company of the sons of heaven" (3:22)
probably refers to the Qumran community.

When we come to evil spirits, however, there is no

unambiguous evidence that the author believed in any non-

corporeal spirits which were evil, with the exception of
27

Belial himself. Furthermore, Belial is never called a

spirit. Rw£ is never used of Belial. There are a few ref¬
erences in 1QII which could easily be taken to refer to evil

spirits, but there is ambiguity involved with all of them.
They are of two types. The first is that in which contro¬

versy is referred to between Cod and spirits:

w'phdh bSwm'y m^p^ykh I quake when I hear of Thy
judgements

'm gbwry ^kw)? With the mighty ones of
strength,

wrybkh 'm §b' qdw^ykh And of Thy controversy with
the hosts of Thy holy ones.

(10:34c-35b)

The hosts referred to here, however, are "hosts of
Thy Holy Ones," not demonic hosts. As in 12:27-31, quoted
above, the emphasis is on the absolute contrast between
C.od and all of his creation, even the (good) spirits cre¬
ated by him.

The other type of reference is that which refers to
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"spirit(s) of ..." :

wysgrw dlty §ht And the doors of the pit close

b'd hryt 'wl Upon her who conceived wicked¬
ness,

wbryfty 'wlm And the eternal bars

b'd kwl rwhy 'p'h Upon all the spirits of the
Serpent.

(3:18a-d)

This use of rwfr is quite common in the Hodayoth, re¬

ferring to either good or evil "spirits." It does not refer,

however, to disembodied spirits. It is an expression used
to convey the implication that a certain quality or attri-

28
bute belongs to the person being so described. It is
used in two ways in the Uodayoth; the first represents the
spirit as being the possession of the individual, as in

14:25, "Thou hast favored me with a spirit of knowledge"
(rwb d't). The second is that in which the person is iden¬
tified with the spirit, as in 2:15, "I have become a spirit
of jealousy" (lrwfo qn'h). In neither case is the expression
"spirit of ..." to be taken necessarily to refer either
to a spirit which has an independent existence of its own,

or to the "spirit" of the individual so described. Nor
does this usage with a term of reproach (such as "spirit
of flesh" in 13:13 and 17:25) at all imply that either in¬
dependently existent spirits, or the "spirit" in man (as
opposed to the flesh) can be evil. These are clearly dis¬

tinguishable usages of the word rwfr and no inference of that
kind can be made logically from one to the other.

This usage usually refers to men, as can be seen

from the passages quoted alove and from 2:15 and 14:25.
When used with terms of reproach, the usage most frequently
refers to the author himself, who is deploring his own sin¬
ful state. It is quite often used, however, to refer to
his enemies, and this usage probably accounts for all those
passages where it might appear on first sight to refer to
evil spirits having an independent existence. The parallel¬
ism in the following passage makes it quite clear that this
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w'yn ph lrwh hwwt

wl' m'nh lswn

lkwl (b]ny~J ' smh

ky t'lmnh £pty

ky kwl gry lmspt

1 2
31

30,
<> sqr

tr3y' lhbdyl

byn §dyq Irs'

(7:1 la-1 2d)

32
by

48

And there is no mouth for the
spirit of destruction,

And no reply on the tongue

of all the sons of guilt.

For the lying lips shall be
dumb;

For all those who attacked me

at the .judgement
Thou didst condemn in order

to distinguish through me
Between righteous and evil.

The other places where rwh is used with a term of

reproach occur in passages where not enough of the context
survives to determine the exact meaning (as f5:4, 6), with
the exception of the difficult, passage from col. 3 quoted
above. A full discussion of this particular hymn appears

in the Appendix, but it would seem that the best interpre¬
tation of this line would be to take it to refer to the

enemies of the author and the Qurnran sect.
There are numerous other occurrences of rwh in the

Hodayoth, of course, some of which will be discussed below.
For the present it is not safe to draw a final conclusion

to the effect that the author's understanding of the spirit
world did not extend to the concept of evil spirits, with¬
out making clear tint this is very much an argument from
silence. On the other hand, it is permissible to insist
that jpt is not possible to demonstrate conclusively that
the author believed in evil spirits with an independent

existence, and this fact may be significant. Without this,
of course, it is not true that the author of 1QII accepted
the system to be found in 1QS 3:13-4:26.

IJ. The Two Lots of Mankind

With the possible exception of the contrast between
God and man, the contrast between the two lots of mankind
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is th" most striking contrast to be sren in the Ilodayoth,
and the closest thing to an explicit dualism. The author

is unsparing in his denunciation of his op[ onents and his
identification of them as the "company of Belial" (2:22).
The polemic often centers around his own controversy with
them and the distinction between the company of Belial and
the redeemed is frequently expressed in terms of response

to his leadership:

w'hyh ph lpw^'ym

wrnrp' lkwl gSby ps'
'rmh 1ptyym

wygr smwk

lkwl nmhry lb

wtsymny (jrph

j^wqls lbwgdym
swd 'mt wbynh

lysry drk

w'hyh *1 'wn r£'ym

^ ^ dbh bspt 'ryjym
l§ym yhrwqw snym

w'ny hyyty ngynh lpws'ym

^ 2wlly qhlt rs' ym
ttrg£ wyhmw

kn(jswly ymym

bhrgs glyhm

rp5 13Hyt ygry^w
35

wtsymny ns

lbhyry §dq

wmly§. d 11

brzy pi'

34

I was a trap to transgressors

But healing to all who turned
away from transgression;

Prudence to the simple,

And a sustaining purpose

To all those disturbed of
heart.

Thou hast set me as a reproach

And a mockery to the treach¬
erous ,

But true counsel and under¬
standing

To the upright of way.

I have become, against the sin
of the wicked,53

A slander in the mouth of the
mighty;

Mockers gnash their teeth.

I have become a song to trans¬
gressors ,

And against me the assembly
of the wicked

Raged aid roared;

Like the storms of the sea,

When their waves roar

They Cast up mud and filth.

Thou hast set me as a sign

To the righteous elect,

And an interpreter of knowledge

With wonderful mysteries
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36
lbtivvn ]4[ ]
wlnswt 'whby mwsr

w'hyh 'ys ryb

'
int

lmly§y t'wt
37

To test ... truth,

And to put to the proof those
who love correction.

I became a man of strife

To the interpreters of error,

[ ]" 15 [
t 38J wm

lkwl (jwzy nkw^iwt

w'hyh lrw^i qn'h

lngd kl dwr^y ftl[qwt]

(2:8d-15d)

39

To all the prophets of justice,

And I have become a spirit
of jealousy,

Before all those who seek
smooth things.

The impression given is that the author pictures hu¬

manity as divided into two warring camps, with no middle

ground. "We" (or "I") aid "they" are engaged in a bitter
warfare, which will terminate only in the final apocalyptic
battle:

w'z thys ftrb '1

bq§ mspt
41

wkwl bny '[m]tw y'wrw

11 I4' 30rS'h
wkwl bny 'smh

1' yhyw 'wd

wydrwk gbwr q§tw

wypt(j m§wr f

]43 31lmrhb 'yn q§
ws'ry 'wlm

lhwjy' kly mlhmwt

wy'§w[b]w4* mq§h 'd [q§hl45
32[ w'yn p]lt
lygr 'smh
lklh yrmwsw

46

Then the sword of (lod will
move swiftly

In the time of^° judgement;

And all the sons of his truth
will be aroused,

To ... wickedness,

And all the sons of guilt

Will exist no more,

The mighty one will bend his
bow,

And lift the siege ...

... unto an endless expanse,

And the eternal gates,

To bring forth the weapons
of war,

And they shall be pained from
one end to the other,

... and there is no escape

For the guilty of thought.

They shall be trampled unto
destruction,



f ' f »
w yn s| ryt

,47w'yr]**' tqwh brwb f

jjWlkwl gbwry mlfymwt
'yn innws

(6:29b-33b)

wkwl bny ^'mtkh
tby' bslyftwt lpnykh

[l£.]hrm^ mps ' yhrn

brwb £wbkh wbhmwn r[ti]mykh

j^lh'mydm lpnykh
1'wlmy 'd

(7:29e-31b)

48

50

With no remnant,

And there is no hope in the
multitude of ...

And for all the mighty men
of war

There is no refuge.

And all the sons of Thy truth

Thou wilt bring with forgive¬
ness before Thee,

To cleanse them from their

transgressions,
In the abundance of Thy good¬

ness and the multitude of
Thy mercies,

Causing them to stand in Thy
presence

To the end of time.

The difficult interpretation of these passages is
not made easier by the poor state of the text at the end
of col. 6, but there can be little doubt that the passage

deals with the eschatological extermination of the children
of darkness and the vindication of the children of light.5'
The accomplishment of the final victory over evil will be
through the action of God. God himself is the originator
and devisor of the division of mankind into two lots. The

membership of the individual in the one or the other is
determined neither by his own choosing nor by his own vir¬
tue or lack of it; it is solely by the intention and deci-

52 53
sion of God. The use of gwrl indicates the determin¬
istic view of the author.

This does not mean that the author therefore attaches

any blame or reproach on God for his seemingly arbitrary
division of mankind. Such a view would be entirely out of

keeping with the whole tenor of the scrolls (and, for that

matter, the whole of the Old Testament and Jewish tradition),
and probably would not even have occurred to the author.
He does not question the ability or the right of God to
determine man's fate as he sees fit, nor does he question
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the ultimate righteousness of God. He is satisfied with

the explanation "that all may know Thy glory, and Thy great

strength" (15:20-21). Far from showing any disapproval
of God's arbitrariness in casting lots for mankind, he re¬

joices in it. The whole tenor of the Hodayoth reflects
the wondering, joyful realization by the author that he is
included in the lot of the redeemed. Thus the content of

the psalms fits the literary form and Sukenik's character-
54

ization of them as Hodayoth. As with later Calvinism,
the author emphasizes not the arbitrary and heartless de¬
struction of the wicked, who are not ultimately responsible
for their wickedness, but the compassion and grace of God
in forgiving and redeeming those whom he chooses, despite
the fact that they are in no way worthy of forgiveness.
There is no evidence even that he went through the mental

process of wondering how God could condemn the wicked, or

whether any moral responsibility could be assigned to those
who are sinful only because of their nature as earthly cre¬

ated beings and their predestined lot. In discussing this
problem we face the danger of attributing to the author a

conscious line of reasoning which may never have occurred
to him. It must be sufficient to point out the beliefs
which he obviously accepted without question: the sover¬

eignty of God; the righteousness, mercy, and power of God;
the sinfulness of man; the division of man into two lots
by the sole decision of God, etc.

The author is well aware of his own unworthiness and

sinfulness. Yet he is convinced that he has been included

in the lot of the redeemed:

['wdk]h 'dwny^ I thank Thee, 0 Lord,

ky lw' hplth gwrly For Thou hast not cast my
lot

b'dt sw In the congregation of van¬
ity;

wbswd n'lmym And in the council of dissem¬
blers

1' Smth hwqy Thou didst not set my portion.

(7:34a-e)
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Yet, being aware of his unworthiness, he is also
aware that the only way he can be included in the lot of
the redeemed is through the forensic nature of divine for¬

giveness:

w'th yd'th y§r 'bdkh

ky 1' [jdq l'ys
wbkh n5]'nty

lhryin l[by]

17[w]lh'yz bkwfo
wmhwy bsr

'yn ly[

w]'yn jdqwt

lhn§l mp[§']

18[bl]w' slyfch
w'ny ns'nty

b[rwb rhmykh

wbhmwn] hsdkh 'w|jyl56
(7:16a-18d)

And Thou knowest the inclin¬
ation of Thy servant,

For righteousness is not unto
man,

And I depend on Thee

To raise up my heart,

And to bring it into safety
with strength,

And the refuge of the flesh.

I have no ...

And no righteousness,

To deliver me from sin,

Without forgiveness;

But I depend

On the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

And on the abundance of Thy
grace I wait.

The frequent use of the terms slybwt, rt>m, frsdt etc.,
in reference to God, is probably a reflection of the thank¬
fulness of the author for the grace whereby he is redeemed.

This predestinarian view is frequently expressed in
intensely individualistic terms, much more than is true
with most of the other literature of the sect:

ky 'th m'by 3Qyd'tny
wmrbm [hkynwtny

5 7
wmb^n] 'my gmlth 'ly

wm£dy hwrwty

rfcmyk 31ly58

For Thou hast known me from
the seed of my father,

And from the womb Thou hast
established me;

Since I left the belly of my
mother Thou hast dealt well
with me,

And from the breast of her who
conceived me

Thy mercies have been with me;
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wbfoyq 'vvmnty [

wmn'wry hwp'th ly

bskl mspt-kh

^wb'mt nkwn smktny
wbrw^ qwdskh t5'§'ny

w'd hywm [ ]hl[ ]y

j3wtwk|jt §dqkh 'm [ ]wty
wm£r £lwmkh lplt np£y

w'm m§'dy 34rwb slyfcwt
fi 2

whmwn [rh]mym bhspfckh by

w'd £ybh 'th tklklny

ky' 35'by 1' yd'ny
w'my 'lykh 'zbtny

ky 'th 'b

lkwl [bn]y63 'mtkh

wtgl 36'lyhm
kmrfomt '1 'wlh

wk'wmn b^yq

tklkl lkwl m'S[y]kh

(9:29d-36d)

60

61

64

And on the bosom of my nurse .,

From my youth Thou hast given
light unto me,

Through the prudence of Thy
justice,

And by Thy firm truth Thou
hast sustained me;

Through Thy Holy Spirit Thou
dost delight me,

And unto today ...

Thy righteous chastisement is
with my ...

And Thy beneficent guard, to
deliver my soul.

With my steps there is an
abundance of pardon,

And plenteous compassion when
Thou dost enter into judge¬
ment with me.

And unto old age, Thou wilt
support me;

For my father does not know me

And my mother abandoned me to
Thee.

For Thou art a father

To all the sons of Thy truth,

And Thou dost rejoice over
them

As a compassionate mother does
over her child;

And like him who guards in
his bosom,

Thou wilt give support to all
Thy works.

Licht's interpretation of this unusually individual¬
istic language is interesting:

Yet his attitude, as expressed in these poems, is highly
individualistic. Thus his personal inclination and out¬
look come into conflict with his doctrine and manner of
life. The conflict is resolved by his claim to leader¬
ship, i. e., by our author's endeavor to dominate or
excel, as an individual in the community to which he
belongs; to identify himself with the aims of the com¬
munity."5
This is an unnecessarily extreme position, however.

If the psalms' individualism is so much at odds with the
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accepted teachings of the sect, why were they treasured
and reproduced at ijumran? The problem is that the distinc¬
tion between the individual and the community is one we

make naturally, but one which is not natural to the Old
Testament and Jewish world. both the Qumran community and
ancient Israel were marked for their intense loyalty to
the community, but both produced literature with this kind
of individualism. The ideas expressed in the Hodayoth are

nothing more than the logical outcome of the doctrine ex¬

pressed in the Manual, when the individual member reflects
on the meaning and importance of that doctrine for his own

experience as a member of the sect. The passages cited
above from cols. 7 and 9 contain nothing which could not
have been said by any member of the sect.

E. Flesh and Spirit

We have already discovered that there is no evidence
in 1QII to support a theory that the author held to the Two-

Spirit doctrine of 1QS, or even that he believed in non-

corporeal evil spirits. If it also appears that he never

characterizes the spirit of man (or of a man) as evil, this
would raise the question of the possibility of Hellenistic
influence, in the form of body-spirit dualism.

Two points must be made preliminary to an investi¬
gation of this problem. The first is that the possibility
of such influence must be admitted. The rule by Hellenistic
armies and empires, whether direct or indirect, had been
going on for some time by the time these poems were written.
The exact length of this domination cannot be determined
until the date of composition is determined, which is not

attempted here, as the problem is complex, and the publica¬
tion of new evidence from Cave Four may affect it substan¬
tially. It undoubtedly extended for more than a century,

however, and perhaps more than two centuries. Such an ex¬

tended political and military domination could not have
failed to have its effects, and there is ample evidence
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that there we re deliberate attempts to impose Hellenistic
customs arid ideas on the Jews. Some Jews, of course, not-

ally the Sadduccees, saw no wrong in adopting Creek ways.

fven if the sect violently rejected Hellenistic cul-
6 G

ture, and even opposed the use of the Creek language,
there are many avenues whereby Hellenistic influence might
have made itself felt. As mentioned above, this influence,
if detected in the Ilodayoth, may be nothing more than a

survival of a linguistic usage which reflects a doctrinal
view not accepted by the author.

The second point is a repetition of the statement
that a dualistic doctrine, such as body-spirit dualism,
will not be found as such in the Hodayoth. Linguistic

usage which is derived from that which embodies such a

doctrine may be present, but this cannot be used, except

indirectly, as proof that the doctrine was accepted by the
author. Keeping these considerations in mind, it is safe
to concern ourselves with the use of b§r and rwfr in the

Hodayoth.
Not much can be added to what was said in Chapter

I about the use of b|r. It is used both with and without
moral connotations. The former use reflects the feelings
of the author about the earthly origins of man. The latter
reflects his understanding of the origin of sin in the lim¬
itations of man in his earthly existence and his inability
to attain righteousness by himself. Whether it also con¬

tains a trace of the Hellenistic idea that flesh is inher¬

ently evil is a question which will have to remain open for
the present, although it is unlikely that the author would

6 7
consciously adopt such a position.

A parallel usage in the Hodayoth is that of ygr, which
also refers sometimes to man's origins (without moral con-

fi Q
notations). It is never used, even of the author himself
in his present state, in such a way as to imply that there
is a "good" inclination (ygr twb); ygr is always either
neutral or evil. The use is similar in some cases to the

Rabbinic doctrine of the ysr hr', but the occurrences pre-
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scut, nothing like a fixed terminology. In the Hodayoth

.y^r probably is used more in the sense of inclination or

tendency, rather than impulse. In the non-moral use (as
the frequent ygr hbwmr), the meaning is "formation" or

"creature." The balance of good versus evil, typical of
Iranian thought, is not found here.

The use of rwb is complex. We have already discussed
this somewhat. For our present purposes we may dismiss
all occurrences of the word in the Hodayoth which refer
to angelic hosts, including references to the Spirit of
God (always rwb qwdskh). which will be discussed in Chapter
VI.

We may also dismiss those passages which refer to
"a spirit of ... ", discussed above. They refer to qual¬
ities or personal characteristics, and not to either dis¬
embodied spirits or elements in a factoral psychology, such
as is found in Hellenistic thinking. It should be empha¬
sized again that these usages are clear and distinct, and
one cannot argue from one to the other. The expression
"spirit of flesh" in 13:13 does not mean that one's spirit
can be evil, even though, in its context, it does demonstrate
that b£r is used with moral connotations.

If we then eliminate those passages where rwb is used
to mean "wind" or "breath," and the passages where the exact
usage is not clear (which, unfortunately, are many), there
are three distinct usages remaining: (1) The author refers
in six places (4:36; 5:36; 8:29; 9:12 bis; and 16:14) to
"my spirit" (rwb.v: five times) or "the spirit of Thy servant"
(rwb 'bdk; 16:14), which can be taken here as the equivalent
of "my spirit." (2) He refers four times (12:11-12; 13:19;
16:11; f3:14) to "the spirit which Thou hast placed in me"
(rwb '§r ntth by). It is not likely that this refers to
"my spirit," but to special endowments of the author conse¬

quent upon his membership in the company of the redeemed.
Evidence of the validity of this interpretation may be seen

in the otherwise unexplainable use of the same language,
except for the plural of rwb, in 17:17: "the spirits which
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Thou hast put within me." (3) There are seven passages

where it is more or less certain that the spirit of man is
referred to generically, or the spirit of someone other
than the author. These include "the spirit of man" (rwh
'dm; 1:15), "the spirit of a man" (rwh 'nw§, which may also
mean the same as rwfr 'dm; 1:32), "the spirit which God fash¬
ioned for him" (rwh ygr '1 lw; 4:31), "the spirit of the

fi Q
stumbling" ([r]wh kwslym; 8:36), "One spirit may be
stronger than another" (9:16), "strong of spirit" ('wzy
rwh; 14:3), and "afflicted of spirit" (f nk]'y rwb; 18:15).
These last two are doubtful, the first because the context
is mostly missing, and the second because of the reconstruc¬
tion of nk1y.

The above includes all those passages, except for
fragmentary texts, where the reference could be to the

spirit of man, as an element in the composition of the in¬

dividual, as opposed to the flesh. In none of these pas¬

sages is there anything which implies that it is possible
for the spirit to be evil. No term of reproach is applied
to spirit in any of these passages, aside from weakness;
either to the spirit of the author, or to the spirits of
his adversaries. Rather the passages imply (without actu¬

ally stating so) that the strength or weakness of the spirit
of an individual is directly proportional to his state of
grace, or his "goodness." It is through the spirit which
God has placed in him that he has knowledge (13:19), is
wise (12:11), can praise God (17:17), and entreat his favor
(16:11). The spirit can be afflicted (9:12) or perhaps
overthrown (5:36); it can be strong (14:3) or be strength¬
ened by God (4:36; 9:12, etc.). It may be so weak that it
seems to be dead (8:29, but the meaning is at best obscure).
Those who stumble need to have their spirit strengthened
or revived (8:36). The action of God in redemption is fre¬

quently referred to as strengthening or establishing the
spirit, and the author's claim to have a strong spirit rests
upon his assertion that it has been strengthened by God

(4:36, etc.).
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The spirit may be weak (or non-existent, dead, etc.),
but this, rather than implying that the spirit can be evil,
implies the opposite. Weakness of spirit implies an evil

state; strength of spirit is achieved by the activity of
God. Therefore evil is directly proportionate to absence
or weakness of spirit.

As with the problem of demonic powers, the evidence
here is insufficient to make a confident statement that

the author of the Hodayoth, or the Qumran sect, accepted
a flesh-spirit dualism. But it is permissible to point
out here, as there, that it is not possible to demonstrate
that the author believed it possible for the spirit to be

evil. and the possibility of the existence at Qumran of a

matter-spirit dualism, or a vestige of it, must therefore
be taken into account; because in every Case where rwb is
used where it refers to something that exists (and not to
a characteristic or quality, as with "spirit of flesh"),
it is used in such a way that no implication of evil or

term of reproach is applied to it. For the present, there¬

fore, we will have to leave the question open. This means

that the Two-Spirit doctrine from 1QS, with all of its ram¬

ifications, may not have been universally accepted by the
Fssenes, since an important aspect of it cannot be docu¬
mented in 1QH. The author may have adapted it by accept¬

ing the idea of Belial and his cohorts, including his (the
author's) enemies, but refraining from using the term "spirit"
to apply to them, because of Hellenistic influence. If so,

this is a remarkable combination of opposing points of view.

^1QS 3:13-4:26.
2
W. D. Davies, "Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh

and Spirit," SNT, pp. 171-72.

3First proposed by Kuhn in "Die in Palastina gefundenen
hebraischen Texte und das l^eue Testament," ZThK, XLVII (1950),
pp. 192-211; later elaborated by him in "Die Sektenschrift
und die iranische Religion," ZThK, XLIX (1952), pp. 296-316.

4
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 1-4.
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5llans Bardtke, "Considerations sur les cantiques de
Quinran," RB, 111 I ( 1956), pp. 230-31.

g
Matthew Black, "Messianic Doctrine in the Qumran

Scrolls," StP, I (1957), p. 442.

^Both verbs are pu'al; the implication is that the
author can say nothing by himself. Cf. 12:33-34. R.-M.
translates "What shall T say without being instructed?"

Q

Suk. , et. al^. H.B. and D.-S. read ' 1. The ms. is
smudged, and it appears that there has been an attempt to
correct the text, but it is not possible to tell what was
the original. Most translators have taken kwl mispat with
the preceding. The preceding word has definitely been
changed, however, from to 'wl, which would leave the
only possible rendering wmh ylwb 'wl kwl (or '1) mspt ("And
how return with evil all justice"). It is better to take
kwl m§pt with what follows, which restores the parallelism
with 26d. The preceding stichos would then be "And how
(can I) repay evil?").

g
'1 is written in archaic script. Since this was

not a universal practice in 1QH, this may have indicated
a substitution for the tetragrammaton.

10o .suk. swd; tr.

119:15-17 (cf. above, pp. 14-15).
I o
Cf. the long note in II.-N. about this unusual ex¬

pression.

'3Suk. originally read kkhbwd, but corrected to kbwdkh
in the errata.

sible,

,40r "in the midst of".

,5n. c. r. p •

,6n. r. Suk. , tr.

,7n. r. Suk. » tr.

,8n. r. Suk. , tjr. Further reconstruction is not pos-

,9n. r. Suk. , r. D.-S. et al. Accepted tentatively.

2V r. Suk. , r. Licht.

2lSuk. - hmh. The traces of the Waw are clearly visihle
ms.

22
n. r. Suk. , tr.
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23N. r. Suk., tr.
24
Kuhn, "Die Sektenschrift und die iranische Relig¬

ion ."

25
As Andre Dupont-Sommer, I.e 1 ivre des Hymnes decou-

vert pres de la mer Morte (1'JH) , (Semitica, VII; Far i s:
I.ibrarie d'Amerique et d'Orient, 1 957) , p7 9.

26
Dupont-Sommer restores sty rwfrwt in 1:17, for in¬

stance (Le 1ivre des Hymnes, p. 27.).
27
Bly'1 is certainly a proper name sometimes in the

Ilodayoth, as in 6:21 (cf. above, p. 15). Cf. also Hans-
waiter Huppenbauer, "Belial in den Qumrantexten," ThZ, XV
(1959), pp. 81-89.

9 8
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 90-91.

29R. Suk., tr.

*^§pty appears twice, once at the end of 1. 11, and
again at the beginning of 1. 12 (dittography).

31
Lmspt may go with the following (H.-N.); at any

rate, there is no point in trying to identify the specific
mspt referred to.

32Suk. f1Ihbdyl, but part of the Lamedh is clearly
visible.

^
Or "on account of the sin of the wicked" (ll.-N.).

|1 'wn is not clear; cf. the note in H.-N. B.-M., TUG have
1yn for 'wn.

34
It is not clear just how this distich should be

separated (rps may go with the preceding). The meaning,
however, is clear.

35For a consideration of the suggestion that this is
a messianic reference, see Chap. VII, p. 171.

r. Suk. Several editors (H.B., R.-M., D.-S.,
H.-N.) have restored 'nsy, which is a possible reading.
A participle would preserve the parallelism with 'whby in
the following line, however. Licht suggests dwrsy.

37mN. c. r. p.

38k,No c» r. p•

N. r. Suk., Cf. 2:32, Isa. 30:10. Brownlee
(BA 1951, p. 54ff.) points out that this may be a derisory
reference to the halakoth of the Pharisees.
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40
Or "the final judgement" (TUG).

4'r. Suk., tr

42n. •q.•l,•o

43n. c. r. p.

44n. r. Suk.
but the above fits best with the following lines.

45N. r. Suk., tr.
46

N. r. Suk. This or a similar use of the negative
is generally accepted. Further reconstruction is not pos¬
sible.

47
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. (the negative is generally

accepted).
48xt „N. c. r. p.

49
N. r. Suk., tr. Parts of all the letters are vis¬

ible on the ms.

50R. Suk., t£.

3'cf. Kuhn's characterization of the dualism in 1QS
as eschatological, and his derivation from Iranian religion.
Here there is clear similarity between 1QS and 1QH.

5^Cf. 15:15-17, quoted above, p. 16.

533:22, 25, 27; 6:13, 14; 7:34; 11:11.
54
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 12-13.

53R. Suk., tr.
5 6
Ll. 16a-18d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 29.

57
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et a_l.; cf. 15:15.

58
Three dots appear in the margin at this point, whose

purpose has not yet been explained.

59n. C. r. P

60n. C. r. P

6<n. C. r. P
been made, none compelling.

fi 9
R. Suk., tr.
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63N. r. Suk. , tr.
64

R. Suk., tr.
6 5'
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

p. 101.
/"*

Cf. 2:18-19 "But they exchanged them for the uncir-
cumcized lip and the alien tongue, belonging to a people
without understanding, that they might be thrown down in
error."

g 7
These two concepts are closely related, of course,

and the distinction may well have been lost on the author.
Cf. also Huppenbauer, "b£r 'Fleisch' in den Texten von
Qumran (Hohle I)," ThZ, XIII (1957), pp. 298-300.

6 8
A study of the use of ygr in QT has been made by

R. E. Murphy, "Ygser in the Qumran Literature," Bib, XXXIX
(1958), pp. 334-44.

69
The ms. is unclear here, and it may be that the

proper reading is kwfr and not rwfr.



CHAPTER THREE

THE EVENT OF REDEMPTION

Although the author of the Hodayoth was profoundly
aware of his sinfulness and of his dependence upon God for
all power to do good, he was nevertheless convinced of his
inclusion in the lot of the Sons of Light, The doubt ex¬

pressed in 4:35 is doubt which the author once had; it seems
to have been completely resolved at the time of writing.
It is by the power and grace of God alone that he is in¬
cluded; therefore a constantly recurring theme in the psalms,
and one which gives them their form and unity, is thanks¬
giving for the saving activity of God, whereby the author
is redeemed:

'wukh 'dwny

ky pdyth npsy ms|,it

wm£'wl 'bdwn

20h'lytny lrwm *wlm
w'thlkh bmylwr l'yn ftqr

w'd'h ky' y£ mqwh

l'Sr 21ygrth m'pr
lswd ' wlm

wrwft n'wh fchrth

mp£' rb

lhtyjb bm'md

'm 22§b' qdwSym
wlbw' by [lid]'

I thank Thee, 0 Lord,

For Thou hast ransomed my
soul from the pit,

And from the Sheol of Abaddon.

Thou hast raised me up to an
eternal height,

So that I walk on a plain
that is unsearchable.

And I know that there is hope

For him whom Thou hast formed
from the dust

Before the eternal council.

Thou hast cleansed a perverse
spirit

From a great sin,

So that he takes his stand in
service

With the host of holy beings,

And enters into fellowship

64
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'm ' dt bny smym

wtpl l'ys

gwrl 'wlm

'in rwhwt 23^ '
lhll smkli byhd r[n]h"

wlspr npl'wtykh

lngd kwl m'sykh

(3:19a-23d)

With the company of the sons
of heaven.

Thou hast cast for a man

An eternal lot

With the spirits of knowledge

To praise Thy name in singing
together,

And to relate Thy mighty deeds

Before all Thy works.

Numerous parallel passages, including the beginning
portions of most of the Hodayoth, could be cited,
them use similar language,"* but others do not:

wtsmwk npsy

Many of

b^zwq mwtnym

gw'mwj kwft
wt' md p' my

bgbwl r5'h*
(2:7d-8c)

Thou hast supported my soul

In girding my loins

And gathering my strength;

And Thou hast made my steps
to be firm

In the territory of wicked¬
ness.

The occurrence of such phrases as "the host of holy

beings," "the company of the sons of heaven," "the eternal
council," in the former of the two passages cited above
has led to two differing interpretations of this and sim¬
ilar passages. One is that the passage refers to the au¬

thor's entry into the sect, and his new creation consequent
upon that entry.5 Others infer from the "eternal height"
(rwm 'wlm) and the "unsearchable plain" (m.yswr I'yn frqr)"

0
that the passage is referring to the afterlife. The hymn
goes on to describe the eschaton, in vivid apocalyptic lan¬
guage. But the sectarian can expect to survive the terri-

7
ble day of punishment. The choice among these interpre¬
tations is neither easy nor mutually exclusive, and it is
probable that no conclusive decision can be made.

There is no direct evidence in the Hodayoth that there
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was for the author ariv one event in his life which would

be comparable to conversion in the Christian sense, although
there may well have been such an event, and there are pas¬

sages which could refer to it. Put they are not distinct
and unambiguous, and cannot be cited as direct evidence.
Furthermore, there is no way of telling, as will be seen

from the evidence below, whether this decisive event is
to be identified with the entry of the author into the Qum-
ran sect, or with his admission into any Fssene brotherhood.
There are two factors to be considered here. First, there
is a possibility that the Hodayoth originate from a time
when the Qumran community and the Fssene movement of which
it was probably an important part were in their formative

period, and therefore the complex initiation procedure de¬
scribed in 1QS, CD, Josephus, etc., would not have yet fully
developed, and entry into the community would not yet have

g
taken on such a decisive significance for the individual.

Second, such an analysis as that of Sjoberg assumes that
the "lot of the Children of Light" is coterminous with the
Qumran sect (or at least with the Essenes), and of course

there is no evidence for this in the Hodayoth. Indeed,
9

there are indications that such was not the case.

From certain ambiguities and contradictions discussed
below, it is evident that this particular area is one in
which the author has not yet worked out a consistent pat¬
tern of thought. If the Hodayoth originate in the period
when the community was in a formative or pre-formative
stage, then entry into the community would not have loomed
so large for the individual member as it would when the
individual has been through a lengthy initiation procedure.
On the other hand, the question arises whether there is
for the author one particular event in his own life which
can be compared with the Christian experience of conversion,
and whether this and other passages similar to it refer
to that event. The following considerations will affect
our understanding of this problem.
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A. The Bestowal of the Spirit

O. Petz, in an article dealing with the psalm at the

beginning of column 3, has drawn attention to a concept
of the threefold bestowal of the Spirit, as it can be dis¬
cerned in the New Testament.'0 Within this rather schematic

concept, the first bestowal of the Spirit brings man into
being, and makes a son of man out of clay; the second makes
him a son of truth (or light); and the third makes him a

son of heaven. The three times of bestowal for the indi¬

vidual would be at birth, at the time of conversion (or
baptism?), and at the time of his resurrection. In the
case of Jesus himself, Betz points to Acts 2:33 as evidence
that Luke is aware of the third bestowal of the Spirit.

It may be that Betz has over-simplified a very com¬

plex matter, and that a more complete picture is required.
In the New Testament, and perhaps also in the Qumran Scrolls,
the power and activity of God is supremely manifest at three

points: at creation, redemption, and consummation. This
does not mean that God's relationship with his creation,
and with man, is limited to the three specific times or

occasions so designated; but nevertheless, these three are

the high points; the supreme, distinctive, decisive events.

They may be looked at either from the point of view of the

individual, or from the point of view of the relationship
of God to man as a whole. As indicated above, the former
would include, for Christianity, birth, baptism and/or the
reception of the Spirit on conversion, and resurrection.
Whether the author of the Hodayoth accepted a doctrine of
the resurrection of the body or not is a problem to which
we have to return in a later chapter, but there can be no

doubt that he looked on the two bestowals of the spirit at
birth and on conversion as normative, subject to the quali¬
fications given below. The latter would include, for Chris¬

tianity, the creation, the events included in the ker.ygma
of the primitive church, and the parousia or eschaton.
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Specifically, spirit is bestowed at creation (Gen. 2:7),
at Pentecost (Acts 2:2-4), and in the form of the spirit¬
ual body at the resurrection (I Cor. 15:44).

It is important for our purposes here, and for the
interpretation of many of the passages in the Hodayoth,
to recognize the similarity of the language that is used
witli reference to all three. The three activities of God

so described are, of course, related to one another, and
might almost be described as parts or phases of the one

divine act of creation-redemption. In each case, the Word
and the Spirit are instrumental in accomplishing the pur¬

pose of God.'' Moreover, terminology which properly be¬
longs to one of these three can be and is used metaphori¬

cally to describe the others. Paul in Romans 6:1-11, for

instance, makes extensive use of the metaphor of death and
resurrection to illuminate his understanding of baptism.
He also (II Cor. 5:17) proclaims that the Christian is a

"new creation." Such metaphorical language is a natural

expression of the implicit understanding that the three
acts are interrelated and indistinguishable, all three be¬
ing manifestations of the same divine creative-redemptive

activity. The redeemed person will always think of the
unredeemed life as a kind of death, and will think of his
present life, as he lives it under grace, as beginning anew

(as a new creation) at the time he becomes aware of his
own redemption. In the course of time the metaphorical
expressions begin (perhaps properly) to be taken at face
value. Certainly the difference between the unredeemed
life and the redeemed life is qualitative more than quan¬

titative, especially in a system such as that held by the
Qumran sect, whereby there is an absolute distinction be¬
tween the redeemed and the unredeemed.

This means that there will frequently be a certain
amount of ambiguity involved in religious language, par¬

ticularly in religious poetry. The author may more or less
unconsciously have one of these three divine acts in mind
and nevertheless use language which properly, or at least
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originally, belongs in another context. The passage above
is a case in point. It is interesting to note that Sjoberg
at first rejected the idea that this passage, as well as

4:29ff, unambiguously expressed a concept of new creation,

preferring to associate them with creation, rather than
1 2

redemption; but when the full text of the Hodayoth became

available, changed his attitude.*3 It is not easy to de¬
termine just what the author intends to express, because
within these few lines he used expressions which might well

imply each of the three divine acts of grace. Man is the
one whom Clod has "formed from the dust" (creation); he is
one who has been cleansed from a spirit of perversity (re¬
demption); he is one who "enters into fellowship with the
company of the sons of heaven" (resurrection). The life
of the redeemed, particularly in an environment like that
of Qumran, would inevitably become compared with that of
heavenly beings, so that even if the terms used in this
passage, such as "the company of the sons of heaven," "the
host of holy beings," "the spirits of knowledge," refer
not to the sect itself but to heavenly hosts, nevertheless
the sect is conceived as a community in fellowship with
the hosts of heaven; the members are fellow-servants with
the heavenly hosts before the throne of God. The life of
the sect is more heavenly than earthly, inasmuch as the
members of the sect stand in contrast to those outside who

remain under the dominion of Belial; so that the present
existence of the author can be described as "eternal height,"
"an unsearchable plain," and "an eternal lot." The passage
cannot therefore be used as proof that the sect held a be¬
lief in eternal life or immortality, since everything con¬
tained in it could refer to the present redeemed life of
the author. This does not exclude, of course, either the
possibility that the author does have the afterlife in mind,
or that a double interpretation is intended here, as is so

often the case with 1 ebrew poetry. however, the event of
redemption is for the author of such final importance that
he is able to use such language as this to describe it.
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B. The Absence of Ker.ygma

A further caution is necessary when considering
Betz's analysis of the threefold bestowal of the Spirit,
and when considering the understanding of the event of

redemption of the author of the Ilodayoth. This is that
there is no indication in the ilodayoth (if, indeed, in
any of QT) of the kind of historical understanding which
makes possible the central place of the kerygma in the

14
Christian church, and nothing comparable with the kerygma
itself appears in the Ilodayoth. If, as will be argued in
the latter half of this thesis, the many passages in the

Modayoth which seem to refer to particular events are to
be taken as indications that the "I" of the Hodayoth is
intended to be a historical personality, it might seem that
something approaching a kerygma is in fact to be found.

Rut, as will become clear, the importance of these events,
and the role of the person about whom they are written,
is greatly different from that of the events which were

of central importance to the primitive Christian church
and significai ce of .Jesus for his followers.

Furthermore, the earliest witnesses to the crucifixion
and the resurrection expressed their faith in terms of a

more or less standard pattern, as defined by Dodd,^ which
continued to be of importance through the early centuries
of the history of the church and, although not recognized
as such in the terms used by modern biblical study until
this century, have always been of importance to the church.
For the most part, the component parts of the primitive
kerygma have been included or implied in the creeds and
confessions of the church in every period. The unity of
such a central message, containing a recital of the basic
events and a minimum but necessary amount of interpretation
of them, is completely absent from the Hodayoth. History,
or the saving power of particular events in the past for
universal redemption, is not of the same importance for the
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author of the llodayoth as it was for the early Christian,
nor is there any justification for believing that the sec¬

tarian W;is required to assent to the kind of faith in an

individual which was the normal confession of the Chris-
1 6

tian. The events which are referred to in the Hodayoth
are almost exclusively personal examples of the divine watch¬
fulness which has protected the author, and the divine for¬
giveness which has purified him. The importance of the
events which led to the formation of the Qumran community,
of its continued existence, and its role in the divine plan,

1 7
are matters which shall be considered later; they are

not, however, such that they may be compared with the events
in the Christian kerygma. The second granting of the spirit,

according to Betz's scheme, which in the New Testament is
associated with Pentecost, is lacking in the Hodayoth, ex¬

cept on the personal level - the level of the relationship
of Cod with the "I" of the llodayoth (i. e., the equivalent
of the granting of the Spirit at baptism or conversion).

C. Prevenient Grace

An attempt to determine whether the author looked

upon any specific event as the one by which or at which
he was redeemed must take into account the predestinarian

emphasis which is so prevalent in the Hodayoth, as it is
in most of QT. In reality, the one decisive event which
was of crucial importance for his own redemption was for
the author one which took place before the creation of the
world. He himself had no control over it, nothing he can

do affects it, for it was determined solely by the will
of God.

w'lh '£r hk[ynwth And these things which Thou
hast established ...

g't kwl m'Syk \Vith*9 all Thy works
b£rm br'tm Before Thou didst create them,

'm §b' rwtyyk With the host of Thy spirits,



w'dt [qdw£ykh^ And the congregation of Thy
Holy ones ...

... its hosts,]21 9§b'wtyw
22'

m h'r§ wkwl jlw'fw'ylh With the earth and all its
produce,

In the seas and in the depthsbymym wbthwmwt

I ]23 1Qwpqwdt 'd ... and an eternal visitation

ky 'th hkynwtmh

mqdm ' wlm

For Thou didst establish them

From before eternity

(13:7b-10cj cf. 15:13-21)

Thus when the author says, for instance, "I thank
Thee, 0 Lord, for Thou hast placed my soul in the parcel
of the living" (2:20), he refers, not to an event which
he Can remember, which took place in his own lifetime, but
one which preceded creation. Any event or period in his
life which can be described as redemptive is no more than
the working out or fulfillment of the plan and will of God
in accordance with the lot determined for him before all

ages. This would be true not only of his entry into the
sect or any other decisive event to which he could point
as marking the time when he passed from death into life,
or from a sinful state to a redeemed state; it would also
include all specific occasions when he was aware of forgive
ness or of divine favor, or of deliverance of any kind.
The same is true in Christianity, of course, but not to
the same extent. The difference is where the emphasis is

placed. The apostle Paul refers to both in the same sen¬

tence in Galatians: "But when he who had set me ap^rt be¬
fore I was born, and had called me through his grace, was

24
pleased to reveal his Son in me, in order that I might
preach him among the Gentiles ..." (Gal. 1;15f). The sig¬
nificant thing for the apostle, that which was of vital
importance for him, was the experience on the Damascus road
looking back on it, he could perceive the working out of
God's plan through that experience. The impression one

gets from the Hodayoth is that the author looks upon the
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place before creation.
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no more than manifestations

the Sons of Light which took

D. The Number of fvents

The conviction of the author of the Ilodayoth that
lie has been chosen before birth for inclusion in the lot

of the redeemed causes him to realize that he has been un¬

der God's protection and guidance, and under divine mercy
25

and grace, throughout his life. The passage in 9:30-36
expresses this at length, covering every stage of his life
from the seed of his father to old age. He is also aware

of more than one occasion on which he has been the object
of divine favor:

w'ny msS'h lm5'h So I, from tumult to desola¬
tion ,

wmmk'wb lng' And from pain to plague,

wmfoblym -Imsbrym And from sharp pains to ag¬
onies -

t5w££i npsy bnpl'wtykh My soul is brought low by
Thy mighty works;

wl' hznfttny bfcsdykh But Thou hast not rejected me
27 ^ 28 in T,ty mercies;

[m]q§ tst[']s' np£y Time after time my soul takes
delight

bhmwn rftmykh In the abundance of Thy com-

(9:6c-8b)
passion.

By itself, this passage would not be sufficient doc¬
umentation to enable us to establish the claim that for

the author there were a series of events; it only claims
a continual rejoicing in forgiveness, and hints at a num¬

ber of events. No single passage explicitly and unambi¬

guously refers to a number of events. But a careful read¬
ing of the scroll makes it clear that all of the references
to particular events cannot he taken to refer to the same

event. Most of them can be grouped within two or three

categories, and within each category the references, vague

as they arc, might refer to the same event. It would be
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hard to believe, for instance, that 4:23-27 could refer
to the .same event or set of circumstances as does 5:22-2G.

In the former, the associates of tl»e author appear to have
conducted themselves blamelessly, while in the latter they

29
seem to be guilty of apostasy.

E. The fermanence of the Event

As was made clear in Chapter 1, the author was at
all times aware of his continuing weakness and tendency
to sin. This involves him in an ambiguous situation simi¬
lar to that which has often caused embarrassment to Chris¬

tian thinkers.Being convinced that he has been included
in the lot of the righteous, and that he has been cleansed
from all perversity, theoretically he would not be able
to sin further. Yet he constantly expresses his awareness

of his own sinful nature. The following passage exhibits
this ambiguity:

,31

ky kwl qrwbyk

1' ymrw pyk

j 5wkwl ywd'yk
1' ysnw dbryk

ky 'th §dyq

w'mt kwl bftyryk

wkwl ' wl h
j g[wr]s

tSmyd I'd

wnglth §dqtk

l'yny kwl m'£yk

1?['lh] yd'ty
brwb twbk

wbSbw'h hqymwty '1 npsy

lblty lk

For none that are near to
Thee

Will rebel against Thy word;

And none that know Thee

Will alter Thy words.

For Thou art righteous,

And all Thy elect ones are
true,

But every perverse and evil
one

Thou wilt destroy forever,

And Thy righteousness will
be revealed

To the eyes of all Thy works.

These things I know

Through the abundance of Thy
goodness,

And by oath I have set it on
my soul

Not to sin against Thee,
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1 8 wljblty ' £wt

mkwl hr' b'ynyk

(14:14d-18b)

32

And to do nothing

Of all the things that are
evil in Thy eyes.

The expression of determination not to sin further
in the last part of this psalm (assuming that it implies
that the author recognized that without some exercise of
wil] on his part he would sin) involves him in two ambi¬

guities. First, he frequently ascribes all power to do
good to God, and not to his own determination. Second,
those who have been included in "an eternal lot with the

spirits of knowledge" (3:22f), or who Can be designated
as "Thy elect ones" as in this psalm, on the basis of this
passage itself, cannot sin.

There are further indications that it was possible
for the elect to stumble.33 The following passage clearly

implies that the author's closest associates were at one

time guilty of apostasy:

34

w*ny hyyty

'1 '[ m]dnyv

lryb 23wmdnym lr'y
qn'h w'p

lb'y bryty

wrgn wtlwnh

lkwl nw'dy g[

'w]kly36 lfcrny

35

24*iy hgdylw 'Qb
wylyzw 'ly

b5pt 'wl

kwl n§mdy swdy

w'nsy [ ]ty"

swrrym ^wmlynym sbyb

37

As for me, I became

At ... my contention,

A quarrel and strife to my
companions;

Jealousy and anger

To those who would enter my
covenant;

A complaint and murmering

To all those who gathered ...

Those who eat my bread

Have lifted their heel against
me,

And they have turned against
me

By means of an evil tongue

All those who were devoted to
my counsel.

The men of ...

Are rebellious and refractory
round about,
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wbrz ftbth by And of the secret Thou hast
hidden in me

ylkw rkyl lbny hwwt They have carried slanders to
38

the sons of destruction;
wb'bwr hgd[yl dr]ky And because my way has grown

great,
wlm'n 26'smtm And on account of their guilt,
strt m'yn bynh Thou hast hidden the spring

of understanding,
wswd 'mt And true counsel.

(5:22d-26c)

This passage evidently refers to members of the
author's own sect, wo defected to "the sons of destruction"

39
(presumably the Jerusalem authorities). " Such a striking
example of waywardness on the part of members of the sect
should have made the author at least hesitant to equate

the lot of the Children of Light with the membership of
the sect, without at least taking into consideration the

possibility of hypocrisy or fraudulent entry into the sect.

Another, perhaps more accurate interpretation, might be
that this can be taken as another evidence that the author's

thought in this area had not yet progressed to the point
of clarity and the resolution of all ambiguity. If so, then
this increases the likelihood that these hymns originate

early in the history of the sect. At a later date in the
history of the sect, when the initiation process had become
more standardized, and the organization and thought of the
community more rigid and apocalyptical, membership in the
sect and membership in the lot of the Children of Light
may have been equated, at least in the piety of the sec-

40
tarians.

There are also indications that the author did not

consider all of his associates equally gifted in grace.

The following passage indicates differing degrees of accep¬

tance:

[ 2„wyd'wkh ... and they will come to
know Thee,

wbq§ kbwdkh ygylw And in the time of Thy glory
they will rejoice,
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4*>
wlpy [d'tm

w]ksklm^ -jhgstm

wlpy mmsltm y£rtwkh

44
lmplg[tm ]b nimkh

24lw' l'bwr '1 dbrkh
(12:22a-24a)

And on the basis of their
knowledge ...

And according to their intell¬
igence Thou dost draw them
near,

And on the basis of their
dominion they shall serve
Thee;

By their divisions ... from
Thee,

That they might not transgress
Thy word.

Compare the above with the following, written in the
first person:

wkn hwgsty by^d

kwl 'nsy swdy

1 py 19ls]klw4,r) 'gySnw

wkrwb n|jltw 'hbnw

wl

w5 [

' 's' pny r'
1l 9 1J lw kyr

20

A

[wl'] 'myr bhwn 'mtk

wbiSwtyd kwl msp^yk

ky 'm lp[ '
r i 49

21 I Jnw
wkrhqk 'wtw

kn 't'bnw

wl' 'by' bswd

['^r 1'] sbw 22[lbr]ytk
(14:18c-22a)

50

Thus I have been brought near
to the community

Of all the men of my counsel.

By the measure of his intell¬
igence I will bring a man
near,

And according to the greatness
of his portion I will love
him;

And I will not countenance
evi 1,

Nor will I recognize ...

I will not barter for wealth
Thy truth,

Nor for a bribe, Thy judge¬
ments .

For if ... a man ... him,

And as far as Thou art distant
from him,

Thus far will I abhor him.

And I will not bring into the
council

Those who have not returned
to Thy covenant.

These passages have a confessional ring to tl.em, and

may have some relation to the initiation oath taken by the
member upon entry into the sect or beginning the course of
training which was necessary before entry was permitted.
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The various degrees of acceptance may be references to the
several stages of initiation, or to the different offices
in the community. If these words were written before the

development of the organization, they may at a later date
have been taken to refer to these different statuses in

the community; or this text may have been altered or adapted
to fit the community's needs at a later date.

F. Summary

What can be said about the event of redemption, as

it was understood by the author of the Ilodayoth? The easy

identification of the membership of the sect with the lot
of the elect falls down under examination, as does the
equation of entry into the sect with new creation. The
whole area is one in which the author's thinking was vague

and ambiguous. The significant event, his election to the
lot of the redeemed, was a pre-historical act of God.

Yet there are references many times to events within
his own life; and if these are to be interpreted as genu¬

ine reminiscences of events in the life of the "I" of the

Ilodayoth, their significance for him should be understood.
In one sense, most of the rest of this thesis will be an

attempt to understand this significance, but a brief state¬
ment here will suffice to answer the above question. No
demonstration of this interpretati >n is offered here, aside
from the arguments above, and the fact that it best explains
the material available.

Many of the "historical" references in the Ilodayoth
refer to a series of events in the life of the "I," during
which he was subject to a considerable amount of persecu¬

tion by the "sons of destruction," from which he was ul¬
timately delivered, according to his interpretation, by
the hand of God. Through this experience he was made aware

of his election and membership in the lot of the redeemed
and drawn into fellowship with the community of the re¬

deemed; through this experience he gained insight into
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"wonderful mysteries." Recognizing his worthlessness and

sinfulness, he was made aware of mercy and forgiveness,
and his continual need for divine favor. The community
which was formed at that time (or to which he was admitted)
is the one whicti eventually was incorporated into the uum-

ran sect. This particular series of events marks a crucial

period in his life, the period when he turned from evil

ways to the way of righteousness ("the way of Thy heart,"
4:18), and thus taken as a whole represents an event of

redemption.
The opposition to his new way of life, however, con¬

tinued; his subsequent life was not one in which no prob¬
lems arose. Many of the historical references probably
refer to later events, rather than to the cluster of events

associated with his first crucial experience. Kith each
of them he is reminded of his inclusion in the lot of the

redeemed and of his dependence on divine protection; never

again, however, does he relive the initial experience of
his first awareness of his election. Of that experience
he speaks in exalted language, which adumbrates the language
used to refer to the afterlife. He refers to the commun¬

ity of which he is a member with the language appropriate
to the heavenly host, for they are the chosen ones of God.
Thus, in any particular passage, lie might be speaking of
either or both.

Further implications of these passages must be elab¬
orated elsewhere; the above only attempts to outline the
importance for the author himself of the series of events

which for him were of crucial importance.

1R. Suk., tr.

2\'. r. Suk., tr.

Cf. 11:12ff, as pointed out by Sjoberg, "Neuschopfung
in den Toten-Meer-Rollen," p. 133r.

4
LI. 7d-8c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 26.

^K. G. Kuhn, "Die in Palastina gefundenen Ilebraischen
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Texte und d;is Neue Testament," pp. 2< >0-201; Sjoberg, "Neu-
schopfung in den roten-Meer-kol1 en," pp. 131-156.

As M. Delcor, "!.' immortalite de 1 ' ame dans lc livre
de la Sagesse et dans Jes documents de "nmran," NI'Th,
LXXVI1 (1955), pp. 621-23.

^J. Phillip Hyatt, "The View of Man in the Qumran
'Hodayoth,'" NTS, II (1955-56), pp. 282-83.

8Cf. Chapter VI.

9Cf. below, pp. 73-79.

,00. Betz, "Die Geburt der Oemeinde durch den Lehrer,"
NTS, III (1956-57), pp. 324-26.

ncf. Oen. 1:2; 2:7; Jn. 1:1-3; 20:22; Acts 2:3f;
10:38; I Cor. 15:44; Heb. 4:12f; Rev. 2:7, 17; 19:13; 22:17.

1 2
"Wiedergeburt und N'euschopfung im Palastinischen

Judentum," pp. 78-81.

^"Neuschopfung in den Toten-Meer-Rollen," pp. 131—
36.
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Cross, op. cit., pp. 181-84.

15c. II. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Devel¬
opments (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1937).

1 6
H. II. Rowley, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New

Testament (London: S. P. C. K., 1957), pp. 7-8.

*^Chapter V.
1 8
N. r. Suk., r. H.B. et al_<, Further reconstruction

is inadvisable.

1 9
This can also be the sign of the Direct Object,

not used in classical Hebrew poetry, but found elsewhere
in 1QH.

20
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et al.

2 *
N. C. r. p.

22
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. £t a_l. This is a blurred spot

on the ms., not a lacuna, and the traces support this read¬
ing. Cf. Isa. 34:1; 42:5.

23N- c. r. p.

24Creek: RSV "to me."
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25
Quoted above, pp. 53-54.
" lm£w' h has been corrected to lms' h by placing dots

above and below the 'Aleph and above the Waw.

^7R. Suk., tr.
28

R. Suk. (mg.), _tr. This is a blank space on the
ms., r3ther than a lacuna. Parts of seV' ral letters on
this column have flaked away, and it is possible that a
whole letter has similarly perished, although it is hard
to believe that this could happen and leave no trace.

29
5:22-26 is quoted below, pp. 75-76; 4:23-24 in

Chapter VI.
3D
Cf. Rom. 6-8.

51N. r. Suk., tr.

3"L1. 17a-18b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 31.

33The moment of despair of being included in the cove¬
nant which the author once experienced (4:33-37, quoted in
Chapter I, pp. 25-26 and 27) is inconclusive in this respect;
there is no way of telling whether this experience took
place before or after his "conversion."

34
N. r. Suk., n. c. r. p. Mdny provides a parallel

to ryb and mdnym in the following line (D.-3.). The ' Ayn
may indicate 'wwn, but other suggestions have been made.

35
Suk. reads w[_, which apparently is accepted by most.

The Gimel is quite clear. N. c. r. p.

3 6
A', r. Suk., tjr. (many add kwl).

37
N. c. r. p. Bryty, ' gt.y, and byty have been sug¬

gested .

38
N. r. Suk. , r. D.-S.

39
Unless this refers to Zadokite priests who accepted

the non-Zadokite high priests! The "sons of destruction"
would then be the Seleucid rulers.

40
Cf., however, the discussion of the Future Hope

in Chapter IV.

N. c. r. p.

42
N. r. Suk., tr. Further restoration is not possi¬

ble.

43N. r. Suk., tr.
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4V r. Suk. , tr. Further restoration is not poss-
i b 1 e.

45n. r. Suk. , tr.

4cn. c. r. p.

47N. r. Suk. , tr.

00
2: . r. Suk. , tr. Restorations of the rest of this

sentenee vary widely •

4V c. r. p.

50n. r. Suk. , R. Licht (who adds '1 at the beginning
of 1. 22. ) The reconstruction of TUG of this line is typ-
ical: "And i will not enter into communion with them that
turn their back upon Thy covenant." This does not allow
§wb its usual connotation of repentance. The passage does
not necessarily refer to apostate members of the sect, how¬
ever, so much as those entering for the first time.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE CONTENT OF REDEMPTION

A. Redemption from Sin

The extremely low opinion of human nature so fre¬
quently expressed by the author of the Hodayoth, and his
deep awareness of his own sinfulness, as outlined in Chap¬
ter I, are counterbalanced by a firm conviction that his
sins are forgiven and that he is the object of divine grace.

This is a frequently recurring theme in this scroll:

wbmhSbtkh „kwl d'h8

wbkwhkh kwl gbwrh

wkwl kbwd 'tkh hw'

b'pkh kwl m£p$,y ng'

gWbfcwbkh rwb sly^wt
wrhmykh lkwl bny rjwnkh

ky hwd'tm bswd 'mtkh

1()wbrzy pl'kh hSkltm
wlm'n kbwdkh

thrth 'nw§ mp<§'

lhtqd£ j jlkh
mkwl tw'bwt ndh

w'smt m'l

lhwtyd* f'm]^ bny 'mtk

wbgwrl *m 12qdw5ykh

In Thy thought is all knowledge,

And in Thy strength all power,

And all glory is with Thee.

In Thy anger are all judge¬
ments of affliction,

Rut in Thy goodness there is
an abundance of forgiveness,

And compassion to all the sons
of Thy good will;

For Thou hast given them knowl¬
edge of Thy true counsel,

And given them understanding
of Thy wondrous mysteries.

For the sake of Thy glory,

Thou hast cleansed a man from
transgression,

So that he might purify him¬
self unto Thee,

From all abominations of im¬
purity,

And guilt of treachery,

To unite him with the sons of
Thy truth,

And into the same lot with Thy
holy ones,

83
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lhryin m'pr twl' t mtyiri

lswd I ' wlin]^
wmrw^i n'wh lbynt[kh]5
j^wlhtyjb mb'md lpnykti
'm §b' 'd

g
wrwtyy [qdw^kh]

lhttydl 'm kwl [ ]7
14nhyh

w'm yd'ym

byftd rnh

(11:7d-14c)

To raise up from the dust the
worm of men

Unto the eternal counsel;

And from a perverse spirit
unto Thy understanding,

To stand forth in his station
before Thee

With the eternal host,

And the spirits of holiness;

To renew himself with every ..

being,

And with those who have knowl¬
edge

In a company of singing.

(The third person in lines 10-14 above probably refers
Q

to the author [the "I"], not someone else. )
In this the author is entirely consistent with his

insistence that man is unable to achieve righteousness by
himself:

'yn ly [

w]'yn §dqwt

lhn§l mp[§']

18[bl]w* slyfoh
w'ny n£'nty

b[rwb rljmykh

wbhmwn] tysdkh 'wftyl

(7:17c-18d)

[wl'] k'£mty gSp^tny
wl' 'zbtny bzmwt y§ry

(5:5e-6b)

10

I have no ...

And no righteousness,

To deliver me from sin,

Without forgiveness;

But I depend

On the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

And on the abundance of Thy
grace I wait.

And Thou hast not judged me
according to my trespass,

Nor abandoned me in the evil
of my intentions.

Not everyone, of course, is the object of divine
grace, but only the elect. Furthermore, there is one pre-
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requisite: forgiveness comes to those who repent. For

the psalmist, it is self-evident that the two groups (the
elect and those who repent) are coterminous.*' It is

through God's grace that repentance is possible, as can

be seen from the following passages:

w'd'h ky y§ mqwh

l5by p£'

w'wzby h^'h

bh[

Jhthlk12 ?bdrk lbkh
l'yn 'wl

w'njimh '1 hmwn 'm

w'1 s'wn mmlkwt'^ bh'spm

[ l'ty14 '&r gtrym lmj'r

mjjyh b'mkh

wS'ryt bnfcltkh

wtzqqm lh£hr m'5mh

ky' kwl gm'fiyhm b'mtkh
wbjjsdyk t^p^m
bhrmvn rljmym wrwb slytyh

wkpykh lhwrwtm

^wkywSyr *mtkh
lhkynm b'gtkh lkbwkh

wlm'nkh 'Syfth)

1[gd11 twrh

wf U[ 1 n'n5y
'

§tkh

btwk bny 'dm

And I know that there is hope

For those who turn from trans¬

gression ,

And who forsake sin,

... to walk in the way of Thy
heart

Without wickedness.

I am comforted about the thun¬
dering of the people,

And about the tumult of the
kingdoms when they are
assembled,

... which Thou wilt lift up
after a little while -

A preserved portion in Thy
people,

And a remnant in Thy inheri¬
tance.

Thou hast refined them that
they may purify themselves
from guilt;

For all their works are done
in Thy truth,

And in Thy sure mercies Thou
wilt judge them,

With abundant compassion and
plenteous pardon.

Their instruction will be
according to Thy mouth,

And according to the righteous¬
ness of Thy truth,

To establish them in Thy counsel
unto Thy glory.

For Thy own sake Thou hast
acted,

To magnify Torah,

15

And men of Thy counsel,

In the midst of the sons of men,
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lspr ldwrwt ' wlrn npl'wtykh
1 6wbgbwrwty\kh y£w~|£ityw

(6:6a-1Id)

wkwl bny j0*mtkh
tby' bslvhwt lpnykh

fltlh rm mps'yhm

brwb twbkh wbhmwn r[|j]mykh

jjlh'mydm lpnykh
l'wlmy 'd^
(7:29e-31b)

To recount to eternal gener¬
ations Thy mighty acts,

And to meditate on Thy great
power.

And all the sons of Thy truth

Thou wilt bring with forgive¬
ness before Thee,

To cleanse them from their
transgressions,

In the abundance of Thy good¬
ness and the multitude of
Thy mercies,

Causing them to stand in Thy
presence

To the end of time.

The "remnant" or "preserved portion" in the former
psalm above is evidently the community to which the author
belonged, the lot of the Sons of Light.

The mention of Torah in this passage indicates that
the redemption from sin which is the possession of the elect
is in keeping with the Mosaic law. The sect, in common

with all of the sects in Judaism, considered itself to be
the recipient and guardian of the Mosaic tradition. This
attitude is confirmed in this fragmentary text:

[ ]yn18 wmmSpt
19

]20,bdk
mkwl p£'yw

f bhmwn r]£myk
21

12

[

[ d~|brth22 byd mwSh

]2^ *wwn wfo^'h

wlkpr b'[d p£']

(17:11 a-12c)

24
wm11

... and from judgement ...

... Thy servant

From all his sins,

In the abundance of Thy com¬
passion,

... Thou hast spoken by the
hand of Moses

... iniquity and sin,

And make propitiation for
transgression and treachery.

The importance of the concepts of grace, mercy, and
forgiveness for the author is revealed by the frequency
with which some of the terms recur, gsd is used of God
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25
thirty times in the Hodayoth, rfrm (in the sense of mercy

or compassion) twenty-five times, and fcwb ten or eleven
times. The verb s 1Q occurs at 14:24, and the noun slyfrh
ten times. T is represents a departure from the usual

vocabulary of the Qumran texts; sjLlj occurs only once out¬
side of 1QI1 (1QS 2:8 ),^6 and slyfah only twice (1QS 2:15;
CDC 2:4). fhr occurs eleven times, and kpr three. The
frequency of this theme in the Hodayoth is evidence enough
of the importance for the author of the doctrine of forgive¬
ness. It may also be taken as an indication that a specific
experience of the author (such as that outlined at the end
of the previous chapter) has been for him a significant
indication that he has been the recipient of divine favor,
and that such an experience has greatly influenced his whole
attitude toward life. Through it he has come to know God's
mercy, and to understand the forensic nature of divine for¬
giveness.

B. Redemption from Persecution and Suffering

In addition to the frequent references to his redemp¬
tion from sin, the author refers in many passages to re¬

demption from suffering and persecution. It is not neces¬

sary to mention that he invariably gives credit to God for
his deliverance. There are several questions involved in
the interpretation of these passages, and scholarship has
not spoken with an undivided voice about them. Most of
these problems are discussed later in this thesis, and need
not be of concern here. The question of historical infor¬
mation and authorship, for instance, are of more importance
is discussing the role of the "I" and his identity. Here
we shall be concerned only with the nature of the suffer¬
ing from which the author was delivered, and the nature of
his redemption from it. Further, we will consider in an¬

other chapter the function of suffering itself in redemp¬
tion.

Not all of the references to suffering in the Hoda-
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yoth refer specifically to persecution, although most of
them do. The following passage makes no mention of direct

persecution:

[ 27 *wzrw]1 nsbrt mqnyh

wt£b' <bbg>28 rgly

s'w 'yny mr'wt ^r1
'wzny m£mw' dmym

h£m lbby mm^Sbt rw'

ky bly'l ' m hwp'
29

y§r ^hywtm
wyrw'w kwl 'wsy mbnyty

w' §my ytprdw wtkmy3(J ' ly

k'wnyh bz'p 5t>ry£yt
wyhm lby lklh

wrwty 'w'yym tbl'ny

mhwwt p£'m

(7:2b-5d)

And my arm is wrenched from
its joint;

My foot is sunken in mire;

My eyes are besmeared from
seeing evil;

My ears, from hearing of blood-
guiltiness.

My heart is laid waste by the
thought of evil;

For worthlessness accompanies
the appearance

Of the impulse of their being.

All the foundations of my
frame trembled;

My bones were disjointed, and
?

Like a boat in the raging of
a storm.

My heart was perplexed at the
destruction,

And a perverse spirit devoured
me

Because of the destruction of
their sin.

It is obvious from this passage that this is exagger¬

ated and metaphorical language of a traditional nature,
such as that which is frequently found in the canonical
Psalter.3^ The only physical distress which can be safely
inferred from this passage is that which would accompany

severe mental and spiritual distress. With this passage

there can be no question of some serious illness which the
author has undergone, for it is clearly stated that the
cause of the suffering is "seeing evil," "hearing of blood-
guiltiness," etc.

Not all passages are quite so unambiguous, however,
and some interpreters have chosen to imply that such pas-

32
ages as the following refer to some physical malady.
It can be seen, for instance, that this could well be a

description of some physical disease:
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[ wyhy ly] mgwr 'm tywlyym

wm[rgw]'34 l[y]3° ^bngy'yni
w'hyh k'y£ n'zb

b[ ]36
'yn m'wz ly

ky p[r]b37 n[^]'y38
28lmrwrym

wk'yb 'nw£ l'yn ' §wr

[ ]mh39 'ly

kywrdy s'wl

w'm 29mtym yfcps rwfcy
ky hgy'w l5|jt ^[yy40
w'ly]44 tt'tP nply

ywmm wlylh

3Ql'yn mnwfc
wypr£> k's bw'r
'

§wr b[ ]'d4^
wmymh tw'kl <§lhbt>43

31lhtm kw£ lqjym
wlklwt bsr 'd mw'dym

44
wyt'wppw [ * ly J msbrym

32wnply 'ly tStwtyty lklh
ky n£bt m'wzy mgwyty

wyngr kmym lby

wyms 33kdwng b£ry
wm'wz mwtny hyh lbhlh

wtlbr zrw'y mqnyh

[w'y]n45 lhnyp yd
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1 have a dwelling-place with
diseases,

And my resting-place is among
plagues;

I am like a man abandoned

In ...

I have no protection,

For my plantation has blossomed
into bitter herbs,

And uncurable grief, that
cannot be held back,

... over me,

Like those who go down to
Sheol,

And among the dead my spirit
is sought.

For my life has reached the
Pit ...

And my soul languishes within
me,

Day and night,

Without repose.

There came forth >tfiat was

like a burning fire
Imprisoned in ...

And its water the flame devours,

To consume strength unto the
times,

And to destroy flesh until
the fixed times.

The waves threaten me,

And my soul is totally bowed
down,

For my defence has disappeared
from my body,

And my heart is poured out
like water;

My flesh melts like wax,

And the strength of my loins
has become sudden terror;

My arm is wrenched from its
socket,

So that I cannot move my hand.
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34(wrg]ly46 bkbl
wylkw kmym brky

w'yn lslwft p'm

wl' m§'d lqwl rgly

35[ zrw]'[y rw]tqw47
bzqy mkSyl48
wlswn hgbrth bp[y]49
bl' n'sph

w'yn lh[r]ym50 36qwl[y51
wly *y]n^ lmwdy[m]^'
lfciywt rwty kwllym

wl'wt^4 1''p dbr

(8:26c-36d)

My foot is caught in a fetter,

And my knees buckle like water,

So that I cannot take a step;

There is no step wherein my
feet can be swift.

... my arms are bound,

With chains that cause

stumbling.
Thou hast made my tongue grow

great in my mouth,
Without its being drawn back,

So that I cannot lift up my
voice.

I have no disciples

To revive the spirit of the
stumbling,

And to give aid to the weary
by a word.

There is no way of proving that this passage, like
the former one, is to be taken metaphorically (that it is
exaggerated is undoubtable) ♦ This could easily be a de¬

scription of some disease such as malaria ("like a burning
fire") or other fever, which does totally incapacitate the
body and produce symptoms of general weakness, severe mus¬

cular pains, and even impaired senses. The lack of disci¬
ples or associates would only add to the torment and dis-
pair. On the other hand, it is necessary to recognize that
such language .is used in the Hodayoth to refer to mental
and spiritual distress, and that this and similar passages

can be interpreted in a similar manner. Although neither
view can be defended with certainty, the position taken
here is that where the context makes no reference to per¬

secution as such, but only to various kinds of bodily ail¬
ments, the passage had best be taken as referring to mental
suffering only. Otherwise it is necessary to postulate
some period of serious illness for which there is no other
evidence.

The same may not necessarily be true of those passages
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which tell of the author's redemption from persecution.

Here, also, it is evident that terminology appropriate to

physical violence is sometimes used metaphorically to de¬
scribe aspects of the author's controversy with his oppo¬

nents which did not necessarily include physical violence.
But the history of the times in which the sect originated
and flourished was one in which the doctrinal disputes of
the sects and political parties of Judaism, especially
where priestly authority was concerned, were frequently
accompanied by all kinds of political intrigue, warfare,
treachery, torture, etc. It is entirely believable that
the attacks against the author (and possilly against the
sect) carried with them the intent of violence, and that
a situation approximating warfare could easjly have devel¬
oped; whether the intent came to fruition is another ques¬

tion. Passages such as the one below obviously reflect a

situation in which the opponents are those with whom the
author has a theological difference, aid their primary pur¬

pose is his defeat in a sectarian controversy, and their
principal weapons are slander and defamation.

wtjylny mqn't mly§y kzb And Thou hast delivered me
from the jealousy of inter¬
preters of the lie,

..-wm'dt dwrSy hlqwt And from the company of those
who seek smooth things.

pdyt[h np]£ 'bywn Thou hast redeemed the needy
soul

'§r (i£bw lhtm dmw Whose blood they reckoned to

33

destroy,
l§pwk '1 'bwdtkh Shedding it on account of Thy

service.
'ps ky [l'^ yd]'w5^ However they did not know

ky m'tk mj'dy That my steps are from Thee,

wy£ymwny lbwz .^wjjrph And they made me an object of
contempt and reproach

bpy kl dwrSy rmyh In the mouth of all those who
seek deceit.

w'th 'ly But Thou, 0 my God,
' zrth np§ 'ny wrS Didst aid the soul of the

afflicted and needy
_rmyd ^zq mmnw From a hand too strong for

Him.
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wtpd npsy myd 'dyrym

wbgdpwtm 1' hfctytny

jgl'zwb 'bwdtkh
mphd hwwt r[s'y]m

60

59

wlhmyr bhwll

£r 3yh[
(2:31c-37a)

]

ygr smwk
61

Thou hast ransomed my soul
from the hand of the mighty,

And hast not allowed me to be
dismayed by their taunts,

Into forsaking Thy service

Through fear of the destruc¬
tions of the wicked,

Or exchanging a sustaining
purpose for folly,

Which ...

Slander and defamation, however, serious as they are,

will not account for everything in this passage, such as

the shedding of blood. This can be explained as metaphor¬
ical language, but the nature of the times in which the
author lived are not consistent with such a view. There

are other passages in the scroll which also challenge such
an interpretation, such as the psalm at 2:20-30, which de¬
clares "ruthless men sought my life when I laid hold of
Thy covenant" (2:21f). To be sure, these passages often
contain metaphorical and exaggerated elements, such as the
following one, but this does not mean that there is no ker¬
nel of historicity embedded in the passage; the exaggeration
and elaboration is based upon something real. It is the
nature of polemic such as this to exaggerate, as in the
following:

w'ny 'mrty

|jnw ' ly gbwrym
c O

sbbwm bkl 2gkly mltymwtm
6 3

wyprw f§ym l'yn mrp'
wlhwb fnyt

k' 'wklt ' gym

2yWkhmwn mym rbym
s'wn qwlm npg zrm

lhs^iyt rbym lmzwrwt
65

And I said:

"Mighty men have encamped
against me;

They have surrounded themselves
with all their instruments
of war, 63

And they have loosed arrows
for which there is no cure,

And flashing spears,

Like fire that consumes trees.

Like the roaring of many waters,

The noise of their voice is a

stormy tumult
That destroys many with wounds;
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ybq'w 90'p'h wsw'
bhtrwmm glyhm

(2:25c-28b)

They spawn the viper and de¬
struction

When their waves are at their

height.

It may be that some of these passages are entirely
metaphorical, such as the one in 5:5-19, which uses the
metaphors of lions, hunters, serpents, and fishermen. But
there can be no doubt that the author was involved in ser¬

ious controversy, and that he was the object of a determined
and powerful program of persecution. Considering the con¬

text in which these poems were written, it is highly unlikely
that this program did not include at least the intent, if
not the actuality, of physical violence.

Not all of the passages which refer to persecution
in the Ilodayoth indicate the same sort of "redemption" from
persecution. Some of them seem to imply that the intention
of the opponent has been frustrated, and the author has
been protected:

I thank Thee, 0 Lord,

For Thou hast placed my soul
in the parcel of the living,

And Thou hast fenced me in

Against all the snares of the
pit.

'wdkh 'dwny

ky £mth npsy bjrwr hhyym

2jWt5wk b'dy
mkwl mwqSy §fct

(2:20a-21b)

The end of this same poem carries the same implica¬
tion:

w'ny bmws lby kmym

wtftzq npsy bbrytk

2gWhm r£t prsw ly
tlkwd rglm

wp^ym £mnw lnp£y

nplw bin

wrgly 'mdh bmyswr
66

And I, when my heart melted
like water,

Then my soul held fast to Thy
covenant,

But they - the net that they
spread for me

Siezed their foot,

And the traps they set for
my soul -

They fell into them!

Now, my foot stands on level
ground;
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.i 67 ,. * ,.68
^rnqhlm brkh smkh
(2:28c-30a)

Away from their assembly I will
bless Thy name.

In these passages, and others like them, the perse¬

cution is spoken of as a past event, and the redemption
appears as a fait a<compli. In other places, however, the

opposition continues, and the controversy (and the perse¬

cution, at least in the form of slander, defamation, revil¬
ing, etc., and the possibility of the intent of bodily harm)
is a present reality. Here the author speaks ol vindica¬
tion and the coming defeat of his opponents.

whmh n'lmym

zmwt bly'l ^ytyswbw
wydrswkh bib wlb

wl' nkwnw b'mtkh

ky 'mrw jglfozwn d't
1' nkwn

wldrk lbkh

1' hy'h

ky 'th '1 t'nh lhm

l£wp£,m jgbgbwrtkh
|kjglwlyhm69

wkrwb p§'yhm

lm'n ytpSw bmty5bwtm

'sr nzwrw mbrytkh

2Qwtkrt bm[sp]t'
kwl 'n£y mrmh

whwzy t'wt

1' ym§'w 'wd

70

But they are dissemblers;

They devise counsels of Belial;

They seek Thee with a double
heart,

For they are not established
in Thy truth.

For they said of the vision
of knowledge,

"It does not stand firm,"

And of the way of Thy heart,

"It does not exist."

For Thou, 0 God, wilt answer
them,

Judging them in Thy strength
according to their idol¬
atries ,

And the multitude of their
transgressions,

In order that they might be
caught up in their devices

Whereby they have turned away
from Thy covenant.

And Thou wilt cut off in judge¬
ment

All the men of deceit,

And the seers of error

Will not be found again.
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w'sr knpskh Those who ['lease Fhy soul

y'mwdw lpnykh I'd Will stand before Thee for¬
ever;

whwlky bdrk lbkh And those who walk in the way
of Thy heart

22yk\vnw lnjt,i Will he established to etern-
fw']ny btwmky bkh As for me, since I lean on

Thee,
't'wddh w'qwmh "1 mn'jy I will stand upright and rise

against those who revile me,
wydy '1 kwl bwzy And my hand will be against

all those who despise me.
(4:13e-14c, 17e-20d, 21c-22d)

Although the interpretation of the tenses in the

Ilodayoth, as in many parts of the Old Testament, is still
a problem, there are sufficient indications in the texts
above that the present and future is being referred to.
The difficult psalm in 3:1-18 also seems to indicate pres¬

ent difficulties ("I am in distress like a woman in labor
for her first-born") from which the author expects great

72
things to emerge.

The detailed analysis by Carmignac of the Ilodayoth,
and his attempt to arrange the psalms in historical se-

73
quence, falls down for several reasons, as has been pointed

74
out. Not the least is the fact that the fragments from
Cave IV of the Ilodayoth indicate that other manuscripts
followed a different rescinsion from 1QH.^ A careful read¬

ing of all of the passages which refer to opposition and
persecution in the Ilodayoth will, however, allow us to see

what the situation was which was the context for these psalms,
as it was described at the end of the previous chapter.
There was a series of events which included a concerted

effort on the part of his opponents to destroy him, but
the effort was unsuccessful. The opposition continued,

however, and there Cpn be no doubt that the author and his
companions remained in exile, excluded from the Jerusalem
cultus and the temple priesthood, and carrying on with them
a continuing altercation.

The author does not consider this as a defeat, how-

ity.
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ever. On the contrary, tiiis very exclusion and the concomi¬
tant circumstances spell redemption for him. In his eyes,

the significant thing is that through these events tie has
come to know what redemption truly is, and that his oppo¬

nents have not succeeded in turning him away from God.
In other words, his redemption from persecution has been
directly related to his redemption from sin; it is through
the opposition that he has come to know God's mercy, coin-

passion, and forgiveness, and to live according to his new¬

found knowledge. Note how frequently his delivery from

persecution is expressed in terms of faithfulness and of
redemption from sin:

w'th 'ly
' zrth np5 'ny wrs

j^myd ftzq mmnw
wtpd np5y myd 'dyrym

wbgdpwtm 1' hfotytny

36l'zwb 'bwdtkh
mpfcd hwwt r[6 •y)m

wlhmyr bhwll y§r smwk

•|r 37h[
(2:34c-37a)

]
76

ky zkrty '§mwty

'm m'l 'bwty

bqwm rS'ym '1 brytk

3gW|jlk'ym *1 dbrkh
w'ny 'mrty bpl'y

77
n'zbty mbrytkh

wbzwkry kw^i ydkh

'm jghmwn rfomykh

But Thou, 0 my God,

Didst aid the soul of the
afflicted and needy

From a hand too strong for
him.

Thou hast ransomed my soul
from the hand of the mighty,

And hast not allowed me to be
dismayed by their taunts

Into forsaking Thy service

Through fear of the destruct¬
ions of the wicked.

Or exchanging a sustaining
purpose for folly,

Which ...

For I remembered my trespass,

Together with the faithless¬
ness of my fathers,

When the wicked rose against
Thy covenant,

And the evil against Thy word.

And I said, "In my sin,

I have been left out of Thy
covenant."

But when I remembered the
power of Thy hand,

Together with the abundance
of Thy mercies,
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h t' wdd ty w' qwmh

wrwhy htyzyqh

bm'md lpny i>g'

ky ns'n[ty] 3_bJjsdykh
7 8

whmwn rfcmykh

ky tkpr 'wwn
7 Q

wl{,[hr 'nw]§ m'£mh

]
80

b§dqtkh [

(4:34c-37e)

wtsmny gbmgwr 'm dygym rbym
pwrSy mkmrt '1 pny mym

wgydym lbny 'will

wsm lmspfc ^ysdtny
wswd 'mt ' m§th blbby

8 2
wmy hbryt ldwrSyh

kwl mzmwtm l|jtwp wyrbw

wl' ^tP§w 'ly pyhm
ky 'th ' ly strtny

ngd bny 'dm

83

wtwrtkh Ijbth b[y
84

' ]d85 q§ 12hglwt yS'kh ly

wlm'n hgbyrkh by

lngd bny 'dm

hplth88 ^gb'bywn
wtby'hw bmjfrp

kzh]b8^ bm'sy '5

I was established, and stood
fast;

And my spirit became strong

While standing in the face
of affliction;

For I relied on Thy steadfast
love,

And the abundance of Thy mercies

For Thou dost cover iniquity;

And to cleanse man from guilt,

In Thy righteousness ...

And Thou hast placed me in an
abode with many fishermen,

Who spread out a net on the
face of the waters;

And those who hunt out the
sons of injustice.

There, for justice's sake,
Thou hast established me,

And Thou hast strengthened
true counsel in my heart,

And the water of the covenant
for those who seek it.

All their designs are to sieze,
and they are many,

But they have not opened their
mouth against me;

For Thou, 0 my God, hast hidden
me

Before the sons of man.

Thy law Thou hast concealed
in me

Until the time of the revel¬
ation of Thy deliverance
to me.

And in order to manifest Thy
power in me

Before the sons of man,

Thou hast worked wonders with
the poor one,

And brought him into a cru¬
cible

Like gold into the action of
fire,
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wkksp mzwqq

bkvvr nwpjiym

lj.hr sb'tym

^ ^wymhrw My r£ ' y
'[z]ym bm§wqwtm

wkwl h.ywm

ydk'w npsy^*
lgw'th My
tlyb s'rh3^ ldminh

wnps ' bywn plj.th
i r i^O .k [ ] J-rp

mkji 19'rywt

And like silver being refined

In the furnace of the smith,

To purify him sevenfold.

And my wicked deeds rush upon
me,

Powerful in their distresses;

And all the day

They crush my soul.

But Thou, 0 my God,

Dost render the tempest into
a whisper.

And the soul of the needy Thou
dost deliver

Like •.. prey

From the strength oi lions.

(5:7e-9c, 1Od-12a, 15c-19a)

Tlius the author's redemption from persecution is in¬

separably linked to his redemption from sin. The former
would be meaningless (if not non-existent) apart from the
latter. The persecution, at least so far as his opponents
program of oppression is concerned, has not ceased, but
he can pronounce it unsuccessful because instead of cor¬

rupting him and driving him away from God it has strength¬
ened his faith and bound him more closely to God. There
is therefore here a situation where both sides can claim

victory, because each interprets the circumstances in a

different way. (There are parallels with the early church,
but they must not be carried too far. We do not have enough
information here about the history of the sect to carry out
a meaningful comparison.) This explains how it is that in
the same psalm the author can speak of the persecution as

a present reality and his redemption from persecution as an

accomplished fact (as 4:5-40; 5:20-39, etc.). It also makes
unnecessary and impossible Carmignac's involved hypothesis.

Because of its importance in determining matters con¬

cerning the origin of the Hodayoth and the role of the "I"
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in redemption, an undue amount of attention has been paid
to more or less irrelevant details concerned with redemp¬
tion from suffering and persecution, with only passing men¬

tion of what was the really important aspect from the au¬

thor's point of view: that is, that it is Cod who has saved
him, and that through this marvelous deed the might and

power of God, as well as his mercy and compassion, have
been dramatically and powerfully revealed. This is taken
for granted by the author; it is in this very context that
the Hodayoth are written.

C. Knowledge

One of the most precious gifts which is the possession
of the redeemed is knowledge. The references to knowledge
and knowing in the Hodayoth are extremely frequent. Yd'
and its derivatives occur no less than ninety-five times,
in every column except col. 17, and at least eleven of the
fragments. Tn addition there are frequent uses of byn and

91
its derivatives (thirty times), and bkm/frkmh (ten times).
It is no wonder that almost every commentator on the Hodayoth
has drawn attention to this theme, and that there has been
a certain amount of controversy related to it.

Of course, not all of these references concern them¬
selves with the author's knowledge, or knowledge which is
the possession of the redeemed. Frequently they refer to
God's knowledge; God himself is sometimes referred to as

'1 hd'wt, "God of knowledge" (1:26; 12:10; f4:15). It is
from God that the author has received his knowledge.

92
w'ny m§kyl yd'tykh *ly And I am wise; in that I know

Thee, my God,
brw£i j2'^r ntth bY By the spirit which Thou hast

placed in me;
wn'mnh Sm'ty lswd pl'kh And it is certain that I have

listened to Thy wondrous
counsel,

brwty qwdSkh Through Thy Holy Spirit.

13 [p]t(jth9' ltwky Thou hast opened up within me
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The knowledge 01 Thy marvelous
wisdom,

And the fountain of Thy strength.

d ' t brz §k1kh

wm'yn gbwrftkh]

(12:11c-13c)

The author's own knowledge, apart from that which
lie has received as a special gift from God, is negligible:

w' ny n'lmty

wmh 'dbr '1 zwt

kd'ty dbrty

m§ydwq yjr ftmr

wmh j3'dbr
ky' 'm pthth py

w'ykh 'byn

ky' 'm h£kltny

wmh '[h5wb]

34blw' glyth lby
w'ykh *y5r drk

ky' 'm hky[nwtny

w'ykh] T£.t'mwd p['my
O O

blw' t]fczq bkwfo

w'ykh 'tqwmm [

(12:32a-35c)

]
95

And I - I am struck dumb;

What can I say above this?

According to my own knowledge
I have spoken,

And from the righteousness of
a vessel of clay.

And what can I say

Unless Thou open my mouth?

How can I understand

Unless Thou give me wisdom?

And what can I think

If Thou dost not open my
heart,

And how can I tread a straight
path,

Unless Thou establish me?

How can my step be firm,

Unless Thou support it with
strength?

And how can I raise myself ...

A number of the references above are negative; they
show how in the author's mind the lack of knowledge was

characteristic of the unredeemed state (also through God's
working); specifically, of his opponents:

'ps ky fl' yd]'w However They did not know
96

ky m'tk m§'dy'

(2:33b-c)

wmly§y rmyh h[t'wm]
97

That my steps are from Thee.

Deceitful interpreters led
them astray,
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wylb^w bl' bynh

(4:7b-c)

wb'bwr hgd[yl dr]ky

wlin'n _ '£mtm
zo

strt m'yn bynh
, , „98wswd mt

(5:25d-26c)

And they have fallen, being
without understanding.

And because my way has grown
great,

And on account of their guilt,

Thou hast hidden the spring
of understanding,

And true counsel.

Not all the members of the sect, apparently, are en¬

dowed with the same degree of knowledge, and each one's
standing in the community is determined by his portion of
knowledge:

wkn hwgSty bytyd

kwl *n5y swdy

Ipy 19[s]klw 'gyfinw
99

wkrwb nfcltw 'hbnw

(14:18c-19b)

Thus I have brought near to
the community

All the men of my counsel.

By the measure of his intell¬
igence I will bring him
near,

And according to the greatness
of his portion I will love
him;

Moreover, the author is aware of his own increase
in knowledge (i. e., that his knowledge has not been ac¬

quired all at once):

wkn tgy5ny lbyntk

wlpy 14qwrby qn'ty
'1 kwl pw'ly rS'

w'nSy rmyh

(14:13c-14c)

hast brought me close
hy100 understanding,

So Thou haj
to Thy^

And accordingly as I draw
near I am filled with zeal

Against all those that work
iniquity,

And men of deceit.

The references to light and enlightenment in the Iloda-
yoth are best explained as metaphorical allusions to the
knowledge given to the author:

'wdkh 'dwny I thank Thee, O Lord,
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ky' h'yrwth pny lbrytkh
102i101 si ]wni[

' dwr£kh

wkshr nkwn

l'w[rtw]m^° hwp'th ly

(4:5a-6c)

1-or Thou hast illumined my
face with Thy covenant,

And ... I seek Thee,

And like the certain morning
light

Thou hast manifested Thyself
unto me with perfect light.

1. The Content of Knowledge

It is not certain just what kind of knowledge the
author is referring to in every case. In many cases the

knowledge is related to the author's conviction that he
is the object of divine grace:

wbfcwbkh rwb sly^jwt

wrhmykh lkwl bny r§wnkh

ky hwd'tm bswd 'mtkh

j0*vbrzy pl'kh hskltm
wlm'n kbwdkh

t-hrth ' nws inp£ '

lhtqd§ j jlkh
mkwl tw'bwt ndh

w'smt m'l

(11:9a-11c)

wbd'ty 'th rSmth

rwft fdyq

w'ny bhrty

lhbr kpy kr§w[nk]
wnp§ 'bdk

t['b]h kwl ^m'sh ' wlh

But in Thy goodness there is
an abundance of forgive¬
ness.

And compassion to all the sons
of Thy good will;

For Thou hast given thern knowl¬
edge of Thy true counsel,

And given them understanding
of Thy wondrous mysteries.

For the sake of Thy glory,

Thou hast cleansed a man from
transgression,

So that he might purify him¬
self unto Thee.

From all abominations of im¬
purity,

And guilt of treachery

And in my knowledge that Thou
hast inscribed

The righteous spirit;

And I have chosen

To purify my hands according
to Thy pleasure,

And the soul of Thy servant

Abhors every work of perver¬
sity;
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w'd'h ky 1' y§dq ' y§ mbl'dyk And 1 know that a man cannot
be righteous apart from
Thee,

w'^lh pnyk And I entreat Thy favor,

brwh 'sr ntth [by] By the spirit which Thou hast
put within me,

lhSlym 'm To perfect Thy mercies unto
in. Thy servant.

•bfdkl104
(16:10a-12a)

Here it is evident that the knowledge in question
is not simply that which can be intellectually acquired,
but has an existential quality to it, as is frequently the
case in the Old Testament. The knowledge is inextricably
bound up with salvation.^0 But it is important to recog¬

nize that the knowledge itself is not that which brings
salvation. Saving knowledge for the author is knowledge
of salvation, not knowledge which saves, in and of itself.

A second safe assumption is that frequently the

knowledge referred to is related to doctrines which are
106

peculiar to the sect. Many of these doctrines were

kept secret by the membership of the sect. Among the more

important ones for the sect were teachings concerning the
107

movements of heavenly bodies and calendrical calculations.
The long passage in col. 1 is an example of this concern;

it includes the following, which reveals the significance
to the author of this secret knowledge:

' lh yd'ty inbyntkh These things I know from Thy
understanding,

ky' gl.yth 'wzny For Thou hast opened my ears

lrzy pi' To wonderful mysteries.

(1:2la-c; cf. also 12:1-11)

The concept of secret knowledge ("wonderful myster¬
ies") is also important. The Persian loan-word rz, which
occurs in the Old Testament only in the Aramaic portions
of Daniel, is frequent in 1QH, the form rzy pl'kh (along
with swd 'mt) being used to describe the secret teachings
which have been revealed to the author consequent upon his
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redemition. The integral relation of these concepts to
10B

his redemption from sin is obvious in 11:9-10, where
"true counsel" and "wondrous mysteries" are used in con¬

nection with "an abundance of forgiveness," "compassion,"
and cleansing man from transgression, vost of the refer¬
ences to secret knowledge in the ilodayoth can be assumed
to refer to this kind of knowledge. Tnis is born out in
the following passage, in which the author's position as

teacher of knowledge received from C.od is once again re¬

lated to redemption:
r - | -I 109 , ,iky mqjwr pt^th

bpy 'bdkh

wbl^wnw ^hqqth '1 qw

^ 1 10
wt]£my'11^ ly§r rnbyntw

wlmly§ b'lh

j 21'pr kmwny
wtpt^i mq[wrw]^^
lhwkyh ly§r fcmr drkw

w'smwt ylwd ^ ^'5h km'§yw

(18:10b-13a)

For Thou hast opened up a
fountain

In the mouth of Thy servant;

And on his tongue Thou hast
inscribed on a line

And Thou hast proclaimed it
to the creature through
his understanding,

And to him who interprets
these things, 112

Unto dust like me.

And Thou didst open up its
fountain,

To reprove the way of the
vessel of clay,

And the guilt of the one born
of woman according to his
works.

Even though the secret knowledge claimed by the author
is related to redemption and the other theological beliefs
of the sect, nevertheless it is esoteric knowledge. It
is for the membership of the sect only; a secret, "hidden"
in the author (whether he be a person of prominence or

nothing more than an individual member of the sect). It
is dangerous (and sinful) to allow it to become known to

outsiders:

w'nSy [ ]ty

swrrym 2^wmlynym sbyb

The men of ...

Are rebellious and refractory
round about
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wbrz tybth by And of the secret Thou hast

j j ^ hidden in me
ylkw rkyl lbny h\vwt They have carried slanders

to the sons of destruction.
(5:24e-25c)

This overwhelming preoccupation of the author with

knowledge, together with the frequent references to secret
or esoteric knowledge, has caused one of the sharpest dif¬
ferences of opinion among scholars who have written about
the Hodayoth, as will be seen below.

2. Knowledge. Gnosis, and Gnosticism

A number of scholars have claimed that the (jumran

scrolls, and the Hodayoth in particular, are the products
of a Jewish Gnostic sect.^15 If it could be shown that

this were true, it would indeed be a remarkable discovery,
and a stunning victory for Bultmann's theories concerning
Gnostic origins.

Some of the earlier views, of course, have had to
be abandoned long ago because of the archaeological and
paleographical information now available, which limit the

dating of the scrolls to the period before the destruction
of the temple in 70 A. D. The possibility that the scrolls

116
are the work of second-century Jewish Gnostics is thereby
eliminated. So also, of course, is any possibility of ori¬
gin in "Christian" Gnostic circles, such as that which pro¬

duced the scrolls found at Nag Hammadi.
The remaining problem is largely, but not entirely,

a matter of definition.1^ The words gnosis and gnostic
are not used by all authors with the same meaning. On the
one hand, they are used to refer to a narrowly defined
group of sects prevalent in the early Christian centuries,
which drew upon Jewish and Christian ideas as well as other

sources, and which had certain characteristic elements,
such as rejection of the body, the concept of a "divine
spark" imprisoned in the body of the elect, unusual cos¬

mogony and anthropology, etc. Significantly, its soteri-
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ology was centered around the imparting of esoteric knowl¬

edge, which in itself has saving power.

On the other hand, some writers use these terms to
describe any religious or philosophical phenomenon in the
Hellenistic or Roman world which used in any way the con¬

cept of knowledge, especially if there was a hint of eso¬

teric knowledge. If this definition is used, both Chris¬
tianity and the Qumran sect qualify, as does almost every

religious or philosophical movement of that time.

The alternative (using the terms to refer only to
the specific Gnostic sects of later centuries) seem to be
the most fruitful use of the terminology. If so, there
is no trace in the ifodayoth of the specific and distinctive
doctrines which characterize Gnosticism. There are possi¬

ble relationships, to be sure, especially if Gnosticism
developed as a reaction to Jewish apocalyptic hopes after
Jewish nationalism was disillusioned through the efforts

118
of the Roman armies. The Qumran sect was certainly sub-

1 1 9
ject to apocalyptic hopes. Kven so, Gnosticism, in the
definitive sense, was a later phenomenon, and the strand
connecting the two is much too tenuous to place any great

weight upon it. There are few, if any, scholars who would
today venture to suggest that the scrolls are Gnostic in

1 20
the restricted sense. If there are some who prefer the
broader term, it would be better if they would make it quite
plain.

There is still one danger involved with this broad

usage, however. It has been suggested that there was a pre-

Christian Gnostic "redeemer myth," which influenced Chris-
121

tian theology. This concept is entirely a reconstruction
from documents which date from well into the Christian era.

The oumran documents add nothing to our knowledge of such
a myth, and there is no trace of any such doctrine in the
Ilodayoth. But the broad use of the terms gnosis and Gnos¬

ticism, and the application of them to the (,'umran documents,
could be taken to imply that these documents offer evidence
in support of Bultmann's thesis. Such an assumption can-
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not be allowed on the basis of the evidence available.

L>. The Redeemed Life

It has already been demonstrated that the author had
no illusions about his own righteousness; even in his re¬

deemed state, he can claim no credit for his righteous liv-
122

ing. The redeemed life is one in which the central place
is played by forgiveness and by the grace and righteousness
of God. The stern denunciation of his enemies, and his
rigid separation between the two lots of mankind, do not

temper his low opinion of himself. He "does not appeal
to his relative innocence, as happens in the Biblical psalms
from time to time. Thus the consciousness of his own sin-

123
fulness suppressed the thought of his own perfection."

According to Licht, the author from time to time points
out his own righteousness, of which he is proud, and con¬

siders himself to have received various attributes and per-
1 24

fections of righteousness. On closer examination, this
analysis turns out to be misleading. In every case where
it might seem that such a claim is being advanced, the im¬
mediate context includes a passpge which explicitly states
that any such attribute or perfection is the work of God;
the author does not really speak of attributes as such in
these passages, but of the actions which would be the re¬
sult of those attributes i£ he possessed them. lie is care¬
ful to include in the passage a clear indication that the
impetus behind the actions in question comes not from his
own righteousness but from the power ol God. Aside from
the divinely endowed knowledge which is his possession as

one of the redeemed, his own role as an agent of redemption,
and his resolve (through the power of God) not to trans¬

gress the divine will, he makes no claim to possess any

attribute of righteousness.

ky 'th yd'th For Thou knowest

kwl yjr m'§h Fvery impulse of action,
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wkwl m'nh l5wn hkrth

wtkn lby ^[bljmwdykh
wb'mtkh

lysr p'my lntybwt §dqh

lhthlk lpnyk bgbwl
r. ! .12615lbsjd

l£byly kbwd^2^ wSlwm

l'yn [fcqr

wlw']*28 lh£bt lnjfo

y6w'th yd'th y§r 'bdkh
ky 1' [§dq l'yi§
wbkh nlj'nty

Ihrym if by]

^[wjlli'yz bkw^i
wmhsy b£r

'yn ly[

w]'yn jdqvvt

lhnjl mpf s']

18fbl]w' slyfch
w'ny nS'nty

bfrwb rhmykh

wbhmwn] hsdkh ' wtyyl

(7:13a-18d)

1 25

1 29

And every reply of the tongue
Thou dost understand.

Thou hast established my heart
in Thy teachings and in
Thy truth,

To direct my steps towards
pathways of righteousness,

That I might walk before Thee
in the territory of mercy

To paths of glory and peace

Without end,

That will not cease forever.

And Thou knowest the incli¬
nation of Thy servant

For righteousness is not unto
man,

And I depend on Thee

To raise up my heart,

And to bring it into safety
with strength,

And the refuge of the flesh.

I have no ...

And no righteousness,

To deliver me from sin,

Without forgiveness;

But I depend

On the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

And on the abundance of Thy
grace I wait.

Thus, in the first place, the redeemed life is one
which is "in the territory of mercy"; it is one in which
righteousness is achieved only through divine intervention.

This, however, does not exhaust the author's concep¬
tion of the redeemed life. His rejection of self-righteous¬
ness does not mean that he has no understanding of the
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nature of righteous living. The difference between his
and the Pharisaic approach lies in their respective evalu¬
ation of the individual's ability to accomplish this ideal.
At this point the Christian understanding comes closer to

the (jumran ideas (cf. Rom. 3:9-20).
The author's awareness of his responsibilities and

duties toward God is evident at a number of places. Loy¬

alty and obedience to the Law are of first importance:

w'hbkh bndbh And I will love Thee freely,

wbkwl lb wbkwl np£ And with all my heart and
. 3n with all my soul

brrty [ ] 1 will purify ...
13 2wl' ']swr And I will not turn aside

mkwl '5r §wyth From all which Thou hast
. commanded,

w'fczyqh '1 rbym m[ And I have taken firm hold
<34 of many ...

blw'] J2'zwb mkwl )?wqyk Without abandoning any of
(15:10b-12a)

Thy commandments,

Although the sectarian observance of the Law was even
1 35

more strict than that of the Pharisees, their attitude
to it was that of joyous obedience rather than slavish ser¬

vitude. The one of whom God approves is the one who is
"anxious for righteousness" (5:22, cf. Matt. 5:6) rather
than one who gives complete but grudging obedience. God
will establish those that serve him in faithfulness ( 'niwnh,

17:14). Thus bare obedience to the law is overlaid with

faithfulness; with a love for the law that transforms obed¬
ience into a devoted service which is pleasing to God:

w'3r knpSkh Those who please Thy soul

y'mwdw lpnykh I'd Will stand before Thee for¬
ever;

whwlky bdrk lbkh And those who walk in the
way of Thy heart

_ ykwnw ln§t> Will be established to eter-
nity

(4:21c-22a)

w'd'h ky y§ mqwh And I know that there is hope
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l£by ps' For those who turn from trans¬
gression ,

w'wzby And who forsake sin,

bh

1 h t h 1 V
^] hthlk _bdrk lbkh ... To walk in the way of

(6:6a-7a)
Thy heart.

Fven more, the redeemed life is one which is full
of continual praise and rejoicing:

wttn bpy hwdwt Thou hast put praises in my

137 mouth|wbl£wny ^[thl]h And a song on my tongue.
1 38 ✓

wmwl Spty bmkwn rnh My lips are circumcised in
the abode of singing,

w'zmrh bjjsdykh That I might sing of Thy
mercies

wbgbwrtkh ' Sw^jtyh kwl hywm And meditate on Thy power
all the day;

tmyd 'brkh Smkh I will continually bless Thy
name;

w'sprh kbwdkh btwk bny 'dm I will recount Thy glory among
the sons of man,

wbrwb £wbkh 7t5t,§' np§y And in the abundance of Thy
goodness my soul will take

(11:4c-7a)
delight.

The law was basic to the morality of the sect; even

more basic, however, was the consciousness of grace, which
made of obedience to the law a rejoicing willingness and
eagerness to please God, through whom the redeemed life is
possible.

There are two more aspects of the redeemed life to
be mentioned. There is no need to dwell at length on them

here, since each is discussed more fully elsewhere.

First, the redeemed life is one which is lived in
dependence on God; dependence not only so far as redemp¬
tion from sin is concerned, but also dependence whenever
there is any threat to one's security. The rejoicing men¬

tioned above is present even in adversity and suffering,
because the author's final resort is God himself:

wthy twk^tkh ly But Thy chastisement will
become for me



lsrnhh w§swn

25wnSy'y lmrp'
1 .140

wlm
139

wbwz jry ly

lklyl kbwd

wkSlwny Igbwrt 2g,wlm
ky b£[ ]141
wbkbwdkh hwpy' 'wry

ky m'wr mhw§k „_h'yrwth• z /

i[y 142

J § mkty

wlmk^wly gbwrt pi'
1 4-4

wr[l.j]wb 28'wlm bgrt
np[$y145

ky 'th 'ly] mnwsy

m5gby si' 'wzy

wn^wdty bkh^
(9:24c-28d)

146
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Gladness and joy,

And my affliction, eternal
healing,

... forever.

The contempt of my enemy for
me

Will become the consummation
of glory,

And my stumbling to eternal
strength.

For in ...

And with Thy glory my light
has shined,

For Thou hast made light to
shine for me out of dark¬
ness ,

... my blows,

And for my obstacles, wonder¬
ful strength,

And an eternal wideness in
the straightness of my
soul.

For Thou, 0 my God, art my
refuge;

My stronghold, the rock of
my strength,

And my fortress is in Thee.

Second, the redeemed life is not one which is lived
in isolation, or one which is a concern solely of the indi¬
vidual's relationship with God, apart from his relationship
with his fellow sectarian. The redeemed life is one which

is lived in community with the lot of the redeemed. The
community of which the author is a member is frequently
mentioned in the Hodayoth, being referred to by a variety
of terms. The integral place in redemption of membership
in the community is plain in this text:

wlm'n kbwdkh For the sake of Thy glory,

£hrth 'nw§ mp£*
lhtqdS j1lkh

Thou hast cleansed a man from
transgression,

So that he might purify him¬
self unto Thee,



mkwl tw' bwt ndh

w'£mt m'1

lhwhd [*m] bny 'mtkh

wbgwrl 'm 12qdw5ykh*47
(11:10b-12a)
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From all abominations of im¬

purity,
And guilt of treachery,

To unite him with the sons

of Thy truth,
And into the same lot with

Thy holy ones.

E. Future Hope

One distinctive feature of the Dead Sea Scrolls is

the extent of apocalyptic literature produced and cherished
by the sect. The origin of this eschatological fervor is

148
Iranian dualism. The Kssenes looked for the final bat¬

tle between the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness.
Even more, they considered that in their own history the

149
beginning of the end was being realized. The future
was upon them, and they were participating in it. For this
reason, events of their history are spoken of in apocalyp¬
tic terms.

The Hodayoth reveal evidence of this hope and belief.
There are three fully apocalyptic passages in the Ilodayoth:

3:12-18, the end of the psalm which tells of the "Wonderful
Counsellor" (Cf. Appendix); 3:19-36, which has been called

1 50
by Kuhn "a complete little apocalypse"; and 6:17-35,
which describes the final conflict. In addition, the rest
of the Hodayoth ring with apocalyptic phraseology. The

sufferings of the author are sometimes described in apocalyp
tic terms (6:1-36). The future hope meant, first of all,
that the author of the Hodayoth accepted the apocalyptic
expectations ol his fellow Fssenes.

It might be expected, in view of the apocalyptic
nature of the thought of the sect, that there would also
be a doctrine of the resurrection of the body, especially
since fragments of Daniel are included in the finds. There

is, however, no clear and certain evidence in the scrolls
available to date that such a belief was held by the secta¬
rians.*0^ There are many reasons why it might be expected
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that the author of the Modayoth field some sort of belief
in a future life lor the righteous, but some scholars have

argued that nothing more than a hope for a restoration of
152

the people (i. e,, the nation) can be found with certainty.
On the other hand, as was evident from the discussion

of the uses of rwh above, there is still a possibility of
Hellenistic influence, and several scholars have argued,
on the basis of the statement by Josephus, 55 that the
Essenes held to a belief in immortality, and that such a

1 54
doctrine is discernible in the llodayoth. Others have
affirmed that the Essenes believed in some kind of after¬

life, without being positive about the exact nature of the
future hope for the individual.^55 Rlack believes that
the Essenes accepted some kind of doctrine of immortality

1 56
or eternal life, as contrasted with Sadducaean beliefs,
and thinks that "it is virtually certain that the sect had
some form of belief in the Resurrection, though, so far,

1 57
no unambiguously clear evidence for such has been produced."

In the discussion of 1QH 3:19-23 in Chapter III, it
was made evident that this is an area in which ambiguity

is bound to occur. Language originally appropriate to the
afterlife may be used to refer to the present experience
of redemption. Thus the occurrence of this language fre¬
quently in the Hodayoth may always refer to the present
life of the author, and not to any future hope. Neverthe¬
less, the very existence and use of this language may be
evidence that the author was at least aware of doctrines

of the afterlife. Indeed, with the influence of Iranian
thought, and the strong probability that the author was

at least aware of Hellenistic thought, it is hardly pos¬

sible that he would not know of such doctrines.

Furthermore, considering the incomplete nature of
158

the perfection which was his experience, ' and his constant
expression of his continuing state of sinfulness, it might
be expected that he would look forward to a future state
of sinlessness. Unambiguous evidence for such an expec¬

tation, however, is not to be found in the llodayoth.
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In addition to the passages considered in Chapter

III, there are two further passages which might indicate
a doctrine of the resurrection. Hach of them contains the

Hebrew words twl' t mt.ym:

j^wSwkby 'pr
hrymw trn

wtwl't mtym

n£'w ns

(6:34a-d)

wlm'n kbwdkh

£hrth *nw§ mp£'

lhtqdS ^ ylkh
mkwl tw'bwt ndh

w'Smt m'l

lhwhd ['m] bny 'mtk

wbgwrl ' m ^2gdw£ykh
lhrym m'pr twl't mtym

lswd f'wlm]' 59
(11:10b-12c)

The crux of the interpretation of this phrase is in
the vocalization of mtym. It could be methtm (yielding
the translation "worms of the dead") or methjm (yielding
the translation "worms of men"). In the first of the two

passages above, the more likely translation is "worms of
the dead," since this is in one of the definitely apocalyp¬
tic passages of 1QH. The interpretation implied is that
in the apocalyptic battle, the forces of the Sons of Light
will be augmented through a resurrection of the deceased
righteous. The parallelism with swkby 'pr reinforces this
interpretation.

In the second of the two passages, however, the au¬
thor is clearly speaking of his redemption as a present

And those who lie down in
the dust

Raise a flag-staff;

And the worms of the dead

Lift a banner ...

For the sake of Thy glory,

Thou hast cleansed a man from
transgression,

So that he might purify him¬
self unto Thee,

From all abominations of im¬
purity,

And guilt of treachery,

To unify him with the sons
of Thy truth,

And into the same lot with
Thy holy ones,

To raise up from the dust
the worm of men

Unto the eternal counsel.
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experience, anil so the translation "worms of men," which
would be a reference to the sinful state of man, or at least,
his natural human weakness, would be preferred. Thus nei¬
ther vocalization would seem to be the best for both pas¬

sages. Furthermore, either vocalization would be possible
in both places. The apocalyptic passage might refer to
the "worms of men" with reference to the sectarians them¬

selves, who still participate in human weakness, but expect
to enter battle on thr side of righteousness in the final
conflict. And the passage referring to redemption as a

present experience could well use "the worms of the dead"
to refer to the unredeemed state, just as in this and many

passages, terminology pertinent to the afterlife is used
to refer to the present redeemed state.

So the question must remain unanswered. There is
no certain evidence in the Hodayoth to give us a clear pic¬
ture of the future hope of the sectarians, aside from their
apocalyptic expectations. It is very likely that they did
accept a doctrine of the resurrection, and that some of
these passages are references to it, but certainty about
this is not possible on the basis of 1QH.

1Suk. lhybd.

N. r. Suk., tr.

Or "worm of the dead" (cf. 6:34).

N. r. Suk., tr. D.-S. restores 'mtkh.

N. r. Suk. , r. D.-S. et al.

N. r. Suk. , r. D.-S. Other suggestions are 'wlm
and d't.

7
\. r. Suk., who does not even indicate any lacuna.

There is no way of determining either from the ms. or the
context whether there is a word here, but there is ample
space.

g
Hans Bardtke, "Das Ich des Meisters in den Hodajoth

von Quinran," Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Karl-Marx-
Universitat, Leipzig, VI (1956-57), pp. 93-104.
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9
I I. 17c-18d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 29.

^11. 5e-6b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 28.

'Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"
p. 96.

1 2mN. c. r. p.

^3Suk. mf lkwt; tr. Fnough traces of the missing
letters are visible on the ms. to leave no doubt.

14
A. c. r. p.

*5Or "be purified" (Niphal).
1 6
Ll. 10c-11d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 24.

1 7
Ll. 29e-31b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 51.

1 8,n. c. r. p.

,9n. c. r. p.

20n. c. r. p.

2,n. r. Suk. , tr.

22n. r. Suk. , tr.

23..
n. c. r. p.

24vn. r. Suk. , r. D.

25
This and the following figures are based on KzdQ.

2 6
In those texts included in KzdQ.

27
N. r. Suk., _tr. Further reconstruction is impos¬

sible.

2 S
Suk., m^. have bbbg (dittography).

29
This is awkward to translate, but the meaning is

clear. m.-n. paraphrases "for it is devilishness when their
true nature comes to sight."

3^No certain meaning has been found for this word,
which is known only in 1QH and 1QS 4:20. It is variously
rendered "shoulder" (ii.is.) (cf. BH £km) and "bowels, inward
parts" (MB, TUG, et a_l. ) (cf. BH twk). A further compli¬
cation is that 'ly could be either from the verb 'lh or the
preposition J_1 with pronominal suffix.

3*Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"
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pp. 94-9.').

^Such as H.-N. and D.-S.

33N. r. Suk. There seems to he a transition here
from a description of the garden to a description of the
sufferings of the author. The actual wording cannot he
determined, but the substance must he something like this.

34
N. r. Suk., r. H.B. et al. Several other possibil¬

ities have been suggested.

35N. r. Suk. The negative V_ (H.B.) does not fit
the context here, although it is possible there is a longer
word, such as lby (Il.-N.j.

36mN. c. r. p.

37N. r. Suk., tr.
38

N. r. Suk. , r. THG. Most of the translators insert
some form of ng'. feeling that the plant illustration does
not fit here. There must be some connection between this
and the preceding section, however; moreover, many do in¬
clude prb here.

39n. c. r. p.

«°n. r. Suk., tr. There is room for more words in
the lacuna than appear here.

4,n. r. Suk., r. b.-S.

42n. c. r. p.

43Tr. Suk., ms. read £lbth, obviously in error.
H.-iN. suggests the proper reading may be Slhbth.

44
n. r. Suk., r. d.-s. et a^l. This is tentative;

several other suggestions have been put forward.

45n. r. Suk., tr.

46n. r. Suk., tr.

47n. r. Suk. , r. d.-S., (who also has ky' ) et al.

48Suk. mkswl.

49
N. r. Suk., tr.

50N. r. Suk. , r. II.-N. et, al_. Cf. the comments on
this passage in Chap. VII.

51N. r. Suk. , tr.
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52N. r. Suk.

53N. r. Suk., tr.
54
Suk. 1'yt; emended by D.-S., et al.

33R. Suk., tr.

r. Suk., tr.

57R. Suk., tr.
58

The word 'ly is written here in archaic Hebrew
script.

>>9N. r. Suk., tr.
60
This word appears in B.D.B. as hwllh (the singular

is not found in BH).
61

N. c. r. p. There are fragments of two further
lines, but not enough to give any meaning.

62
The tr. here is to emend sbbwm to sbbwny: "They

have surrounded me." I prefer to interpret this as the
(admittedly unusual) use of the pronominal suffix as a
reflexive, rather than to emend. It is also possible that
this is the masc. plur. of an adjective sbb or sbbh, modi¬
fying gbwrym. This is apparently the interpretation of
Yadin (The Message of the Scrolls, p. 109.)

6 T
Tr., from the NH root prh(pr*). H.-N. tries un¬

successfully to use the root prr.

Suk., et a_l., have b' 6; many editions have k* §.
The letter on the ins. has one distinctive feature of the
Beth, in that the first stroke began with a short downward
stroke, instead of moving straight across the line, as is
usual with a Kaph. On the other hand, the other distinguish¬
ing mark of the Beth, the extension of the second stroke
well to the right of the downward stroke, is missing.

6 5
See the extended discussion of the difficulties

in this part of the poem in H.-N. I have taken mzwrwt to
be the plur. of mzwr, "wound," which has been assumed with¬
out evidence to be masc. (B.D.B.). The preposition _1 is
used to denote principle (cf. B.D.B., p. 516 [5j(b)] and
the usage lpy brb in Josh. 6:21 et passim).

66
These two words are added in a different hand, prob¬

ably on the basis of Ps. 26:12.
6 7
T. D.-S., although most eds. have "in their assem¬

bly" or something similar. If this were the intent of the
author, he would have had no reason to change bmqhlym in
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Ps. 26. Further, those who support this translation must
suppose that "their" refers to the members of the community,
who have not been mentioned previously in this hymn. It
is much better to assume that the antecedent of "their" is
the opponents mentioned several times in 1. 29. This psalm
would then be admirably suited to liturgical use at oumran.

68., .

Note the
grammaton in Ps.

way
26.

smkh has been substituted for the Tetra-

69

70

71

R. Suk., tr.

R. Suk., tr.

R. Suk., tr.
72
There are other factors to be considered here, how¬

ever. This psalm is unique in several ways in the Hodayoth.
Among other things, this is the only place where the text
will support the interpretation that the author has actually
suffered physical distress at the hands of his opponents
(as opposed to the threat or intent of persecution), and
this interpretation is by no means certain. Cf. the Appen¬
dix .

73
J. Carmignac, "Pes Elements historiques des Hymnes

de QumrSn," Rd£, II (1959-60), pp. 205-22.
74

75

p. 182.
76

Holm-Nielsen, op. cit. . pp. 326-27.

Millar Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls,

LI. 34c-37a, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 91-

Ll. 34c-35c, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 25-

Ll. 35d-37b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 27.
79

N. r. Suk., tr. The presence of the Waw indicates
the beginning of a new sentence.

80
N. c. r. p. Suk. (e_t a±.) does not show any lacuna

here, but the traces of another word are faintly visible
on the ms.

92.

26.

77

78

81
Or "And those who hunt for (in behalf of) the sons

of injustice."
82

Suk. has wmyh bryt, which is supported by the ms.,
but is difficult to translate. This slight alteration is
suggested by M.B., and provides a text which could very
well reflect the use of ritual lustrations by the sect.
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The emendation to mzh (B.-M. ) is not supported by the ms. ,
and does not really help much in making a more readable
text.

83
Several translators place this at the beginning of

the next line, and translate "they lie in wait," consider¬
ing wyrbw as defective writing for wy'rhw. This avoids
one awkward construction only to run into another: it is
as inconvenient to have wl1 in the middle of a line as it
is to have wyrbw at the end. Wyrbw may be a scribal gloss,
perhaps based on Ps. 10:9.

84N. r. Suk., tr.
Q r

N. r. Suk., tr.
86
Defective writing for hpl'th (Hiph), as pointed

out by D.-S. et al. Quiescent Aleph drops out frequently
in QT, and elsewhere in this psalm (5:11).

H 7
N. r. Suk., tr.

88
Ll. 17a-d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 29.

89
The ms. has npsy before s'rh, but the dots above

and below it indicate it does not belong in the text.

N. c. r. p.

91
KzdQ; cf. also below.

9 2
Suk. m§ky-l; corrected by D.-S., ejt aJL^. There is a

tear in the ms., so there is no certainty that another let¬
ter was there. Certainly there is no reason to leave a
complete blank, as II.-N. Licht emends to m§kly.

93
R. Suk., tr.

94
N. r. Suk., r. II.-N. et al.

95
Ll. 32e-35c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 14.

96
Ll. 33b-c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 91.

97
\. r. Suk., _tr. The traces of the missing letters

are clearly visible on the ms.

98
Ll. 25d-26c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 76.

99
Ll. 18c-19b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 77.

^^There is a question whether this should be under¬
stood objectively or subjectively; cf. the note in II.-N.

101N. c. r. p.
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102.,
N. c. r. p.

^ ^R. Suk., tr. (cf. 1. 23 and 18:29). There has
been considerable discussion about the meaning of ' vvrtwm.
TUG, et_ al. consider it to be a collocation of *wr and twm.
H.-N. may be right in suggesting it may refer to the spe¬
cial revelation which was the possession of the sect. Suk.
considers it to refer to Urim and Thummim.

104
LI. 10c-12a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 30.

105Cf. the discussion of '.Vahrheit in Friedrich Notscher,
"'Wahrheit'als theologischer Terminus in den Qumran-Texten,"
Festschrift fur 1'rof. Or. Viktor Christian, Kurt Schubert,
ed. (Wien: Verlag Notring der wissenschaftlichen Verbande
Osterreichs, 1956), esp. pp. 83-84.

106
Which may, after all, include the knowledge of

salvation through divine grace discussed above. Cf. Man-
soor, op. cit. . pp. 15-17.

1t)7Cross, op. cit. . p. 37.
108

Cf. above, pp. 83-84.

1 10

1 11

1 1 2
These two stichoi are likely to be intended as

parallel expressions referring to the same person; i. e.,
the "author" is the mlyg.

1 1 3
N. r. Suk., tr. (suffix varies).

1 14

N. r. Suk

N. c. r.

N. r. Suk

76.
LI. 24e-25c, with notes are quoted above, pp. 75-

^15Dupont-Sommer, Le Livre des Hymnes, p. 9; Kuhn,
"Die in Palastina gefundenen hebraischen Texte und das Neue
Testament," pp. 203-205 (but cf. below); Bardtke, Die Hand-
schriftcnfunde, pp. 113-14, 166; and others.

^'^Isaiah Sonne, op. cit.

^7See the excellent summary of the problems involved
here in Mansoor, op. cit.. pp. 12-20, upon which I am de¬
pendent for most of this section. Cf. also Friedrich Notscher,
Zur Theologische Terminologie der Qumrantexte; BPB 10 (Bonn:
Peter Haustein Verlog G. M. R. II., 1956) , p. 39.

118
R. M. Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1959).
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^^Cross, op, cit♦ , pp. 82-84, 147-50.
1 20

Cf. Kuhn's retraction of his former opinion that
the scrolls are Gnostic in "Die Sektenschrift und die iran-
ische Religion," pp. 314-15.

1 21
Rudolph Rultmann, "Die Bedeutung der neuerschlossenen

mandaischen und manichaischen Quellen fur das Verstandnis
des Johannesevangeliums," ZNTW. XXIV (1925), pp. 100-146.

1 22
Above, Chapter I.

123
Mansoor, op. cit. , p. 7.

1 24
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

pp. 12 and 93-94.
1 25

N. r. Suk., r. MB. Lmwd in BH always means the
person taught, but in NH it sometimes means the thing taught.
Others translate "as Thy disciples" (klmwdykh).

120
N. r. Suk. Tentative restoration. Licht suggests

1 27
What appears to be wbvvm has been erased after

kbwd.

,28N. r. Suk., r . D. — S •

129I.l . 16a-18d , with notes, are quoted above, p. 29.

,30N. c. r. p.

,3,N. c. r. p.

,32N. r. Suk., tr. (form varies).

,33N. c. r. p.

,34N. r. Suk., r. D.-S., et al.

,35Cf . 5 : 11f, "to exchange Thy Law, which Thou hast
engraved on my heart, for smooth things (blqwt) for Thy
people." Cf. the suggestion of Brownlee that blqwt is a
derisory reference to holakoth ("Biblical Interpretation
among the Sectaries of the Dead Sea Scrolls;" BA, XIV,
1951), pp. 54-57.

1 36
Ll. 6a-7a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 85.

*37N. r. Suk., tr.
1 38

il.B. and M.B. have mzl here. The letter does look
more like a Zayn, but the above is more meaningful, and the
difference between Zayn and Waw is not great.
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*39N. r. Suk. , tr.
1 40

N. c. r. p. A possible reconstruction is £lwm
(D. - S. et a 1. ).

X. c. r. p.

142N. r. Suk. , r. T !G, et^ al.

143N. c. r. p.

144N. r. Suk. , tr.

145suk. • npl f • IE*
146

LI. 28b-d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 16.
147

LI. 10b-12a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 83.
148

Harris Birkeland, "The Belief in the Resurrection
of the Dead in the Old Testament," StTh, III (1949), pp.
72-74.

149
F. F. Bruce, "Qumran and Early Christianity," NTS,

II (1955-56), pp. 176-79.

*50Kuhn, "Die Sektenschrift und die iranische Reli¬
gion," p. 307.

II. Rowley, Jewish Apocalyptic and the Dead Sea
Scrolls (London: The Athlone Press, 1957), pp. 17-18.

152
Robert F>. Laurin, Messlanlsm and Eschatology in

the Qumran Scrolls (Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University
of St. Andrews, 1956), pp. 178-251.

1 55
Bellum, II, viii, 11.

1 54
M» Delcor, "L'immortalite de 1' ame dans le livre

de la Sagesse et dans les documents de Qumran," pp. 621-
22; George S. Glanzman, S. J., "Sectarian Psalms from the
Dead Sea," ThSt. XIII (1952), pp. 490-91; Robert T. O'Calla-
ghan, S. J., "The Scrolls Newly Discovered in Palestine,"
Scripture, IV (1949-51), pp. 44-46.

*55Friedrich Notscher, "Hodajot (Psalmenrolle)," BZ,
II (1958), pp. 132-33.

1
Matthew Black, "Theological Conceptions in the

Dead Sea Scrolls," Svensk Exegetisk Arsbok, XVIII-XIX (1953—
54), pp. 82-83.

1 57
Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins, p. 141.

Cf. his discussion of the problems involved, pp. 135-42.
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^,80f. above, pp. 28-32, and Plack, The Scrolls and
Christian Origins, pp. 118-124.

159
LI. 10b-12c, with notes, are quoted above, pp.

83-84.



PART TWO

AGENTS OF REDEMPTION



CHAPTER FIVE

THE COMMUNITY

The references to the community of which the author
was a member are frequent in the Hodayoth. They are not

always clear and unambiguous, it is true; but they are

frequent enough, and some at least of them are clear e-

nough, to make it certain that, his membership in the com¬

munity is of first importance to him. Passages such as

the following can hardly support any other interpretation
but that the author is speaking of his "community":

whmh ngmdy t'wdty

pwtw bml[y§y^
b'bwdt §dq

20W'th 11
jwytm lhw'yl mdrkyhnf
bdrk qfwdlkh4

]bh5
w'rl w^m' wpry§

2jbl y'wbrnh
wytmw££w mdrk lbkh

w'hyh 25^^' b'yr tigwr
wn'wz bhwmh nSgbh

'd pit

w'£[ b]'mtkh 'ly

And those who were devoted
to my statutes

Were deceived by the inter¬
preters of ...

... in the service of right¬
eousness.

And Thou, O God,

Hast commanded them to profit
away from their ways,

In the way of Thy holiness

ky 'th 9fit5ym swd '1 si'

And the uncircumcised and the
unclean and the violent

Shall not pass over it,

But shall stumble away from
the way of Thy heart.

But I became as one who enters
a fortified city;

Who takes shelter behind a

strong wall,
Until deliverance comes.

And ... on Thy truth, 0 my
God,

For Thou hast established a

1 26
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wkpys '1 qw m5p$.

wmsqlt '[mt]8
l[ns]wt9 'bny bfcn

lb[n]y[t]10 27'wz
llw' ttz'z'

wkwl b'yh bl ymw^w

ky 1' ybw' zr [ ^
1 2

wh]yh dlty mgn

l'yn 2gmbw'
wbryfcy 'wz llw' ySwbrw
bl ybw' gdwd

bkly mltymtw

'm twin kwl |.i[

2gmlt»nrwt rS' h
(6:19c-21b, 24f-29a)

13

foundation on a rock,
And a girder on the measuring-

line of justice,
And the plummet of truth,

To put to the proof the cor¬
ner-stone

For a mighty building,

That cannot be shaken;

And none who enter it shall
stumble,

For there shall enter no

stranger ...
And there will be protecting

doors
Without an entry,

And strong walls that will
not be broken.

No raiding party will enter
it,

With its weapons of war;

with the completion of all ...

... battles of wickedness.

A word of caution is necessary here. The community
in question here is not necessarily to be identified with
the Qumran community, nor with the organization reflected
in CDC and 1QS, and described by Josephus, although it cer¬

tainly was continuous with them. The Hodayoth may have
been written before the sect took up residence at Qumran;

or, even if the sect had already moved to Qumran, they may

date from a period when the complex organization with which
we are familiar from other writings was still in its for¬
mative stage.

Further, in view of the fact that there were differ¬
ent rescinsions of the Hodayoth, we must take into account
the possibility that there is a literary development behind
the present hymns, and that later interpolations, reflect¬
ing the community organization of a later date, could have
been inserted. Such may be the case, for instance, with
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14:8-22, which has the suggestion of an oath of initiation.
In particular, it is necessary to point out that a

passage such as the one above, with its reference to a cor¬

nerstone, walls, doors, etc., is not intended to describe
14

the buildings at Qumran. The key to the understanding
may be in the use of lbnyt 'wz (11. 26-27). The language
is obviously metaphorical and not to be taken literally.
The "house" in question is to be understood in the ancient
sense of "family" or "household"; i. e., it is the commun¬

ity of which the author is, symbolically speaking, both
father and mother (7:20ff).

A. Individualism and the Community

There is also, of course, a prominent strain of in¬
dividualism running through many of these psalms, as indi¬
cated above.^ They are almost entirely written in the
first person singular. The author in many places exhibits
a powerful personality. This, however, is to be expected.
A strong sense of community does not destroy one's aware¬

ness of his individuality; rather, one of the author's rea¬
sons for rejoicing and praising God is that he, as an in¬
dividual, has been included in the redeemed community, and
this strengthens, rather than diminishing, his awareness
of his individual redemption. This does not mean that the
author was expressing an individualism which ran counter
to the main stream of community feeling typical of the

1 6
sect, any more than Paul's forceful personality and in¬
dividualistic mode of expression, as in I Cor. 9, for in¬
stance, implies that he does not appreciate the full impor¬
tance of the Christian community, to which he gives equal
emphasis, as in I Cor. 12:12ff.

It is necessary here to point out that there are two
parallel lines of thought in the Hodayoth relative to the
"I" and his relationship to the community. On the one hand,
he is a recipient of redemption and a member of the commun¬

ity, or of the lot of the sons of light. On the other hand,
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as will l>e developed in the next two chapters, lie has a

distinctive role himself in the formation of the community
and as one of the agents or intermediaries through whom
God has accomplished the redemption of the community. In
some of the psalms, such as 2:1-19, both facets of the au¬

thor's "individualism" are intertwined, so that there is
sometimes a certain degree of ambiguity. This perhaps has
influenced some commentators who would deny that the "I"
was making any unusual claims or can be identified with

any outstanding, significant person in the community or

its history. The reverse is true. The "I", before he
could play any role in the redemptive activity of God,
would have himself to be a recipient of divine grace (un¬
less he was himself divine, and there is no evidence that
any such claim was ever made about him!).

Bo The Remnant

As might be expected, the community was exclusive
and narrow-minded. The author did not consider it to be

one of several religious sects, each of which was equally
acceptable to God. Not even the nation as a whole can be

accepted, but only the community, which is the true Israel,
the righteous remnant:

[ ]'ty 'fir 8trym lmg'r
mfcyh b'mkh

wS'ryt bnljltkh

wtzqqm lh^hr rn'Smh

ky' kwl gin' fiyhm b'mtkh
wbtysdyk t£pfcm
bhmwn rtymym wrwb sly|jh

wkpykh lhwrwtm

j0wkyw£yr 'mtkh
17

... which Thou wilt lift up
after a little while;

A preserved portion in Thy
people,

And a remnant in Thy inheri¬
tance.

Thou hast refined them that
they may purify themselves
from guilt,

For all their works are done
in Thy truth,

And in Thy sure mercies Thou
wilt judge them,

With abundant compassion and
plenteous pardon.

Their instruction will be
according to Thy mouth,

And according to the right¬
eousness of Thy truth,
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lhkynm b'§tkh lkbwdkh

(6:7c-10b)

To establish them in Thy
counsel unto Thy glory.

The continuation of this passage exhibits a univer-
salistic emphasis which is uncommon in the Hodayoth, but

nevertheless, it can be seen that this universalism itself
serves to underline the distinctive nature and role of the

sect:

wlm'nkh *£y[th]

l[ng]d twrh

wt ]i[ ] n'n§y
'

§tkh

btwk bny 'dm

lspr ldwrwt lwlm npl'wtykh

wbgbwrwty[kh y5w]t>tyw

12l'yn h5bt
wyd'w kwl gwym 'mtkh

1 8

For Thy own sake Thou hast
acted,

To magnify Torah,

And men of Thy counsel,

In the midst of the sons of
men,

To recount to eternal gener¬
ations Thy mighty acts,

And to meditate on Thy great
power

Without ceasing.

And all the nations will know
Thy truth,

And all the peoples Thy glory;
19

For Thou hast brought in ...

To all the men of Thy counsel,

And in a common lot

With the angels of the Pres¬
ence.

wkwl l'wmym kbwdkh

ky hby'wth [ ]wdkh

13lkwl 'n£y '$tkh
wbgwrl yfod

'm ml'ky pnym

(6:10c-13c)

A further indication of the author's exalted evalu¬

ation of the community is the frequent use of the term swd,
which can mean either "council" or "counsel." It is some¬

times used to describe a divine attribute (as swd h'mt,
"true counsel," in 1:27), and sometimes to refer to the
community (as kwl 'nsy swdy, "all the men of my council,"
in 14:18). In a way that is typical of Hebrew poetry, the
author sometimes uses it in such a way that it could be
taken to mean either or both, and it is probable that he
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20
frequently intends that both meanings should apply. In
this way he expressed his conviction that the community
is fulfilling part of the divine plan, and is founded on

the "true counsel" of God's activity. On the other hand,
his oppenents are a swd iwh„ a "council of nothingness"
(2:22).

C. The Covenant Community

As the righteous remnant of Israel, the sectarians
considered themselves to be the heirs of the covenant.

The author himself equates his redemption with his entry
into the covenant (2:22, 28; 4:39, etc.). The word bryt
is found 26 times in all in 1QH, mostly referring to the
covenant which existed between the community (and there-

21
fore the author) and God. By far the most usual form
is brytkh. "Thy covenant," but once, perhaps significantly,
it is called "my covenant" (5:23).

The importance to the author of the covenant can be
22

seen in such a passage as 4:35-39, where the author ex¬

presses dispair of being included in the covenant, followed
by renewed faith, culminating in the affirmation "I will
strengthen myself with Thy covenant."

The author refers to the members of the community
in several places as those who are included in the cove¬

nant, such as 4:24 ("Who gathered together to Thy covenant
and hearkened to me"), 14:22 ("I will not bring into the
council those who have not returned to Thy covenant").
Conversely, his opponents are those who "have turned away

from Thy covenant" (4:19), who "rose against Thy covenant"
(4:34), who "have repudiated Thy covenant," (15:18), etc.
The line of demarcation is clear: the members of the com¬

munity are included in the covenant; their enemies are ex¬
cluded. (The enemies here include, undoubtedly, not only
the temple authorities in Jerusalem but also the majority
of the Jewish people, whose failure to support the author
is as culpable as open resistance. Cf. Lk. 11:23.) The
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sect, then, is the covenant community.
There is not much to tell us about the nature of the

covenant, or to inform us how the author integrated his

concept of covenant into his doctrine of redemption. The

only qualifying adjective used with bryt is in f7:7, where
23

there is a reference to bryt fosd. "the covenant of mercy."
Unfortunately, not enough of the context remains to allow
any extensive analysis of this phrase. Taken together with
the reference to the prophetic remnant mentioned above,
however, it may confirm the opinion based on other Qumran

writings that the sect viewed itself as the "glorified
24

Israel" and as an "eschatological community." This con¬

cept recurs in the following section.
It might be expected, considering the emphasis placed

on forgiveness by the author, that the covenant would be
conceived of as the "new covenant" of Jer. 31:31-34. If

so, this would be one more parallel to Christianity. There
is, however, no evidence in IQH that the author held any

such belief, or made any such claim. None of the references
to the covenant occur in a passage which is making any claim
to possess the benefits promised in the Jeremiah passage,

as would surely be the case if the author was making such
a claim. The covenant referred to is therefore the ancient

Sinaitic covenant, to which the sect alone is faithful.
This is not, after all, too surprising. The community
claimed to be the true Israel and the heir of the promises;
it conceived of itself as upholding and carrying on the
ancient faith of Israel as no other group in its day did.
The new covenant of Jeremiah, along with all of the other
eschatological blessings, was something to which they looked
forward, not something which had already arrived.

D. The Messianic Community

This forward look was a part of the whole mental out¬
look of the Qumran sect, which conceived of itself as an

eschatological community.^ All of the events connected
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with the origin of the sect, the career of the Teacher of

Righteousness, the life at Qumran, the conflict with the

authorities, etc., were seen as part of a continuous whole;
a drama which would culminate in the eschatological war

and the victory described in 1QM. Included in this scheme
was their hope for the Messiah (or Messiahs), but every¬

thing connected with this sequence of events, including
the very existence of the community itself, had Messianic
significance, since it had a direct bearing on the coming
of the Messiah.

The nature of the Messianic hope of the sectarians
is a complex problem, worthy of extensive study, and no

attempt will be made to solve it here. Since the Messiah
2 6

as an individual does not appear in the Ilodayoth, our

concern here is only with the author's conviction that his
community is the Messianic community. The interpretation
of the psalm at the top of col. 3, which presents special
problems, and which has received a great deal of attention
since its publication, will be discussed in the Appendix;
only such aspects of it as are relevant to our immediate
purpose will be discussed here.

There can be no doubt that the pi* yw* s gbwrtw

in 3:10 is an intentional and explicit reference to the
pi' yw'8 '1 gbwr of Isa. 9:5, and that this passage in
Isaiah was understood as a Messianic passage by the author
and the sect. Those who have tried to avoid this interpre¬

tation have involved themselves in hopeless difficulties,
even if they have only pleaded for a reading of the text

27
according to its "plain meaning."

This psalm has something of the nature of an allegory.
Although no final decision is taken in the Appendix as to
a detailed interpretation of all of the elements of the
psalm, and the possibility is admitted that no adequate
solution has yet been found; the position provisionally
accepted is more or less that of Betz that the woman is to
be understood as representing the author and the Wonderful
Counsellor (along with other references to the offspring
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28
of the woman) is to be taken as the community itself.

Significant for our understanding of the messianic under¬

standing of the community, and of its role as an agent of
redemption, is the fact that this psalm ends with a genuine
apocalyptic passage. It is the community which will wage

the apocalyptic warfare and which will usher in the escha-
ton. Moreover, this process has already begun in the events
which make up the previous history of the community, which
are the prelude to the final drama. Thus the community
has already begun to execute its redemptive function, and
looks forward to its consummation. This serves to confirm

the prevailing scholarly opinion that the sect attached

eschatological significance to its entire history.
This interpretation of the sect's attitude toward

its own role is confirmed by three passages in which the
Messianic title nsr appears. All three are quoted below.

whm ySwbw bpy kbwdkh
29

wyhyw srykh bgwr[1

wtprfc]30 . rpr^.
31

kg[y§ m§y§ ']d
Igdl n§r

I'wpy32 mfc't 'wlm

wygl §1 '1 kwl [

]33 16'd £[mym
wjfirsyw3^ 'd thwm

wkwl nhrwt 'dn

[y£qw d]l[y]wtyw35

' wlm

whyh ly['r 1'yn]
36

17Oqr
37r i«I y J rw

l'yn 'ps

(6:14c-17c)

[w]'th38 'ly

1 tbl

And they will turn to Thy
glory by my mouth,

And be Thy princes in a lot ...

And Thou didst cause a blossom
to sprout,

Like a flower that blooms
forever;

To make the shoot to grow

Into the foliage of an eter¬
nal planting,

That Cast a shadow on all ...

... to the heavens,

And its roots to the depths;

And all the rivers of Paradise

Give water to its branches.

And it has become a thicket
immeasureable,

•.. its forest on the world

Without bounds.

And Thou, 0 my God,



ntty3^ l'pym l'§t qwdS4^
wt[ bjbrytkh4'

w'ny nS'nty

b[rwb rhmykh

wbhmwn] Jjsdkh 'wfoyl

ih§y§ !915 %
wlgdl njr

lh'yz bkw^j

wl[ ]42
(7:lOa-c, 18b-19d)

*w[dkh 'dwny

ky n]ttny4^ bmqwr nwzlym

bybSh

wmbw' mym b'r§ §yh

w[m]5qy44 5gn [bmdbr45
]h4^ mfc' brwS wtdhr

*m t'5wr y^d lkbwdkh

'?y 6&yyn>47 bm'yn rz
mjjwb'ym btwk kwl '§y mym

whyw lhpryfc ngr

lm^'t ' wlm

lhlryS trm ypry^w

wlwrSyhm lywb[l]4^ y^Hjw

wypth lmym hyym
50

ygz'w gWyhy Imqwr 'wlm

wbn§r 'lyw yr'w

kwl [|?yt]51 y'r
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Hast given me as a branch of
a holy tree.

For Thou ... in Thy covenant.

But I depend

On the greatness of Thy com¬
passion ,

And on the abundance of Thy
grace I wait,

To bring to flower the de¬
liverance,

And to make the shoot great;

To bring safety with strength,

And to ...

I thank Thee, 0 Lord;

For Thou hast placed me as
the fountainhead of streams
in dry land,

And a spring of waters in a
desert land;

The wellsprings of a garden
in the wilderness.

... a planting of cypress
and elm,

Together with cedars for Thy
glory;

Living trees at a fount of
mystery,48

Hidden in the midst of all
the watered trees.

And they will bring to blossom
a sprout

Unto an eternal planting.

They do not yet thrive to the
point of flourishing;

Their roots they will send
forth to the river.

But it is open to living
waters;

They will cut it off that it
might become an eternal
fountain,

And on the shoot that is on
it will feed

Every beast of the forest,
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52 , 53
wmrms gyz w

lkl 'wbry gtlrk
wdlytw lkl 'wp knp

wyrmw 1 lyw kwl ' f§y]w' mym

ky bm^'tm ytSgsgw

^w'l ywbl 1' ySltyw swrS
C r

wmpryty n§r [qwd]S

lm£' t 'mt
swtr blw'

wbl' nwd' tywtm rzw

w't[h ']l5^ 5kth b'd pryw

brz gbwry kw^jt

j 2wrwhwt qwd£
wlh£ '5 mthptyt58
bl y[§th b]m'yn5® hyym

w'm ' §y 'wlm

131' y5th my qwd5
bl ynwbb pryw

'm [m^]'60 £foqym

ky r'h bl' hkyr

14wy^wb bl' h'myn
lmqwr ftyym

wytn y[

(8:4a-14c)

]h 'wlm
61

And its stump will lie a tread-
ing-place

For all who pass by;

And its bough, for every winged
bird.

All the watered trees rise
against it,

For in their planting they
go astray, 5

And do not send forth their
roots towards the stream,

lie who causes a holy shoot to
sprout

Unto a planting of truth

Is hiding it without its be¬
ing considered,

And without its being known
he is sealing up its mys¬
tery.

And Thou, 0 God, hast hedged
around its fruit,

By the marvel of mighty men
of strength

And spirits of holiness,

And a flashing fire turning
this way and that.

It does not drink at the liv¬
ing fountain;

And with the trees of eternity,

It does not drink the water
of holiness

It does not produce its fruit

With the plantation of the
clouds.

For it sees without perceiving,

And thinks without believing

On the living fountain

And gives ... eternal.

The use of the figure of the "branch" from the roots
of Jesse of Isa, 11:1 is extensively developed in the Old

fi 9
Testament, especially in Isa,, Jer,, and Ps, 80. The
word ngr occurs only in Isa. 11:1; 14:19; 60:21, and Dan.
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11:7. Of these, only Isa. 11:1 and 60:21 appear to have
influenced these psalms. This use of ngr, particularly
the threefold use in col. 8 combined with the use of gz'
in 11. 7-8, cannot but be significant. Furthermore, it
is plain that the plantation in question is the community
itself in all three passages. The first two are no more

than passing references which indicate by their very brev¬

ity that such lai guage could be used in connection with
the community without arousing comment. Col. 8, however,
is an extended allegory, which continues some twelve lines

beyond what is quoted above before merging into semi-apoc¬

alyptic language describing the sufferings of the author
in line 26. All of the references are not clear, particu¬

larly in the section following what is quoted above, where
there are many lacunae, but in this section we can at least
get a general idea of the author's meaning.

The plantation, obviously, represents the community,
of which the author is the "fountainhead." They are "liv¬

ing trees" which draw their nourishment from "living waters,"
although "they do not yet thrive to the point of flourish¬
ing." The advent of the ngr is pictured as being sometime
in the future, apparently, and both the plantation and the
branch will be subject to some sort of trial (11. 7-8).
They will encounter opposition from "the watered trees" (a
reference, perhaps, to the opponents of the sect, who do
not have access to the "living water," i. e., the secret

teachings of the sect). The branch is hidden for a time,
fenced in by "mighty men of strength" (11, 10-12). In 12c
the language seems to shift again without warning to that
which would be more appropriate to the plantation of watered
trees (i. e. , the opponents). There are many probleirs con¬

nected with the interpretation of this psalm, largely be¬
cause the metaphors are somewhat elusive and seem to shift
without reason. It is likely that the author makes refer¬
ences to events, persons, and relationships which would be
familiar to his readers, but the prJLmiry references are

lost to us. Fortunately no more detailed analysis of the
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passage is necessary for our present purpose, and its sig-
nificaice for understanding the role of the author, which
will be of concern in the following chapters, can also be
understood without attempting to interpret it in detail.

Although !oth these passages and the one discussed
above (from col. 3) present the sect as the messianic com¬

munity, there is a difference between them. In col. 3,
as we saw, the sect itself was the pi' yw'g. Here, how¬

ever, the community is the plantation which will produce
the ngr (assuming, first, that the above analysis is cor¬

rect in distinguishing the plantation in the wilderness
from the ngr, and second, that the allegory is intended to
be interpreted in such precise detail). The two ideas are

not necessarily incompatible, however, and can be reconciled
quite easily within the one concept of the Messianic com¬

munity. In the first place, the psalm in col. 3 is not
presented as a factual account of what has happened or is

happening, but draws upon a traditional source dealing with
the advent of the Messiah, and uses it as a meaningful iJ-

63
lustration and explanation of the sufferings of the author.
The birth, in the source, is in the future. The Messiah,
which is to be understood as the community, is not the com¬

munity as it existed at the time of writing, but as it would
exist in the future, after a period of preparation. The
present community is the Messianic community in that it is
the community out of which will emerge, in the course of
time, the true Messianic community.

The same interpretation can be applied with ease to
the allegory in col. 8. The ngr here is not necessarily
an individual, but the future community, which will be a

product of the present community, which is therefore truly
the Messianic community. This is not to deny that in the

thinking of the sectarians there might be an expectation
of an individual who would represent the community par ex¬

cellence , who would incorporate in himself the whole com¬

munity of which he was both a member and the head. Such
an idea would not be foreign to the patterns ol thinking
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in Qumran literature. But even if there is an anticipation
of such a character, he is never thought of outside of and

distinct from the community itself; only as a genuine ex¬

pression of the community of which he is a part does his
role have meaning. In the terms of the allegory, he is
but one branch on the tree.

E. Summary

The above discussion of the nature of the community
and its self-understanding has demonstrated two major ways

in which the community functioned as an agent of redemption.

First, and undoubtedly more important when consider¬

ing redemption as a present experience of the redeemed, is
the basic role it plays by virtue of its nature as the com¬

munity of the redeemed. Entry into the community is not to
be equated with redemption, as we have seen (Chapter III),
but nevertheless, for the author, his membership is con¬

sidered vitally important. He claimed for the community
the full prerogatives of the covenant, and the exclusive-
ness of the righteous remnant. Here the thought of the
author merges over into the other redemptive function of
the community which finds expression in the psalms quoted
in Section D above, its function as the eschatological com¬

munity. Strictly speaking, this is both a present and a

future function; the whole period of the community's exis¬
tence is significant, because it points forward to the con¬
summation which will come as a final result of the events

which make up the present experience of the sect. The pres¬

ent community is continuous with the future community. Both
functions of the community as an agent of redemption are
facets of the same role; and in both cases the author gives
credit to Cod as the origin and inspiration of the redemp¬
tion. The community is no more than an agent, through whom
God works to accomplish his purposes0 It is God who has
lifted up the remnant and the preserved portion (6:8) and
will purify them from guilt. It is God who has called the
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author into his covenant. It is C,od who has brought vic¬

tory out of the sufferings and persecution to which the
author was subjected (3:5, 6), and it is God who causes

the holy shoot to sprout, and who conceals it from its
attackers (8:10-11), The community is the agent, but not
the author, of redemption. There is never any doubt, when
one reads the Hodayoth, that for the author all the credit
belongs to God, who has acted for his own sake and his own

glory (6:10-12; 18:21).

^N. r. Suk. (who transcribes bm[), r. D.-S. Further
reconstruction is difficult, since several words (kzb, rmyh.
etc.) are possible.

2
N. c. r. p.

^The antecedent must be mly^y.
4
N. r. Suk., t_r• (with or without suffix).

5VN. c. r. p.

N. r. Suk. Further reconstruction is not possible.

^Most translators take swd to be an abbreviated form
of yswd, "foundation," which is most reasonable, although
not PH. The usual meaning of swd in 1QH is "council" or
"counsel." Vany find the meaning "foundation" in 1QH 1:22,
where Suk. has swd, but a better transliteration is syr.
The author may well have intended a double meaning here,
as it would fit admirably.

tions.

.x • r. Suk. , r. L), — S. , q. v.

N. r. Suk. , r. D.-S.

,0N. r. Suk. , D.-S. These are tentative reconstruc

"N. c. r, p.

,2N. r. Suk., tr.

,sn. c. r. p.

,4a3 0. Betz, "Felsenmann und Felsengemeinde (Eine
Parallele zu Mt 16, 17-19 in den Qumran-psalmen) ," ZNTVV.
XLVIII (1957), pp. 49-77.

^Cf. the discussion of individualism in Chapter II,
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pp. 53-55.
1 6

As Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll
p. 101.

7L1. 7e-10a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 85.
1 8
LI. 10c-12c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 24.

*9N. Co r. p.

20
Cf., for instance, lswd 'wlm, 3:21.

21
There are exceptions, however; cf. 17:27 and per¬

haps f4:8.

22Cf. above, p. 27 and pp. 96-97.

23Cf. 1QS 1:8.
24
Black, "Theological Conceptions in the Dead Sea

Scrolls," p. 76.

25Cf. above, pp. 112-115.

26Cf. Chapter VII.
27

As B.-M., ad loc.
28
0. Betz, "Die Geburt der Gemeinde durch den Lehrer

29
N. r. Suk., tr. No further reconstruction of this

line can be made with any degree of probability.

30N. r. Suk., r. D.-S.

31N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. These are tentative recon¬
structions .

32
The 'Ayn appears to be written over an erased Men.

33N. c. r. p.

34
N. r. Suk., tr. There may be room for kwl or some

thing similar before~?rsyw.

35N. r. Suk. This reading is widely supported by
Licht, et. al.

36N. r. Suk., r. D.-S.

37Suk. does not transcribe at all, but the three
letters are identifiable. Further reconstruction is not
possible.
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K. Suk., tr.
39
Suk., followed by most, reads nttw. D.-S., T11G,

H.-n. have lengthy footnotes trying to determine an ante¬
cedent for the third person pronominal suffix. Licht sug¬
gests nttny. but this is not necessary; this form could
follow the analogy of qtltw for qtlthw.

40
With completely different vocalization, this could

be translated "Thou hast given me to those who fly to the
holy council." This would fit into the foregoing context
well; the poem would then be saying that God, having made
the author into a fortified city, has given him as a place
of refuge for those seeking it. Perhaps both meanings were
in the mind of the author.

. Further reconstruction has been41n. r. Suk.,
attempted, but with

42L1 . 18b-19d

43r. Suk., tr

"r. Suk., tr

45n. r. Suk.,
Is3« 51:3.

46n. c. r» p.

Many restore 'dn b'rbh from

47
This could be either "living trees" or "life-giving

trees." Cf. the long note in H.-N. about the interpretation
of this poem.

4-8
Or "a secret fountain" (H.-N.). Rz is most frequently

used with the meaning "mystery" or "marvel" in 1QH, however.
49

R. Suk., tr.

50Niph. of NH gz* (equals BH gd*). (Suk., tr•, wgz'w)
Cf. 1. 8d.

51N. r. Suk., tr.
CO

H.-N. translates this "dwelling-place" and points
out that to maintain the parallelism it should be a place
of refuge and safety ("place to graze;" cf. Isa. 7:25).
It may be there was some confusion between rms, "trample,"
and rm£, "creep, move about."

53Cf. Isa. 11:1.

54N. r. Suk., tr.

55From (MB). Others (D.-S. et al.) take it to
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be from £wg (grow). Put this has no relation to what
follows, while the above translation fits nicely.

56,

57

R. Suk., tr.

N. r. Suk., _tr.
5 8
Suk. erroneously transcribes mthpbt for mthpkt,

The idiom is borrowed from Gen. 3:24.

59
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S.

60
N. r. Suk., r. Licht. Other suggestions have been

made, but the trace of the second letter seems certain to
be from a The downward and upward strokes appear to
have been made at one time (that is, you can't tell where
the pen left the parchment), which is seldom true of a Shin,
for instance; and the right-hand stroke is thicker, which
is typical of the Jeth. The minute remnant of the Mem on
the right-hand fragment is deceptive because of the way
the fragments are joined - it looks higher than it is, as
can be easily seen by placing a rule along the original
line and covering the left-hand fragment. The 5 or 6 mm.
D.-S. alludes to is a little generous. There are 2 or 3
mm. at most.

61
N. c. r.

fi 9
Sigmund Mowinckel, lie That Cometh; tr. G. W. Ander¬

son (New York: Abingdon Press, 1956) , pp. 159-62; and II.-N. ,
165ff.

63Cf. the Appendix



CHAPTER SIX

THE "I" OF THE HODAYOTH:

THE CLAIMS MADE ON HIS REHALF

Probably the most crucial issue in the interpretation
of the Hodayoth, and certainly with respect to the doctrine
of redemption, is the problem of the identity and signifi¬
cance of the "I" of the Hodayoth, Closely related, of course,

is the problem of authorship. The importance of the prob¬
lem is increased by the variety of claims, or apparent claims,
made in some of the psalms. Although this problem has re¬

ceived wide attention, the number of theories about it has
been almost as great as the number of interpreters. Opin¬
ion has varied, for instance, as to whether there really
are any claims to special leadership in the Hodayoth, as

to the nature of the claims, the identity of the author,
and the role of the "I" in the life of the sect.

In reality, there are four interrelated problems here:
(1) Who is the writer (or who are the writers) of the Hoda¬

yoth? (Who actually wrote them?) (2) How is the "I" of
the Hodayoth to he understood? (3) Are there any claims
to special significance on behalf of the "I"? (4) How are

these claims to be interpreted? Even the second of these

questions is a complex one, as we shall see when we deal
with it later in this chapter.

Up to this point these problems have been of marginal
concern only in this thesis, since we have been dealing
with aspects of the doctrine of redemption which are more

or less the same for all members of the sect, and for which
the role of the "I" makes little difference. Partly because
the answers to (1) and (2) only become significant for the
purposes of this thesis when we come to the consideration

144
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of the role of the "I" as an agent of redemption, and partly
because the answers to them depend to a great extent on

the material in this chapter, they have been postponed from
the Introduction, where they might properly have been con¬

sidered, and are dealt with in this chapter. In a way,

even here they are not essential to the main theme of the
thesis. Question (2) can be understood from the point of
view of the community which used the Hodayoth, rather than
from the point of view of the writer (if it should happen
that these points of view are not identical). Questions

(3) and (4) can be answered on the basis of the material

presented in this and the next chapter, and the role of
the "I" can be outlined, without actually finally answer¬

ing the problem of authorship.

Questions (1), (2), and (4) cannot be answered before
question (3). Therefore, the approach to be followed here
will be to consider first those passages in 1QH in which
it appears that some claim to leadership is asserted, with¬
out attempting to interpret the claims before the whole

range of material is presented. At the end of this chapter
will be an attempt to assess the weight of the claims;
their importance for the writer(s) and for the community
which preserved these hymns. The interpretation of the
claims, which will mean the attempt to determine what the
role of the "I" was according to the understanding of the
community (question 4), will be considered in Chapter VII.
This will necessarily involve the consideration and rejec¬
tion of some alternative views which have been presented.

A. Individual Passages

1. 2:8-19

The first passage to be considered is 2:8-19, in
which it appears that the experiences and role of the "I"
have been interpreted by others in two opposite ways, de¬
pending on whether they belong to the Children of Light
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or the Children of Darkness.

wt' ind p1 my

bgbwl r5'h

w'hyh pft lpw^'ym

wmrp' lkwl g^by p5'
'rmh iptyym

wygr smwk

lkwl nmhry lb

wt£ymny hrph

1Qwqls Ibwgdym
swd 'mt wbynh

lylry drk

w'hyh '1 'wn rS'ym

^dbh b£pt ' ry§ym
l§ym y^rwqw 5nym

w'ny hyyty ngynh lpwS'ym

}2w'ly qhlt r§'ym
ttrg£ wyhmw

knh^wly ymyin

bhrgl glyhm

rp£ |3wfcyV ygrySw
wtsymny ns

lbhyry §dq

wmlyg d't

brzy pi'

lbftwn 14f ] 'mt
wlnswt 'whby mwsr

w'hyh 'yi ryb

And Thou hast made my steps
to be firm

In the territory of wicked¬
ness.

I was a trap to transgressors

But healing to all who turned
away from transgression;

Prudence to the simple,

And a sustaining purpose

To all those disturbed of
heart.

Thou hast set me as a reproach

And a mockery to the treach¬
erous;

But true counsel and under¬
standing

To the upright of way.

And I have become, against
the sin of the wicked,

A slander in the mouth of
the mighty;

Mockers gnash their teeth.

I have become a song to trans¬
gressors ,

And against me the assembly
of the wicked

Raged and roared;

Like the storms of the sea,

When their waves roar

They cast up mud and filth.

Thou hast set me as a sign

To the righteous elect,

And an interpreter of knowl¬
edge

With wonderful mysteries,

To test ... truth,

And to put to the proof those
who love correction.

I became a man of strife
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lmly§y t'wt

[ 1 15[ ]wm
lkwl hwzy nkw^wt

w'hyh lrwty qn'h

lngd kl dwrfiy hl[qwt]
2

^6[wkwl] 'nfiy rmyh
'ly yhmw

kqwl hmwn myin rbym

wmzmwt bly'l

fkwl]^ ^ ^ [mjj ] fi bwtm^
wyhpwkw lfiwtyh

hyy gbr5
'fir hkynwth bpy

7 8
wtlmdw bynh

To the interpreters of error,

18
fimth blbbw

lptw£ mqwr d't

lkwl mbynym

wyiny rwm b' rwl fi ph

lQwlfiwn 'tyrt
I'm 1' bynwt

lhlb£ bmfigtm

(2:8b-19c)

To all the prophets of jus¬
tice ,

And I have become a spirit
of jealousy,

Before all those who seek
smooth things.

And all the men of deceit.

Against me they roar

bike the voice of the roar

of many waters;
And devices of Belial

Are all their thoughts.

And they have driven to the
Pit

The life of a man

Whom Thou didst establish
through my mouth,"

And Thou didst teach him under¬
standing.

Thou didst put it into his
heart

To open the fountain of knowl¬
edge

To all those who understand,

But they exchanged them for
the uncircumcised lip

And the alien tongue

Belonging to a people with¬
out understanding,

That they might be thrown
down in their error.

Several comments are in order. First, it might be
argued that the earlier part of this passage makes no claim
which could not be made by anyone who lias been condemned
by one section of society and justified by another section.
This is a possible explanation, of course, but the very
fact that it is presented in the way that it is, involves
a certain amount of interpretation of the reason why the
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"1" has been so condemned and justified. There is a par¬

allel in Paul's letter to the Corinthians: "For Jews de¬

mand signs and Greeks seek wisdom, but we preach Christ

crucified, a stumbling-block to Jews and folly to Gentiles,
but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ
the power of God and the wisdom ol God" (I Cor. 1:22-24).

Second, there are other elements in this passage,

especially towards the end of it. Here it is not the "I"
but one of his disciples who has been the object of perse¬

cution, and apparently lost his life, and who apparently
was some sort of teacher. Interpretation of this passage

has varied. The wording is vague enough to make it im¬

possible to identify this with any single known event either
in the scrolls or the history of the times, but 1 do not
think it is possible to maintain that there is no histor¬
ical basis for these words, which are meaningless other¬
wise. The important thing, however, is that as it is pre¬

sented in the psalm (that is, on the face value of the words

themselves), this has occurred through the action of God,
to accomplish his purpose in the destruction of the wicked.

2. 3:1-18

There is no need to quote from this psalm here, as

it is given in full in the Appendix; but almost every in¬
terpretation of it which has been presented, which takes
account of the importance of the symbolism and the relation¬
ships between the "I," the woman, the offspring, the £11
yw' ^, etc., has understood the role of the "I" in relation
to the community. According to the interpretation which
has been provisionally accepted in this thesis, there is
a claim here that the "I" has played a decisive role in
the formation of the community.

3. 4:22-24

Here there are several elements to be considered,
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but all but one will be mentioned later under general
categories.

* 9
ky' 23*' yhsbwfny For they did not consider me

'jd1^ hgbyrkh by Until Thou didst confirm Thy
strength in me,

wtwp' ly bkwtykh l'wrtwm Rut Thou didst enlighten me in
Thy might with perfect light,

wl' £hth bbw£t And Thou didst not plaster
12 with disgrace

pny 24kw* hndr5[ym] ly The faces of all those for
whom I am responsible, ^

hnw'dym y(jd lbrytkh Who gathered together to Thy
covenant and hearkened to

wy^wm'wny me,

hhwlkym bdrk lbkh Who walked in the way of Thy
heart.

(4:22e-24c)

This passage is complicated by the puzzling use of
the Niphal of dr6 in line 24a, which is literally "the faces
of all those who are sought unto me." The solution here
offered is that this is to be taken as the passive of Qal

14
7, although no use of the Niphal in the MT supports this
usage. Alternative suggestions, however, have either failed
to translate the text properly (as those who take the phrase
hndrSym ly to be active and translate "those who consulted

me" [MB]) or result in a hopelessly confused text (as THG
"that have let themselves be found when that I sought them
out"). The following stichoi in the psalm indicate, accord¬
ing to this interpretation, why it is that the "I" considers
himself responsible: it is through his efforts that they
have entered the covenant.

4. 4:27-29

These lines reassert the claim made earlier in this

psalm (cf. above) that it is through the teaching of the
"I" that others have entered the covenant.

wby h'yrwth pny rbym Through me Thou hast enlight¬
ened the faces of many,

wtgbr ' d l'yn mspr And prevailed until they are
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ky hwd'tny brzy 2gpl'kh

wbswd pi'kh

hgbrth 'mdy

whpl' lngd rbym

b'bwr kbwdkh

wlhwdy' 2glkwl htyyym
gbwrwtykh

(4:27b-29a)

5, 5;22-26

This passage appears on

what was said in 2:8-19 about

the Ilodayoth:

w'ny hyyty

'1 1[ m]dny

lryb 23vvmdnym lr'y
qn'h w'p

lb'y bryty

wrgn wtlwnh

lkwl nw'dy g[

'w]kly lfcmy

24*ly hgdylw 1qb
wylyzw 'ly

b5pt 'wl

kwl n§mdy swdy

w'nSy [ ]ty

swrrym 25wmlynym sbyb

without number;
For Thou hast caused me to

have knowledge by Thy won¬
derful mysteries,

And in Thy wondrous counsel

Thou hast manifested Thy power
with me.

The wonder is before many

For the sake of Thy glory,

And to make known to all liv¬
ing Thy mighty deeds.

first reading to contradict
the reaction to the "I" of

As for me, I became

At ... my contention,

A quarrel and strife to my
companions;

Jealousy and anger

To those who would enter my
covenant;

A complaint and murmering

To all those who gathered ...

Those who eat my bread

Have lifted their heel against
me;

And they have turned against
me

Ry means of an evil tongue

All those who were devoted to
my counsel.

The men of ...

Are rebellious and refractory
round about;



wbrz hbth by

ylkw rkyl lbny hwwt

wb'bwr hgd[yl dr]ky
wlm'n „ '5mtm

26

strt m'yn bynh

wswd 'mt^

(5:22d-26c)
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And of the secret Thou hast
hidden in me

They have carried slanders to
the sons of destruction;

And because my way has grown
great,

And on account of their guilt,

Thou hast hidden the spring
of understanding,

And true counsel.

The situation here, however, is not the same as that
in the former passage. The psalm must have some historical

basis, in which the "I" was deserted by some at least of
his companions. In this situation, the author is pointing
out that loyalty to the cause of the "I" has involved a

sacrifice. In the former psalm also, this was the exper¬

ience of the one "whom Thou didst establish through my

mouth." Significant here also is the use of bryty ("my
covenant") and swdy ("my counsel") instead of the usual
brytkh and swd 'mt.

6. 6:13-14

This passage is just before the first of the n^r pas¬
sages discussed in Chapter V. Unfortunately the text is

badly mutilated.
1 6

]Syb 14Prywiq[

ky [ ]1[ ]td[

]17 bh

whm ySwbw bpy kbwdkh

wyhyw £rykh bgwr[l

(6:13e-14d)

11 8

... his fruit,

For ... in it.

And they will turn to Thy
glory by my mouth,

And be Thy princes in a lot

Enough remains of the text, however, for us to see
that the claim here is that the teaching of the "I" has
been effective in bringing his followers to God.
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Here again it is the use of the first person singu¬
lar suffix which is significant:

whmh n§mdy t'vvdty

pwtw briil [y§y

] b'bwdt §dq

(6:19c-e)

1 9

And those who were devoted
to my statutes

Were deceived by the inter¬
preters of ...

... in the service of right¬
eousness.

8, 7:10-12

[wl'th 'ly

ntty l'pym l'§t qwd<§

wt[ b]brytkh20
wl£wny klmwdyk

^ 1 w* yn ph 1 rwty hwwt
wl' m'nh l5wn

lkwl [b]ny 'smh

ky t'lmnh §pty j2°
ky kwl gry lm5p£

tr5y' lhbdyl by

byn §dyq lr5'2*
(7:10a-12d)

And Thou, O my C.od,

Hast given me as a branch of
a holy tree.

For Thou ... in Thy covenant,

And my tongue as those trained
by Thee;

And there is no mouth for the
spirit of destruction,

And no reply on the tongue

Of all the sons of guilt.

For the lying lips shall be
dumb;

For all those who attacked me

at the judgement
Thou didst condemn in order

to distinguish through me
Between righteous and evil.

The context here is that of the persecution of the
"I" by the Sons of Destruction. The last two stichoi state

succinctly the theme of 2:8-19.

9. 7:20-24

One of the most Important of the passages under con¬

sideration is the present one, which once again is closely
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associated with a n$r passage, following immediately after
it.

wt^ymny 'b

lbny l^isd

2|wk'wmn l'n§y mwpt
wyp§w ph

kywn[q l5dy 'mw]
22

23

25

)9
26

And Thou hast appointed ine a
father

Unto the sons of grace,

And a nurse to men of good
omen;

And they have opened their
mouth

Like a suckling at his moth¬
er's breast,

And like the delight of the
child

At the bosom of his nurse.

Thou hast raised high my horn

Against all those who hate
me,

And without remnant

wk£'§' 1wlyl

bhq24 22'wiunyw
wtrin qrny

'1 kwl mn'jy

wytp[ l'yn sj'ryt

*n5y mlhmty

wb'ly 23rby
kmwj lpny rw^i

wmmSlty '1 b[ny

[w'th ']ly27
' zrth np§y

wtrm qrny ^lm'lh
whwp'ty b'[wr]2'q £b'tym

29b['dn 'lr hkyjnwth lkbwdkh In the paradise which Thou
hast prepared for Thy glory,

(7:20d-24c)

The writer here is portraying in a symbolical way

the relationship of the "I" to the community. 0 He is their
source of (spiritual) nourishment, but the claim goes far¬
ther than that. He also holds dominion (inm|lh) over them.

The men who make war against
me,

And the masters of my contro¬
versy,

Like chaff before the wind;

And my reign is over all the
sons of ...

And Thou, 0 my God,

Hast aided my soul,

And lifted my horn on high,

And I shine forth in seven¬

fold light,

10. 8:4-40

In this third and longest of the ngr passages, the
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"I" is presented as the gardener responsible for the well-

being of the plantation. Upon his care it depends whether
the plant will thrive or wither. As indicated in Chapter

V, the psalm opens by stating that the "I" is the fountain-
head of the stream which irrigates the plantation.

The portions of the psalm which are important for

determining the position of the "I" and his relationship
to the community are the following:

'w[dkh 'dwny I thank Thee, O Lord;

ky n]ttny bmqwr nwzlyin bybSh For Thou hast placed me as
the l'ountainhead of streams

wmbw1 mym b'r§ jyh
31

w'th 'ly

£mth bpy

kywrh32 gsm

133

54

1kwl [ ]

wmbw' mym hyym

wl' ykzb

1ptwh j^h£[m]ym
1' ymySw

wyhyw ln£il sw^p

'[1 kwl n£ily] mym
35

in dry land,
And a spring of waters in a

desert land;

And Thou, 0 my Cod,

Hast placed in my mouth

Like unto the early rain of
a shower

Unto all ...

And a fountain of living
waters

That will not be found faith¬
less,

To open up the heavens;

So that they will not turn
back;

But become a river that floods

Over all the rivers of water

wbydy pt^th mqwrm
36

'm mplgy [mym

]m lpnwt

'1 qw nkwn
'

29'?yhm
'1 m^qlt h£ms

37

38

And by my hand Thou hast
opened up their fountain

Among the streams of water,

... their ... at the corners,

On a reliable line;

And the planting of their
trees

On the plumb-line of the sun.
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i « r i 3 ^1 [ J nvv

lp'rt kbwd

bhnypy yd

l'zwq 23plgyAv
ykw srsyw b§wr himyI
r 140 , > iw[ J b rj gz in

wb't ftwm y'gwr 24m'wz
w'm '5yb yd

41
yhvh k'r[w'r bmdbr

zj 2w]gz'w k^irlym bmlhh

wplgyw 25^ ^- 4WS wdrdr
lsmyr wsyt [

i43 , .J sptw

yhpkw k'§y b'wSyin
lpny 2gl?win ybwl ' lyw
wl' npt|j 'm m[ym]

44

(8:4a-c, 16a-17d, 21a-26b)

Unto a glorious branch.

When I lift up my hand

To dig its channels,

Its roots strike on rocks of
flint,

And ... their trunk in the
ground,

And in the time of heat it
retains protection.

But if I draw back my hand,

It becomes like a shrub in
the desert,

And its trunk like nettles in
a barren land;

Its channels send up thorn
and bramble

Unto briar and thistle ...

... its edge.

They are overthrown like trees
bearing worthless fruit;

Before the heat its foliage
withers,

And it will not be opened up
even with water.

11. 11:3

The difficulty in translating this text is evident
in the variety of ways in which it has been translated.
The solution offered here is in no way certain, but at
least it makes sense.

Sukenik transcribes the text as mwdh w'ny mh, and
shows a second mwdh inserted above the line. The usual

interpretation is to assume that the corrector intended
to indicate that mwdh should be repeated for emphasis, and
this may well be the case. The problem really lies in the
meaning of mwdh, for r,o translation has been offered which

45
fits into the context. The tentative suggestion made
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here is that the words should be read mwrh instead of imvdh,
with the meaning "teacher." Although the letter in both

places looks like a Daleth, the difference between Daleth
and kesh in the Hodayoth is almost imperceptible, and it
could he a Resh without much stretch of the imagination.

Alternatively, the correction above the line could be in¬
tended to indicate a change from nrwdh to mwrh. This gives
a meaning which is in keeping with the following stichoi:
"For Thou hast instructed me in Thy true counsel, and given
me understanding of Thy wondrous works."

This interpretation is presented as a suggestion only,
without attaching a great deal of weight to it. As has
become increasingly evident from the literature on QT, there
is great danger in emending the text to suit a particular
theory. The theory finds better support elsewhere.

12. 14:18-19

In this passage the "I" is making a sort of pledge
to do the things which are pleasing to God. He includes
the criteria he will use in accepting members into his com¬

munity. Nothing extraordinary could be seen in this passage,

perhaps, if it did not parallel a similar list of criteria
in 12:22f, where the one who draws the individual into the

46
community is God himself.

wkh hwg5ty byfod

kwl ' n5y swdy

lpy 19[s]klw 'gySnw

wkrwb n(jltw 'hbnw

(14:18c-19b)

47

Thus I have brought near to
the community

All the men of my counsel.

By the measure of his intell¬
igence I will bring him
near,

And according to the great¬
ness of his portion I will
love him;

In addition to the specific claims which appear in
the particular passages above, there are others which recur
from time to time, of a more general nature, which are of
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importance in our consideration of the role of the "I" in

redemption in the Iiodayoth.

B. Divine Protection

In a number of places, as indicated in Chapter IV,
the "I" of the Iiodayoth praised Cod for protecting him in
the face 01 persecution. Several times he goes further

by stating that there is a purpose behind his persecution;
that Cod is the source of it, in order that his redemptive
purpose might be revealed. Typical of this type of inter¬
pretation of his distress is the following:

1' yd' w

ky' m'tkh m'mdy

23wbhsdykh tw6y' np£y
ky* m'tkh mj' dy
whmh m'tkh

grw 24*l npSy
b'bwr hkbdkh

bm5p£ rs'ym4^
(2:22d-24c)

They did not know
48

isThat my sure footing
from Thee,

And through Thy sure mercies
Thou wouldst deliver me,

For my steps are from Thee.

But they, at Thy instigation,

Stirred up strife against
my soul,

In order that Thou mayest be
glorified

In the judgement of the wicked.

C. The Demonstration of Divine Power

In the continuation of this same passage is stated a

closely related theme which recurs several times in the

Iiodayoth. The "I" is convinced that in his deliverance
from persecution, for those who have eyes to see, the power
of Cod is revealed.

whgbyrkh by And demonstrate Thy power
in me

ngd bny 25'dm Before the sons of man.
(2:24d-25a)

In this restricted sense, at least, the "I" is an
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agent of redemption: through him the power of God is re¬

vealed. Other passages state the same:

, , 50 ,ky nm sw lmw

wl' yhSbwny bhgbyrkh by

(4t8b-c)

ky' 231' yhSbw[ny
']d hgbyrkh by'

(4:22e-23b)

wbswd pl'kh

hgbrth ' mdy

(4:28b-c)

51

For they made themselves de¬
spised ,

And did not consider me when
Thou didst confirm Thy
strength in me.

For they did not consider me

Until Thou didst confirm Thy
strength in me.

And in Thy wondrous counsel

Thou hast manifested Thy power
with me.

On the basis of these passages, it is safe to infer
that all of the passages which praise God for deliverance
from persecution imply the interpretation of the deliver¬
ance which is explicitly stated in these passages.

D. Knowledge

In Chapter IV the importance of knowledge as one of
the gifts which the "I" received consequent upon his redemp¬
tion was presented. It is apparent, however, that he claims
a degree of knowledge above that of the ordinary member of

52
the sect. In many places the claim of being the recipi¬
ent of secret knowledge is associated with other claims to

leadership within the community. In the first passage quoted
above, for instance (2:13), he calls himself "an interpreter
of knowledge with wonderful mysteries." In 4:27-28 he states
"Thou hast caused me to have knowledge by Thy wonderful
mysteries. In 8:16 the "early rain of a shower" is obviously
the knowledge by which he nourishes the community. Included
here should be those passages which speak of enlightenment,
such as 7:24, "And I shine forth in sevenfold light in the
paradise which Thou hast prepared for Thy glory" (cf. 4:23,
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27).
In several places the "I" indicates that knowledge

has been hidden in him; i. e., he is the possessor of secret
knowledge. This may refer only to the secret teachings
of the sect; if so, it is nevertheless apparent that he is
the one through whom God has granted the knowledge to the
sect (8:4-5, 16-17). This is confirmed in the following
passages:

znimw ' ly bly'l^
Ihmyr twrtkh

*£r Snnth blbby

btylqwt jjl'mkh
(4:10c-1la)

ky 'th 'ly strtny

ngd bny 'dm

wtwrtkh hbth b[y

']d q§ 12hglwt yS'kh ly

(5:11b-12a)

w'nSy [ ]ty

swrrym 2,.wmlynym sbyb
wbrz fcbth by

ylkw rkyl lbny hwwt

(5:24e-25c)

54

55

They plotted ruin against
me -

To exchange Thy law,

Which Thou hast engraved on
my heart,

For smooth things for Thy
people.

For Thou, O my God, hast
hidden me

Before the sons of man.

Thy law is concealed in me

Until the time of the revel¬
ation of Thy deliverance
to me.

The men of ...

Are rebellious and refractory
round about;

And of the secret Thou hast
hidden in me

They have carried slanders to
the sons of destruction.

Having the law inscribed on the heart is one of the

promises of the new covenant in Jeremiah (Jer. 31:31-34),
but these passages cannot be taken as a claim that that

promise has been fulfilled. The whole point of the passage

in Jeremiah is that there will be no need for a teacher,
much less for secret knowledge; the law will be written on
the heart of everyone.

The "I" was well aware, however, that he was unworthy
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to be the recipient of divine knowledge, much less the medi
ator of redemption:

[ky' inq]wr ptfoth

bpy 'bdkh

wblswnw ^tyqqth ll qw
[

wt]5my' ly§r mbyntw

wlmlyg b'lh

j2l'pr kmwny56
(18:10b-12a)

There can be no question that the "I" is divine; his

sinfulness, as demonstrated in Chapter I, make that inter¬
pretation out of the question. He is the "earthen vessel"
(ygr hfrmr) through whom God acts, if he has any role as an

agent of redemption.

E. "Thy Servant"

The "I" or the Hodayoth has a habit of calling him¬
self "Thy servant." This mode of self-reference occurs

twenty-one times in 1QH, invariably in the form 'bdkh.
Brownlee has pointed out that in four passages, this form
occurs in a context where the author also claims the pos¬

session of "thy Holy Spirit" (7:6-16; 13:18f; 14:25; 17:26)
The significance of this claim will be indicated in the

following chapter.

F. The Spirit

There are two usages of the word rwfr which are of

significance in the Hodayoth for an understanding of the
role of the "I" as an agent of redemption.

In four places the phrase "by the spirit which Thou

For Thou hast opened up a
fountain

In the mouth of Thy servant

And on his tongue Thou hast
inscribed on a line

And Thou hast proclaimed it
to the creature through
liis understanding,

And to him who interprets
these things

Unto dust like me.
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hast placed in me" (brwfr '§r ntth by) occurs (12:11; 13:19;
16:11; f3:14); in a fifth place (17:17) the wording is

slightly different: "from the spirits which Thou hast

placed within me" (mrwfrwt ' §r ntth by). In four of these

places the spirit is described as the source of the knowl¬

edge of the "I," and in the fifth (16:11) knowledge fits
into the immediate context, although the specific usage is
in a plea for further mercies.

There are also some dozen references to "the Spirit
58

of Thy holiness" (rwfr qwdskh). This also is frequently
associated with the gift of knowledge (as in 12:12; 14:13;
16:6-7), but sometimes it is presented as the agency through
which the "I" receives other gifts of redemption (as 9:32;
16:12). Three times (7:6; 17:26; f2:9) the unusual verb
hn.ypwth ("wafted" or "sprinkled") is used to indicate the

way in which the "I" has received the spirit of God's
holiness.

It is unwise to assume that this last usage should
be taken to mean "the Holy Spirit" as that term is used
in the New Testament, even though there are obvious simi¬
larities. There is a danger in reading too much Trinitar¬
ian theology into the text. It is likely that this term

represents the hypostatization of the attributes of God,
such as dbr and £kynh, which was typical of Intertestamen-

59
tal Judaism. The usage does occur, however, in the MT.V

On the other hand, considering the consistency with
which the term is used, and the functions ascribed to it,
it is necessary to hold that this is not to be taken as one

of those cases discussed in Chapter II where the phrase

"spirit of ..." means that the quality or attribute so de¬
scribed is a possession of the person. An independent

spirit is meant here, as is indicated by the use of hnypwth.
Moreover, this spirit itself is an agent of redemption.
It is through the spirit that the author is cleansed, strength¬
ened, has knowledge, etc.

It is possible that the two sj irits mentioned here
are to be identified with one another, but not likely.
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The onJy function of the rwb '£r ntth by seems to be to

impart knowledge; the rwb gwd£kh exercises broader func¬

tions. Moreover, the former seems to be closely associ¬
ated with the "I" of the Ilodayoth, and is used in the plu¬

ral, while the latter seems to be more closely associated
with the person of God himself, and is used nearly always
in the singular. There is no direct evidence in the Iloda¬

yoth that the spirit of Clod's holiness is to be identified
with the Angel of Light from the Two Spirits passage in

1QS, but this also is possible. No certain answers can

be given to these questions, because of the paucity of the
information available and because the spirits are referred
to so obliquely. Similarly, it cannot be said with cer¬

tainty whether the rwfr 'sr ntth by is to be identified with

rwfry (cf. Chapter II), but this also is unlikely in view
of the plural in 17:17. It is more reasonable to assume

that it refers to the special gift of knowledge which is
the possession of the "I" of the Hodayoth.

G. Evaluation

One or two passages which make a claim to special
gifts and to a position of leadership might be misleading,
due to the nature of the poetry whicli comprises the Iloda¬
yoth. They might only seem to represent a claim to leader¬
ship within the sect; i. e., we might be misinterpreting
the writer's intentions, although this could hardly be the
case in such a passage as 8:4-26. The claims to possess

knowledge and to be the recipient of the spirit (whatever
it means!), the self-designation as "Thy servant," even
the claim that the author has been the means whereby the

power of Cod has been revealed, are such that eacn, taken
in isolation from the rest of the evidence presented in
this chapter, could be assumed to be no more than could be
claimed by any member of the sect. Taken singly, the bits
of evidence can mostly be explained away. But taken togeth¬
er, they represent an impressive array of various claims,
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which in their totality would be very difficult to argue

away. The burden of proof for those who would dismiss

lightly these claims is heavy. It is impossible to agree,

for instance, with Licht, who says, "This claim to spiri¬
tual leadership need not, however, be taken too serious-
i i.60ly."

The claims must be taken seriously. When all of the
evidence assembled in this chapter is taken together, the
"I" emerges not only as a forceful personality, and not

only as a leader and teacher, but as a unique individual
within the community. His role as an agent of redemption
is a sine qua non for the existence of the community as

it was known to the writer. The answer to question (3),
then, is that there definitely jls a claim to preeminence
on behalf of the "1" in the Hodayoth. Therefore it is ap¬

propriate to proceed to the consideration of question (4),
as will be done in the next chapter.

II. Authorship

Before taking up that problem, however, we are now

in a position to consider the problems of authorship (ques¬
tions 1 and 2). Final answers to these two questions are

not possible, but although we cannot with certainty iden¬
tify the "I" because of our lack of knowledge about the
individual characters in the history of the sect, we can

examine his character and determine what role he played
in the life of the community as an agent of redemption.

1. Principles of Interpretation

In view of the importance for understanding the doc¬
trine of redemption in the llodayoth of the role of the "I,"
we need to proceed as carefully as possible in analyzing
his role. The first step must be to determine how we shall
proceed. A basic question, which must be answered, is the
way in which the "I" is to be taken - of the writer, or
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another individual, or genericallv, or collectively, etc.

,lolia-Me 1 sen insists that the starting point for
research into the ilodayoth should be the principles of

criticism presently prevailing in research into the canon¬

ical Psalms, with the major emphasis on the cultic use of
61

the Ilodayoth. ' Me deplores the over-emphasis which has
been placed on the identity of the author, particularly
the concern to identify him with the Teacher of Righteous¬

ness; he complains that
... it seems as though no consideration at all has been
paid to the developments of the last generation in
psalm research, and time and again one feels oneself
carried back to the days of Buhl and Duhm. The whole
approach to the Hodayot seems to resemble altogether^
too closely the approach to the Psalms in their day.
If this criticism is valid, then much of the research

in the Hodayoth has indeed been useless, because it has
been greatly concerned with the identity of the author and
with the determination of the historical situations which

were the inspiration of the several passages which seem to

imply a specific historical situation. There are, however,
factors to be considered in the study of the Hodayoth which
make Holm-Nielsen's criticism seem a little hasty.

First, it must be realized that research into the
Hodayoth has only begun; we are still in the preliminary
phases, and the progress so far, even if it proves at a

later date to have yielded a minimum amount of reliable
information, is a necessary stage in the development of
our knowledge. The implied criticism of Duhm and Buhl is

overdrawn, and the value of their work underestimated.
Erroneous as many of their conclusions may have proved,

they nevertheless represent a stage in the development of
psalm criticism without which the last two generations of
scholars could not have reached their present degree of

understanding. The present status of research into the

Hodayoth, with its emphasis on the historical situation
and the identity of the author, is a necessary preliminary
to further research, because these are problems which must
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be answered if possible. It may be that they cannot be

answered; it may be that by trial and error we wilI arrive
at conclusions and methods for research into the Ilodayoth
similar to those prevailing for the canonical Psalter; but
we cannot assume this until we find out. The Ilodayoth,
despite their similarities and literary dependence on the
canonical psalter, are not of the same class of literature,
nor are they comparable with any literature of any extensive
amount which has been known before. It is necessary, there¬
fore, to work out new principles of interpretation, con¬

sistent with the nature of the literature under analysis.
A more likely source for the derivation of these principles
is the other literature from Qumran, and what it has to
tell us about the sect's attitude to scripture. It is more

likely that the ilodayoth were written according to the
sectarian's view of the way the Psalms originated, than

according to either the way tlie Psalms actually originated,
or the principles of literary criticism of the Psalter de¬

veloped by modern critical scholarship!
Second, it should be pointed out, in defence of those

who have concerned themselves with the identity of the "I"
of the Ilodayoth and his historical role in the sect, that
there is one important difference between the Ilodayoth and
the canonical psalms. This is that nowhere in the Psalms
is there found the kind of claims to preeminence, and to
exercise a redemptive function, such as is found in the

Ilodayoth, as outlined above, and analyzed in Chapter VII.
The themes of suffering and persecution, and of deliverance,
are frequent in both, and the Ilodayoth are dependent on

the Psalms to a great extent in this respect. Confidence
and thanksgiving are also present. Hut the claim to exer¬

cise a redemptive function, in particular, and the claim
to leadership as it is expressed in the Ilodayoth (as opposed
to the assumption of royal prerogatives in the "royal" psalms),
are entirely lacking. The closest approach is in Psalm

69:6-8, which approaches the theme of 1QH 2:8-19, but even

here there is a decisive difference. The psalmist is pray-
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ing for deliverance, lest "those who hope in thee be put to

shame through me." He apparently reasons that if God does

not deliver him, those who have (correctly) looked upon him
as faithful and perhaps publicly supported him will be dis¬

graced (perhaps publicly). The "I" of the Ilodayoth, however
looks back on his persecution and sees that those who have

supported him, and still remain loyal, are the redeemed;
while those who rejected him and still desire to persecute

him are the wicked. He is convinced that it is through the

very act of supporting or rejecting him that men have drawn
themselves into the lot of the redeemed or the condemned.

Therefore, at the present stage of investigation,
and particularly when considering the doctrine of redemp¬
tion in the Hodayoth, it is necessary to include an evalu¬
ation of the role of the "I," even if it is not possible
to answer with certainty the problem of authorship.

2. Literary Unity

An intensive study of the literary style and vocabu¬
lary of the Hodayoth has been made by Holm-Nielsen, in an

attempt to determine whether they were all written by one

author or are the work of several. His conclusion is "that,
even if these arguments have not proved that all of the

psalms in the Hodayoth do not have the same author, neither
6 3

have they made it probable that they do have." 1
The arguments presented by Holm-Nielsen seem to be

well founded, and the present writer sees no need to repeat
them, even though further similar linguistic evidence could
be adduced to support them. The most likely working hypo¬
thesis is that the Hodayoth are the products of several wri-
•ters. The fact that there were different rescinsions, and
a literary history, would support this.

The question then must arise whether the "1" is the
name in every case. Furthermore, it is necessary to make
yet another distinction. This is, whether the "I" as con¬
ceived by the writer of a particular psalm is the same as
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the "I" as conceived by the sect, as it used that psalm
in its worship, study, and devotional life. Finally, we

must inquire whether the "I" was considered to he the same

throughout by the sectarians®
This last question is the most important for our con¬

sideration of the role of the "I" in redemption, for what
we are most interested in is the role or the "I" as it was

understood by the community, which found the expression
of th- doctrine of redemption in the Ilodayoth meaningful
to it.

To answer this, the only way we have to proceed is
to consider the way the Jews of the time in which the lloda-
yoth were used looked upon similar pieces of literature.
This was the age of pseudonymous works, and the Fssenes
were apparently the producers of many of them, to judge
from the variety of them included in QT. A work, did not
have to be in existence long before it was accepted as gen¬

uine (perhaps even if it was not so designated by its au¬

thor, as may have been the case with some of the llodayoth).
The book of Psalms, for instance, which we know as the pro¬

duct of many authors over a period of centuries, was accepted
in this period as a collection of poems by David (cf. Mk.

64
12:35-37). The fact that different rescinsions of the

llodayoth have been found is irrelevant; different rescin¬
sions of several of the books of the Old Testament have

also been found, without anyone suggesting that the sec¬

tarians would have questioned their authorship or unity.
This is not to say, necessarily, that the llodayoth

were accepted as canonical by the sectarians. We have no

way of knowing what they accepted as canonical, or even

if they had any such concept as "canon." We do know that
the llodayoth must have been cherished by them, as is evi¬
dent from the number of copies in existence, and the obvi¬
ous care with which 1QH was prepared.

It is probable, then, and most consistent with what
we know about the way the sectarians and other Jews of their
time viewed pieces of literature, that the "I" was taken
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by the sectarians to be the same throughout, at least by
the time copies of the Hodayoth were being produced in any

number; that is, by the time they came into normal use as

part of their sectarian literature, whatever cultic use

they may have had.
It is likely, however, that the "I," as conceived

by the sectarians who used them, was not always the "1"
as conceived by the writer of a particular psalm, but of
this we know nothing certain. Or perhaps the writer(s)
of some of the Ilodayoth (perhaps the more "personal" ones)
intended the same usage that later was accepted by the com¬

munity for all of the Hodayoth. This is most likely if
the "I" was assumed to be a particular individual known
to the community. The writer of the more "personal" Iloda¬

yoth may have been a close associate or disciple of that

individual, and been using as much as he could of his lan¬

guage and sentiments as possible. There is ample Old Testa¬
ment precedent for such a possibility. Finally, the possi¬
bility must be left open that the writer and the "I" are

identical for some of the psalms. Aside from this, noth¬

ing can be known about the identity of the "writer" as dis¬

tinguished from the "I."
In summary, two things may be said: (1) It is prob¬

able that the Hodayoth were not all written by the same

person. (2) It is almost certain that, so far as the Kssene

community using them was concerned, the "1" was considered
to be the same throughout.

3. Community or Individual?

Most of the scholars who have worked on the Hodayoth
have apparently assumed that the "I" was an individual,
and a particular one, known to the sectarians. Indeed,
many have assumed or asserted that he was the Teacher of
Righteousness, who, according to some, was also the actual

65
writer.

There have been disserting voices, however, who have
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said that the "I" should be understood collectively, or
6 6

of the community. Numerous arguments have been pre¬

sented, on both sides, but it would serve little purpose

to repeat them all here, as no new arguments are to be
produced. The majority opinion appears to this writer to
be right, for the following reasons:

(1) There are some passages where the individual

interpretation is necessary, such as 4:8-9; 7:20-24;
8:4-26, etc. There are many passages where the individual
interpretation is the most natural, but the collective in¬
terpretation can be forced upon the text. If the "I" of
the Hodayoth was taken to be the same throughout by the

sectarians, then it must be individual throughout.
(2) In those passages in the Ilodayoth where the com¬

munity _is most easily identifiable, such as 3:1-18 and
8:4-26, the "I" always stands in relation to the community;
the community is ncrt the "I."

(3) The "I" of the canonical Psalms was taken to

be individual in the period in which the Ilodayoth were

written (cf. above). It is probably a safe assumption that
at least to a certain extent the Psalms served as a guide
for the writers of the Ilodayoth.

4, What Individual?

It should be olvious by this time that for the pres¬

ent writer the opinion that the "I" was an ordinary member
of the sect is not acceptable. The amount of evidence pre¬

sented above, taken as a whole, seems to be overwhelmingly
against such a view. No ordinary member could make such
claims as are made in 2:8-19; 5:22-26; 7:20-24; and 8:4-40.

It follows from this that the "I" is not to be taken

gnomically, expressing the common experience either of man,
0 7

or of all dews, or all members of the sect. What cannot
be the experience, or the claim, of an ordinary individual,
cannot be the experience or the claim of every individual.
In the same way, the "I" cannot properly be described as
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collective, as opposed to being used of the community.
The only conclusion which is acceptable at the pres¬

ent stage of research is that the "I" is an individual,
and one of importance to the sect. This theory must be

fully explored before it is rejected, in view of the evi¬
dence in this chapter. He is the one without whose minis¬

try the sect dries up and withers (8:22-26). He is their
"father and mother" (7:20-24). His teaching is the accepted
norm for the sect (8:16-18), and membership in the sect is
equivalent to loyalty to him and acceptance of his leader¬
ship (2:8-19). It may also be true that in the course of
time lie became a symbolical figure, the representative or

embodiment of the community; this also has precedents in
Jewish thought. hut he could only be such as an individual,
a member and leader of the sect.

Who is this individual? The natural candidate, on

the basis of what we know about the sect, is the Teacher
of Righteousness. Many have accepted not only that he is
the "I" of the Hodayoth, but that he is the actual writer.
The problem is that we do not know enough about the history
of the sect to determine whether he is the only one who
fits the above description or not. The "historical refer¬
ence" in 4:8-9 is a case in point:

ky* ydyhny in'r§y For they drove me from my
land

gk§pwr mqnh Like a bird from its nest;
wkwl r'y wr.iwd'y And all my neighbors and

friends
ndhw mmny Are thrust away from me.

(4:8d-9c)

Many have seen here an allusion to the experience
of the Teacher of Righteousness described in IQpHab 11:5-6.
The identity of the two events is by no means certain0
These words could apply to known events in the lives of
Moses, David, Jeremiah, Jesus, Paul, Martin Luther, and
countless others; including, beyond doubt, other leaders
in the history of the sect besides the Teacher. It must
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be realized that we are dealing with a movement which
lasted over two hundred years, and there were obviously
many leaders during that time of whom we know little.
There are other possibilities as candidates for the "I"
of the llodayoth, such as the founder of the sect, who

probably was not the Teacher. There may have been more

than one "Teacher," although this does not seem likely.
It is probable that the "I" was someone whose career took

place early in the history of the sect, and that his minis¬
try had a formative influence upon the later history and

organization of the Isscnes; he certainly was someone who
was known to all the sectarians. It also is probable that
the first of the llodayoth to be written, if not most or

all of them, date within a few decades of his life and

ministry. The fact that there were several copies and
rescinsions of the llodayoth means that we cannot date the
autograph (or autographs) on paleographic grounds alone.

We are left, then, with this picture of the "I" of
the llodayoth: a forceful, dynamic teacher and leader,
whose ministry took place early in the history of the sect
and had a decisive influence on it; perhaps, but by no means

certainly, the Teacher of Righteousness; perhaps the founder
of the sect; perhaps Onias III; perhaps some other person
ol whom we know littli or nothing in the way of historical
information, aside from what can be gleaned from the iloda-
yoth themselves (which is very little indeedj). This is
as far as we can go in answering questions (1) and (2).
Hut it does give us a reasonable basis for proceding to

question (4), which in many ways is the most important one.

^Ll. 8d-15d, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 49-
50.

2
N. r. Suk., tr.

3N. r. Suk., tr.

4R. Suk., tr.

°The numerous and ingenious interpretations of this
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passage are reviewed in II.-N. ad loc; his own tendency to
interpret all possible references to individuals as refer¬
ences to the community is among them. The simplest inter¬
pretation is that the gbr is a disciple of the "I" of the
psalm, who has suffered at the hands of the opponents.

0
RL reads "Whose mouth Thou hast established," but

this is a forced interpretation. (P. 131).
7
Originally wtlmdnw; the Nun has been erased and dots

placed above and below the line.
g
It is possible to divide this section differently,

taking wtlmdw with the preceding stichos and bynh with the
following.

9X. r. Suk., tr.

10N. r. Suk., r. M.P. et al. This has been rejected
by others (cf. H.-N.) because the gap appears to be longer,
and because this would introduce a new theme into the poem.
The gap in the ms., however, is not necessarily too large
for the letters indicated, since the parchment may have
shrunk some, and there must be room for the space between
words. As for the second point, the new theme (i. e„, that
his adversaries recognize him after divine intervention)
is compatible with the following stichoi, and can be intro¬
duced here as well as elsewhere. Besides, one feature of
the Hodayoth is the frequent change of mood and attitude
found at unexpected places.

| 1
Cf. p. 121, note 103, for information on 'wrtwm.

1 2
R. Suk., tr.

1 3
Literally "those who have been required of me."

(Passive of Qal 7). The meaning is evidently that the
author is responsible to God for their welfare. Cf. the
discussion in the text.

14BDB, p. 105b.

15L1. 22d-26c, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 75-
76.

16N. c. r. p.

N. c. r. p.

1 8
Ll. 14c-d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 134.

*^L1. 19c-e, with notes, are quoted above, p. 126.

20L1. 10a-c, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 134-
135.
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2^bl. 11a-12d, with notes, are quoted above, p. 48.

2~N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. et. aJL.
23

the f

23
Suk. 'wlwl. This is either the scripta plena for

>11 ' olel. or ditt.ography with 'wl.
24
Suk. has a supralinear Yodh, but the mark is not

like any of the other handwriting on the ins., and the Yodh
is not needed here.

2jN. r. Suk., who has 1'rwt. R. H.B., D.-S. Several
suggestions have been made for the verb.

2 6
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S. Further reconstruction is

not possible.

27N. r. Suk., r. D.-S.

28N. r. Suk., tr.
29
N. r. Suk., r. D.-S., tentatively accepted.

30Cf. Raul's usage in Gal. and Cor.

31L1. 4a-c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 135.
32
There may be a play on words here; ywrh also is

the participle of yrh, "teach," and the equivalent of the
familiar inwrh used in several of QT.

33.,
N. c. r. p.

T4
N. r. Suk., r. T"G, H.-N. None of the several

suggested reconstructions make this passage translate
smoothly.

35N. r. Suk. Cf. the parallel expression in 1. 6
(kwl 's,y mym). "Rivers of water," like "trees of water"
in 1. (T, seems to refer to ordinary or "natural" rivers,
compared with the special source, the "living waters," on
which the "I" depends for nourishment.

3 6
Suk. originally read mqwdm, but corrected to mqwrm

in the errata.

37n. r. Suk. ,

w 00
x . c. r. p.

39n. c. r. p.

40
n. c. r. p.

41n. r. Suk. ,
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42N. r. Suk., tr.

43*,N. c. r. p.

44
N. r. Suk., r. TUG et al.

45
I. e., "Confessing, confessing," (MB); "Grandement,

immensement!" (D.-S.), etc. Cf. the note in II.-N.

46Cf. I Cor. 6:3.

47
LI. 18c-19b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 77.

48
The only alternative to this awkward wording is

to translate in'mdy inaccurately as a verb, as many trans¬
lators have done (eg., MB "Thou hast made me stand").

49
LI. 23c-24c, with notes, are quoted above, p. 23

^Bauchet, Licht, et aoL., emend to nm' sty, but this
does make the passage more coherent as a whole.

51L1. 22e-23b, with notes, are quoted above, p. 1490
52
Licht, "The Doctrine of the Thanksgiving Scroll,"

p. 99.

53This is one of the few places in the Ilodayoth where
it is difficult to interpret bly' 1 personally, although II.B.
et al. attempt to do so by taking it collectively. The
letters bw have been erased just before bly'1.

54
LI. 1lb-12a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 97.

55L1. 24e-25c, with notes, are quoted above, pp. 75-

r ^
LI, 10b-12a, with notes, are quoted above, p. 104.

57
Brownlee, "Messianic Motifs in Qumran and the New

Testament," p. 20.
58

The number of references depends on the amount of
restoration of the text which is allowed.

59
Ps. 51:13. The frequency and consistency of this

phrase in 1QH is remarkable; it is much more consistent
than the NT. There may be some historical relationship
between the use in 1QH and the use in the NT, but there
is no way of knowing what it is, and the connotations of
the phrase are undoubtedly wholly different.

®^"The Doctrine of' the Thanksgiving Scroll," p. 101.

Op, cit. . pp. 328-31 .

76.
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G2Ibid.t p. 329n.

65Ibid.. pp. 319-324.
64
Cf. the statement by the vestorian patriarch, Tim¬

othy, about the finding of "more than two hundred psalms
of David" in a cave near Jericho. This would seem to in¬
dicate that almost any collection of poems might be ascribed
to David. It is not justifiable to assume that 1 irnothy
was referring to the Ilodayoth - there may have been many
collections of hymns called "psalms of David."

6 5
Cf. the exhaustive analysis of the use of the "I"

in the Hodayoth by ardtke, "Das Ich des Meisters in den
llodajoth von Qumran," pp. 93-104. Not all of his conclu¬
sions are accepted here, but his work is extremely valu¬
able.

6 6'As argued by R. Laurin, op, cit. , p. 8; Holm-Niel-
sen, op. cit.. pp. 328-331 ; Georg Molin, "Die Hyninen von
Chirbet Qumran (1QT)," Festschrift fur Prof. Dr. Viktor
Christian. p. 75.

g 7
As suggested by K. G. Kuhn, "New Light on Tempta¬

tion, Sin, and Flesh in the New Testament," p. 102.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE "I" OF THE HODAYOTH:

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE CLAIMS

The reasons for believing that in the opinion of the

community which preserved these psalms the "I" of the Hoda-

yoth was a particular person who played a decisive role
in the formation of the sect were given in Chapter VI, as

were the reasons for rejecting the idea that the "I" is
used generically, gnoniically, or collectively. The sec¬

tarian reader of the Hodayoth may have valued them pri¬
marily because they expressed his own experience as a mem¬

ber of the community, or of the community as a whole; but
this would only be possible if he considered them to be

originally an expression of and based upon the experience
of whomever it was he considered to be the author.

We are left, then, with the problem of interpreting
the claims made in the Hodayoth as outlined in Chapter VI.
We are assuming that they represent claims made on behalf
of a particular individual, known to the writers and to
the readers, who exercised a specific redemptive function,
also understood and accepted by the writers and readers.
His ministry was essential to the existence of the commun¬

ity as they knew and understood it; and at least during
his life, and probably throughout the history of the sect,
his role was unique, in that upon him alone (8:21-26) did
the well-being of the community depend, and through him
God worked to accomplish his redemptive purposes.

We must be careful, however, not to make claims for
the author that are not actually made for him in the Hoda-
yoth. Thus the claim that the author was the Teacher of

176
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Righteous! ess,' and therefore, according to his interpre¬
tation of the role of the Teacher of Righteousness, a di-

2
vine Messiah, as reconstructed by Dupont-Sommer, goes far
beyond the evidence available in the Hodayoth (as well as

that of the other QT). If possible, we must find an inter¬
pretation of the role of the author which suits the claims

made, makes the minimum addition to those claims, and which
could believably have been held in the period from which
the scrolls originate. Unfortunately, this means that much
of this chapter will be of a negative nature, rejecting
solutions which have been offered which do not meet these

criteria.

A. Messiah

We have already seen that there is no reason to
think that the author was considered a divine being; rather,
considering his awareness of his own sin, it would have
been impossible to support such a view. It would not have
been possible to consider him to be anything other than

completely human, in view of the number of times he speaks
of himself as dust, ashes, etc. (cf. Chapter I). In view
of Dupont-Sommer's thesis that he was thought to be the

Messiah, however, this is a possibility which must be con¬

sidered. Dupont-Sommer does not specifically state in Le
Livre des liymnes decouvert prfes de la mer Morte that the
author claims to be the Messiah, although he does state
that in 1QH 2:13 the Teacher of Righteousness applies a

messianic text (Isa. 11:10) to himself,3 and uses this pas¬

sage as one of those which, he says, provide incontestable
evidence that the author is "le chef m§me de la Communaute

4
des 6lus, comme le chef de la secte de l'Alliance."

In a sense, of course (cf. above, pp. 132-140), every¬

thing connected with the sect, and especially the Teacher
of Righteousness, had Messianic significance. The sect
was the Messianic community, which would bring to fruition
the Messianic age. Moreover, as demonstrated by the bib-
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lical commentaries found at Qumran, the sectarians looked
on the whole range of biblical literature as esoteric pro¬

phecy of the events associated with the history of the sect;

prophecy which could be (and by the Teacher of Righteous¬
ness had been) demonstrated to predict those events when

properly interpreted. But this does not mean that the

Teacher, or the author of the Hodayoth either, was auto¬

matically considered to be a Messiah. The sect had well-
defined concepts of the Messiah (or Messiahs), and it is
with these we are concerned here. They must have also had
pretty well-defined ideas about what constituted genuine
Messianic prophecies; that is, prophecies which could be
recognized as such apart from any esoteric meaning which
can be discovered only by special interpreting power. We

cannot know with certainty what such a list would include.
The Testimonia and Florilegia, if they are parts of such

lists, are incomplete.5 As a basis for discussion, how¬

ever, probably the best minimum list is Mowinckel's "Au-
thenic Messianic Prophecies": Isa. 4:2; 7:10-17; 8:8b,
10b; 9:1-6; 10:21; 11:1-9, 10; 16:5; 32:1-8; 40:3f; Jer.

17:25; 23:5f«33:17f; 30:9, 21; Ezek. 17:22-24; 34:23f;
37:22-25; Hos. 3:4f; Amos 9:11; Mic. 4:8; 5:1-3; and Zech.

g
9:9f. This list may only roughly coincide with what would
be included in a similar list drawn up by one of the Qum¬
ran sect (or it may represent only a fraction of what would
be on that list), but we can be reasonably sure that there
is enough correspondence that any claim to be a Messiah
would have to include a demonstration of the ways in which
these particular prophecies were fulfilled, or at least a

claim to fulfil a significant number of them.
The way in which the community was counted to be the

fulfillment of Isa. 9:5 (1QH 3:1-18) and Isa. 11:1 (Iqh
6:15f; 7:10, 18f; 8:4-26) has already been discussed (Chap¬
ter V; cf. also the Appendix). Apart from these passages

there are only two places where it has been suggested that

any of the passages listed above have been alluded to by
the author of the Hodayoth, and nejther of these is at all
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coi vincing.
Holm-Nielsen lists an allusion to Isa. 32:6 in 1 Qll

4:11 in his "List of the Old Testament Texts Used in the
7

llodayoth," although he makes no note of it in his notes
ad loc. While it may be true that wlsrn'in y§qvvm is faintly
reminiscent of wmgqh gm' ybsyr (Isa. 32:6), there is no

similarity at all in meaning. A closer parallel in the
MT is v.lgm'y ysqwny in Ps. 69: 22(21 ).

The other allusion w'ich has been pointed out by more

than one author is the use of ns in 2:13. Ns is, to be

sure, an important word in Isa. 11:10, 12; and these are
g

the only places in the OT where it refers to a person.

On the other hand, these nre also the only occurrences in
the OT where ns has any messianic significance. Elsewhere
it means a sign-post or signal. Furthermore, this is the
only word from the messianic prophecy which occurs in the
Hodayoth passage, and occurs only once, in a context where
the meaning sign-post or signal fits admirably. In the
same way the author is also called a trap, a song, etc.,
in the same passage. The use of ns here is not comparable
at all to the use of ngr in cols. 6, 7, and 8. There the
involved allegorical nature of the poetry is obvious.

Here, on the other hand, there is no question of allegory.
The author is imaginative and picturesque (almost to the
point of monotony), but this is the most that can be said.
It is not necessary in this instance to insist that because
the author is referring to himself, he must be deriving
his language from a place in the OT where the word is used
to refer to a person. The author has done the same thing
which Isaiah did, in a way that is typical of Hebrew poetry:
he chose a word which was significant for its pictorial
value in illustrating his meaning. This one word is a poor

peg to hang a Messianic interpretation on.

Out of all of the references and allusions to and

citations of tht OT in the Hodayoth (and there are about
150 more or less certain of Isaiah alone), the only ones

even remotely resembling allusions to the passages in
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Mowinckel's list are the ones just listed. Of course it
is always possible that p irts of the scroll not preserved

contained More. Fut it is surprising, to say the least,
that in the body of Hodayoth which we do possess, written
in a community where messianic and apocalyptic doctrines
were so well developed and so important to the self-under¬

standing of the community, that the basic, accepted messi¬
anic passages should be so completely neglected. A com¬

parison with the NT underscores the absence of references.

Further, the noun msyb and the verb rngfr, as well as the
other key messianic titles, such as gmh (Zech. 3:8) are

completely lacking, except as discussed in Chapter V. The
conclusion must be that the author was carefully avoiding

making any messianic claims on behalf of the "I" of the

Hodayoth. The writer was making claims, but he did not
want them to be misinterpreted. Any reference to messi¬
anic prophecy which could be applied to the author had to
be carefully avoided, or it might be misinterpreted. Con¬
versely, it is inconceivable that a claim to messianic
status could he presented which made such scanty reference
to messianic prophecy.

B. The Servant of the Lord

A large numler of the commentators on the Hodayoth
have found numerous references in them from the Servant

songs in Deutero-Isaiah, and have concluded that the role
of the "I" in the Ilodayoth was that of the Suffering Ser¬

vant, or the 'bd yhwh. Dupont-Sommer, for example, cites
as evidence for this theory 1QH 7:10; 8:36 (cf. Isa. 50:4);
18:14-15 (cf. Isa. 61:1-3); 9:29-31 (cf. Isa. 49:1, 5);
5:23 (bryty instead of brytkh); and 6:10-13 (cf. Isa. 49:6,

9
also 42:6; 49:8). There are also a number of references
to Isa. 52:13-53:12.

The evidence here is more extensive than was the case

with the evidence for a messianic claim, but on closer ex¬
amination it also proves to be misleading. After an exhaus-
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tive analysis of all of the OT references in the Ilodayoth,

Carmignac concluded that the citations of the Servant Songs
of Deutero-Isaiah are no more frequent than other OT cita¬

tions, and seem almost to be less frequent than the rest
of Isaiah.*0 Many of the citations quoted by Dupont-Sommer
are based on shaky evidence, as can be seen when the texts
are compared in Hebrew. For instance, he translates 8:35f
as follows:

Mais tu as fait grandir la langue dans ma bouche,
sans qu'elle se retirSt
et il n'y eut personne pour (la) faire [tajire.
[Car] h moi (fut donnee) [la lang]ue des disciple[s],
afin de ranimer l'esprit de ceux qui tr£buchent
et d'encourager par la parole celui qui est £puise.
Elles furent muettes, toutes les levres de [mensonge].

As translated here, there is a strong resemblance
to Isa. 50:4:

The Lord God has given me
the tongue of those who are taught,
that I may know how to sustain with a word
him that is weary.
Morning by morning he wakens,
he wakens my ear
to hear as those who are taught.

Compare this, however, with the translation of Holm-
Nielsen:

And my tongue Thou hast made strong in my mouth,
without its being restrained;

but it is not possible for me to raise [my] voice
[with the tongues of disciples],

to give life to the spirits of them that stumble,
and to support the weary with words.
Silenced is the voice (?) of my lips [because of]
The majority of the published translations are more

like that of Holm-Nielsen than that of Dupor t-Sommer. The
difference depends on the way one restores the text, and
particularly how one interprets wlswn hgbrth bp[ ]. Since
the immediately preceding context is a description of the

impaired functions of the members of the author's body,

heavy with apocalyptic imagery, and there is no reason to

suppose that a sudi.en shift takes place here (the section
following this one, fragmentary as it is, does not support
such a change, nor does the beginning of col. 9, which may
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be a continuation of this psalm), a restoration and inter¬
pretation such as this is to be preferred:

(8:35c-37b)

In 35c, Dupont-Sommcr translates hgbrth "tu a fait
grandir"; the context suggests the interpretation that the

tongue is swollen beyond use. The last word in line 35
he restores as lhfd l.yin. He begins a new stichos in line
36 on the basis of Isa. 50:4: ky lfy l§w"ln lmwdyfml.
Although the ms. is very blurred here, the Quoph is visi¬
ble, and Sukenik's reading qwl| y 1 is the _tr. Dupont-Sommer1 s

change to wl'wt from Sukenik's wl*yt is generally accepted;
he makes it, once again, on the basis of Isa. 50:4. It
is no wonder that he finds a reference to Isa. 50:4 here!

But even if there is such a reference, the effect is that
the author is saying that he does not have the abilities
that the Servant does.

Other passages are likewise misleading. There is
some similarity in thought, but no striking parallel, be¬
tween 1Q! 1 18:14f and Isa. 61:1-3. Of course, not all Old
Testament scholars would agree that this is a true Servant

passage (cf. below). 9:29-31 has the same theme as does
Isa. 49:1, but the passage in Isa. is only one distich,
while there are 10 or more stichoi in 1QH 9:29ff, in none

of which is found the key words in Isa., qr'ny and hzkyr
§my. The linguistic parallel between 1QH 6:12 and Isa.
49:6 is limited to the mention of the nations, although

wl5wn hgbrth bp[y]

bl' n'sph

w'yn 1h[r]ym 3fiqwl[y
wly 'y]n lmwdy[m]

lhywt rwh kw^lym

wl'wt l"p dbr11
n'lm kwl spty 37"ip[
bzqy mspt

To revive the spirit of the
stumbling,

And to give aid to the weary

-2 by a word.
All the lips of ... are mute

Thou hast made my tongue grow
great in my mouth,

Without its being drawn back,

So that I cannot lift up my
voice.

I have no disciples

From the chains of judgement.

• • •
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here it must be admitted that there is more continuity of
thought.

The other parallels cited by Dupont-Sommer are based
on more or less the same aimount of linguistic similarity.
Certainly the citations of the Servant Songs, except for
52:13-53:12, are not outstanding in their clarity, nor un¬

ambiguous in supporting a claim that the author's role was

conceived as that of the *bd yhwh.

It is true that there are a number of more reasonable

allusions to be found to the Suffering Servant song in Isa.
52-53, as for example in 9:25 (cf. Isa. 53:5). There is

nothing remarkable in this, any more than it is remarkable
that the author used extensively the terminology of the
Psalms of complaint. The sufferings and persecution of
the author are a central theme in the Hodayoth, and he
could hardly have written about them without constantly
using the language of Isa. 52-53, especially considering
the value placed on Isaiah by the sect, and the writer of
the Hodayoth. Vicarious suffering, however, an essential
ingredient in the portrayal of the Suffering Servant, is
missing in all such references in 1QH (cf. below for a con¬
sideration of the meaning of the sufferings of the "I" for
others). Furthermore, none of the passages which show dis¬
tinguishable linguistic dependence on the Suffering Servant
passage in Isaiah occurs where there is a claim to preemi¬
nence on behalf of the "I." 9:25, for instance, is in a

passage which only interprets the meaning of the author's
suffering in terms of his own redemption:

w'Sybh lmbl'y dbr I would reply a word to those

gWlmStwfoyby1 3 by twkfct
who would devour me 9

w'rSy'h dynw

wmSp^kh *§dyq

And a defense to those who
have despaired of me.

I will condemn his judgement,

ky yd'ty ^b'mtkh
w'bhrh bm5p£y

And declare Thy justice to
be righteous.

For I have heeded Thy truth,

And I have chosen my judge¬
ment;
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wbngy'y r§yty

ky yhlty lhsdykh

ky 'th 'ly

lm[

.15

ltryb14 ryby

ky brz ftkmtkh

hwk^th by

1]mw'dw^ ®
wthy twkhtkh ly

lSm^h wSswn

25wngy'y lmrp' '[wlm
1 n§<?

wbwz §ry ly

lklyl kbwd

wk^lwny lgbwrt 26wlm
(9:8c-10d, 23a-26a)

17

And taken pleasure in my
punishment,

For I have hoped for Thy
mercies.

For Thou, 0 my God,

To ...

... Thou dost fight my fight,

For in the marvel of Thy
wisdom

Thou hast reproved me;

And Thou hast hidden truth
until its time,

... until its season.

But Thy chastisement will
become for me

Gladness and joy,

And my affliction, eternal
healing,

... forever.

The contempt of my enemy for
me

Will become the consummation
of glory,

And my stumbling to eternal
strength.

The meaning of 24c-25d is clear; the suffering has
been redemptive "for me" (lj£). There is no suggestion in
this passage that the author's suffering has any meaning
for anyone other than himself, much less any concept of
vicarious suffering.

A further, and more devastating, criticism of those
who find extensive quotation of the 'bd yhwh passages, and
the role of the "I" in them, is that they assume an under¬
standing of the prophet Isaiah which is completely foreign
to the nature of exegesis and the understanding of the prophet
which prevailed at the time the Scrolls were written. The
Servant Songs were not isolated as such until Duhm's work

1 8
in 1892. Most scholars of the present generation would
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extend Duhm's minimum list, but they do not agree among

themselves. Not everyone would include 61:1-3, as does
19

Dupont-Sommer, although it does have some of the qual¬
ities of the songs in Deutero-Isaiah. The unity as well
as the extent of the songs, and their relationship to the
rest of Deutero-Isaiah, are problems which still have not
found a solution acceptable to all scholars, and no attempt
will be made to solve them here. The point is that this
is a problem of modern research; there is no evidence what¬
ever to assume that in the Hellenistic period it had oc¬

curred to any Jewish sect to isolate these psalms from the

body of Isaiah. The book was implicitly accepted as a u-

nity. Further, the character of exegesis at that time was

atomistic; the context of a verse, as well as its histor¬
ical basis, were of little concern to exegetes of that

20
day. The biblical commentaries found at Qumran confirm
that this was especially true among the Essenes. Not even
in the New Testament is there a recognition of the unique¬
ness of the *bd yhwh passages. There are citations of var¬

ious verses from them, including 52:13-53:12; as prophecies
of the life and death of Jesus; but these are citations
of specific passages which were looked on by the New Testa¬
ment writers as messianic prophecies, not as passages which
portray an eschatological figure known as "the Servant of
the Lord." As was true of the understanding of Isaiah gen¬

erally prevailing in Palestinian Judaism, various portions
of the Servant Songs were interpreted in various ways, and

21
the interpretation of the different portions was consistent.

Nothing in the Qumran scrolls, least of all in the Ilodayoth,
requires us to believe that the understanding of the Ser¬
vant Songs was any different from that of the Judaism of
that time. We cannot assume therefore, that the "I" was
claimed to be the 'bd, or even the Suffering Servant. It
may well be that it was thought that certain portions of
the Servant Songs in Isaiah applied to him, and particularly
those which referred to suffering, but there is no identi¬
fication with the Servant, particularly since there is no
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reference to vicarious suffering.
The frequent use of * bdkh in the llodayoth need not

be considered as any serious challenge to the interpreta¬
tion above. It has various uses in the Old Testament,
only one of which is that it occurs several times in the
Servant passages.

C. Prophet

One of the suggestions which has been made concern¬

ing the role of the "I" of the Hodayoth in redemption is
that he was considered (or considered himself) to be a

22
prophet. Here we are on firmer ground. There can be
little doubt that the claims outlined in Chapter VI are

those which would be made on behalf of a prophet, and the
role of prophet will account for the claims made, when un¬

derstood within the context of Intertestamental Judaism.

Before proceding to examine the validity of this statement,
it should be pointed out that this is no light claim to
be presented. According to tradition, prophecy was a thing
of the past in Judaism, and would reappear only in the

23
messianic age. The fact that the sect accepted the "I"
as a prophet means they accorded him a very high role in¬
deed, as well as meaning that they considered the messianic
age to have begun, in some way, in the history of the sect.
It is also possible that there were other "prophets" in
the history of the sect, of course, so this does not mean

that we can now identify the "I" of the Hodayoth. In the
opinion of this writer, the "I" of the Hodayoth was undoubt¬
edly accepted as a prophet both by the sectarians and by
the writers of the Hodayoth, and probably considered him¬
self to be a prophet. In support of this opinion, the fol¬
lowing examination of its validity is offered.

The claim to possess superior, esoteric knowledge,
and to be the one ^io imparts that knowledge to God's peo¬

ple, is the distinguishing feature of prophecy. The proph¬
ets were the charismatic leaders of God's people, the ones
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who spoke in behalf of Cod what was unknown to Cod's peo¬

ple, unless revealed by the prophets. The prophet within
the sectarian community, however, instead of speaking to
the whole of the nation, spoke to the community, which was

the righteous remnant. Thus there is no need to press the

suitability of the role of prophet to satisfy this claim.
The claim to possess the spirit is also consistent

with the nature of prophecy (cf. Dan. 4:8, 5:11). The
spirit, in the Hodayoth, is the agency through whom the
knowledge which is his comes to the "I."

The Deuteronomic writings habitually refer to the
prophets as the servants of God, and although the pre-exilic
prophets used 'bd sparingly as a mode of self-designation,

24
it later came into more frequent usage. It is this use

which best accounts for the use in 1QH, along with ordinary
25

modest self-designation. The word 'bd occurs very fre¬

quently in Deutero-Isaiah, both within and outside of the
Servant songs. Inasmuch as there are few specific allusions
to the Servant songs in 1QH, and the writers would probably
not have distinguished the songs as entities distinct from
the rest of Isaiah, it is best to consider the use of *bd
in the Hodayoth as nothing more than what could be expected
to occur when referring to a prophet.

The claim to divine protection, and to divine elec¬
tion, is also part of the prophetic office (Jer. 1:4-10).
The prophets were frequently called upon to undergo danger
in connection with their prophetic office, and they were

under the protection of God. Part of their message was

their insistence on faith in the face of danger and appar¬

ently certain disaster; and their demonstration of that
kind of faith in their own lives. Moses, Elijah, Jeremiah,
Micaiah, and many of the other prophets accepted extremely
dangerous situations as part of their prophetic office,
because their messages were bound to be unpopular, and
opposed by powerful, influential, and often ruthless peo¬

ple.

The claim to hold a position of peculiar importance
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in the formation of the community is particularly well
suited to the role or Moses redivivus. Moses is given
the title ' bd yhwh forty times in the MT. One of these
is Ex. 14:31, where "in what he powerfully accomplished
Yahweh was so obviously present that the people's respon-

27
sive faith submits to Moses and to Yahweh in him." But

here again, we must be careful not to go further than what
is demonstrable on the basis of 1QH itself. The expecta¬
tion of Moses redivivus is based on the "prophecy" in Deut.

18:15, 18; and there is no hint of a reference to these
verses in 1QII. Neither is there any reference to the proph¬

ecy of the prophetic forerunner (Eli.jah redivivus) of Mai.

3:1; 4:5. We do know that the passages in Deuteronomy were

valued by the sect, since Deut. 18:18f is quoted in the
28

Testimonia, and the expectation of a prophet as one of
three Messianic figures is thought by many to have been

29
typical of the Messianic doctrines of the sect. But

there is nothing in the Ilodayoth to indicate that the "I"
was believed to fulfill any of these roles. His claim to

preeminence and his redemptive function as a formative in¬
fluence in the life of the sect can be accounted for simply
in terms of his role as a prophet, without it being neces¬

sary to say what prophet. His portrait in many ways is
drawn from the figure of Moses, but it includes aspects
from the other prophets as well, and the citations of and
references to the prophetic literature are much more fre¬

quent than those from the Pentateuch. Moses was not the

only prophet whose career had a formative influence on the
life of Israel; the same is true of most of the prophets.
Each one gave new insights into the thinking of the relig¬
ious community, and led them in new directions. The career
of each of them was formative, and the teachings and in¬
sights of each became a part of the traditions and total
self-understanding of the nation. This is what the "I"
of the Hodayoth has done for the sect.

In connection with the identification of the role

of the "I" of the Hodayoth as that of prophet, It should
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be pointed out that the literary form of the Hodayoth is
as suitable to prophecy as it is to psalm literature.
Much of the prophets in their present form (and probably
most in the originals) is written in poetry. A great deal
of it is in the form of oracles, hymns, and poems, similar
in many respects to the Hodayoth. The standard introduc¬
tory formula for the Hodayoth, and the one from which their
name is derived, 'wdkh 'dwny, is in all probability taken
from Isa. 12:1 (Qr.). It is entirely conceivable that the
sectarians looked on the Hodayoth as a book of prophecy,
rather than as a collection of hymns or psalms.

Finally, the sufferings and persecutions to which
the "I" of the Hodayoth was subjected are no more than
could be expected for a prophet. Most of the prophets
were at one time or another subjected to this kind of life,
and suffering, persecution, and even martyrdom were looked
on as "an integral part of the prophetic calling."'0 One
thinks naturally of Moses, Elijah, and Jeremiah in this
respect, but the same was true of others as well. This
aspect of the role of the "I" of the Hodayoth in redemption
is something which deserves special attention.

D. Martyr

Increasing attention has been paid in recent years

to the occurrence in pre-Christian Judaism of the venera¬

tion of martyrs. This was pointed out by Bousset more than

fifty years ago in 1903; he insisted that martyrs had been
considered heroes ever since Maccabean times, and that there

31
was a cult of prophet-martyrs.' A fuller treatment of
the subject has more recently been offered by Lohse in
Martyrer und Gottesknecht, centering on the martyr cult

32
and the veneration of the tombs of the martyrs. The sug¬

gestion has already been put forward that the Teacher of
Righteousness was such a prophet-martyr, and the honor and
respect accorded him by the sectarians can best be under-

33
stood in these terms. It is not unlikely, however, that
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during the history of the sect there were more than one

such prophet-martyr, perhaps many. The "I" of the Hoda-

yoth was one of them. The deliniation of his role as an

agent of redemption, and the constant references to his
sufferings and persecution, fit admirably with the role
of the prophet-martyr.

In an Appendix to his New Testament Theology, E.
Stauffer has listed "The Principal Elements of the Old
Riblical Theology of Martyrdom," with many cross-refer-

34
ences to both canonical and non-canonical texts. His

results reveal a well-defined and extensive system of

thought about martyrs, but it must be acknowledged that
he draws from a wide array of sources, which in themselves
might not possess the unity that would appear from his pres¬

entation. Furthermore, when the references are checked,
it can be seen that some of them are passages which infer

only indirectly what they are cited to support. In other
words, they probably imply aspects of the theology of mar¬

tyrdom, but this is true only after several steps of in¬
ductive reasoning. Nevertheless, despite these drawbacks,
the total amount of evidence presented by Stauffer is im¬

pressive, and on the whole, his structure is sound. There¬
fore his list of the elements of the martyr cult will be
used here to demonstrate the suitability of this interpre¬
tation of the role of the "I" of the Hodayoth. Stauffer's
full listing is repeated below, except that references to
the Hodayoth, where applicable, are substituted for his
references.

A. The shape of martyrdom
1. The people of God is the martyr nation among the
Gentiles. (5:5; 6:7).
2. Those people of God who are loyal to the Torah are
persecuted by the Gentiles and their accomplices.
(2:18-19; 4:6-7).
3. Those people of God who are loyal to the Torah are
persecuted by their apostate fellows. (2:18-19;
2:31-39; 4:6-9; 5:23-28).
4. The people of God persecute the messengers of God.
(2:8-19; 2:20-30; 4:8-9).
5. The blood of Abel cries to heaven till the end of
time.
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6. Even the picture of Messiah has traces of the mar¬
tyr in it. (3:1-18; 8:4-26).
7. Even the picture of the Son of Man has traces of
the martyr in it.

B. The fate of martyrdom
8. The confessors live in the desert, far from the
wickedness and pursuits of the world. (8:4-26).
9. The persecutors use suspicions and slanders, false
accusations and false witnesses against those who are
faithful to God. (2:10-12; 2:33-34; 5:24-30; 7:11-12).
10. The martyrs are treated undeservedly like thieves
and killed and in this sense suffer innocently. (2:17-18;
2:32-33; 5:24-30; 7:11-12).
11. The martyrs frequently suffer and die in the arena,
which was a recognized institution also in Palestine
in hellenistic times. (5:5-19).
12. Martyrs are often scourged and crucified, and
'cross' therefore appears occasionally as the inclusive
term for a martyr's fate.
13. The martyr's death is a sign of his coming victory.
(2:13; 15:20).
14. Lists of martyrs kept memory fresh about the typ¬
ical murder of the saints in history.
15. History has also seen some miraculous deliverances
which God has wrought for his faithful ones. (2:6-8;
2:28-30; 2:34-36; 5:5-19, etc.).

C• God's Glory and the shame and glory of martyrdom
16. The martyrs suffer for the name of the one true
God, and glorify him in their death. (1:30-33; 2:23-25;
4:28-29; 6:10).
17. The martyrs willingly drink the cup that God has
prepared for them. (1:31-33; 6:7-8; 9:8-13).
18. The martyr's strength derives from the fearless¬
ness of those that fear God. (1:31-33; 2:6-8; 2:22-23;
4:35-37; 7:6-8).
19. The martyrs prefer eternal to temporal glory (the
oath of renunciation). (4:22-25; 10:20-32; 14:17-22;
15:10-12).
20. The martyr's road leads through short tribulation
to eternal glory. (2:23-30; 3:19-23; 4:20-22; 9:23-28).
21. The saints that have been slain are at peace.
22. The martyrs pass at death directly to heaven.
23. The martyrs' road leads from the circumscribed to
the spacious. (2:21-22; 3:19-23; 5:32-33; 7:13-15).
24. The martyrs will receive a place of honour and an
honourable reward in the world tc come. (4:20-22;
6:12-14).

D. The slaughter of the saints and the revenge of God
25. The martyrs throw contentions, curses and prayers
for revenge at those who slaughter the saints ('Perse¬
cution polemics'). (2:12-13; 2:31-32; 4:13-16; 17:20-21).
26. The blood of the martyrs will be the destruction
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of their persecutors. (2:32-33).
27. Those who slaughter the saints are punished for
their offences, and come to a miserable end. (2:23-30;
6:25-36).
28. The way of the slayer of the saints passes through
a brief triumph to eternal torment. (3:16-18; 3:35-36;
4:18-20).
29. The turning-point of history can only come when
the measure of atrocities is full, and when the last
slaughter of a saint has been accomplished. (3:16-18;
4:18-20; 6:25-36; 9:24; 13:7-13; 13:19-21; 15:13-17).

E. Witness against the accused and the contest at law
30. God's messenger is involved in the controversy
between God and man as the witness (^_d, /jixprus) for
the prosecution against the ungodly and is therefore
persecuted.
31. The eye-witnesses' accounts of the slaughter of
the saints count as evidence for the prosecution at
the last judgement. (2:17-19; 2:32-33).
32. The names of the saints that have been slain are
recorded and at the last judgement serve as evidence
against the persecutors. (1:22-25; 3:36).
33. At the last judgement the persecutors will look
with dread upon the transfigured martyrs. (4:26;
6:31-34).
34. The persecuted and murdered saints will reappear
in the controversy between God and the world of men
as witnesses for the prosecution against their perse¬
cutors. (6:34).

F. Warfare and Victory
35. Martyrdom is one of the forms taken by the war
between the civitas dei and the civitas diaboli.
(2:8-19; 2:20-30).
36. The princes who slaughter the saints are, and are
called, tyrants. (2:21).
37. The persecutors are ravenous beasts. (5:5-19).
38. The martyr is a combatant (gladiator, boxer,
wrestler). (2:14).
39. Martyrdom is a fight with beasts. (5:5-19;
5:27-28).
40. The suffering of martyrdom is a wrestling with
Satan. (2:16-17; 3:24-36; 4:13-14; 6:22).
41. The whole cosmos watches the bloodstained spec¬
tacle of the martyrs' suffering and war. (3:19-36;
5:27-28).

G. Expiatory suffering
42. The martyr makes atonement in the first instance
for his own sins. (3:6-7; 5:15-19; 6:8; 9:24-28;
17:12).
43. The martyr prays for his people. (11:33-34;
17:20-21; 18:8-9).
44. The blood of the martyr atones for the sin of his
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people. (2:8-19; 5:23).
45. The martyr prays for his persecutors. (7:29-33).
46. The blood of the martyr atones for the sin of the
persecutor.
47. The blood of the martyrs serves to sustain the
world.

A check of these references will reveal that some

of them also are only inferential or indirect. Neverthe¬

less, there are enough which definitely apply that the cor¬

relation is impressive.
It is apparent, however, that there are some of these

for which no specific references have been listed. It must

be remembered that Stauffer has drawn from a great number
of sources, embodying a number of different traditions with¬
in Judaism, no one of which would necessarily embody every¬

thing. His picture is a composite one. We cannot expect

every detail to appear in one relatively limited scroll.
It is amazing to this writer that so much of the picture
is to be found in the Hodayoth. Some of the things which
are missing are what could be expected to be missing.
There is no reference in the Hodayoth, of course, to the
death of the "I," because they are pseudonymously ascribed
to him. But in the light of the correlation with the rest
of the picture, it is probably safe to assume that the "I"
of the Hodayoth suffered martyrdom. It is entirely con¬

sistent with the times in which the Essenes flourished that

there was bloodshed included in the sectarian strife be¬

tween them and the other sects of the Jews, especially since
their principle opponents were associated with the temple
and the priesthood. That the "I" of the Hodayoth was one

of a number of martyrs is certainly reasonable, but his
death would only be reflected by the general tenor of the
scroll, since it could not be actually referred to direct¬
ly.

Similarly, references to the afterlife are as infre¬
quent and ambiguous with reference to martyrdom as they
are generally in the scroll, so that none of these refer¬
ences are definite. The same is true in the case of refer¬

ence to the Messiah (or Messiahs), except those passages which
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refer basically to the community. Finally, the piety of
the sect did not include love for one's enemies, so we

could hardly expect the Hodayoth to reveal any documen¬
tation of that aspect of Stauffer's outline which includes

prayer and atonement for the persecutors.
Thus there is no claim made on behalf of the "I" of

the Hodayoth which cannot be accounted for in the role of
a prophet-martyr, and there is no need to look for another
role to assign him. This identification of his role and

position in the community meets the demands listed above
on p. 177. Whether the "I" was the only such prophet-mar¬

tyr so venerated by the sect, or whether there were more,

is not possible to determine on the basis of the evidence
available.

There is a parallel to this role to be found in the
New Testament, as the role which Jesus himself considered
himself to be fulfilling. In the sayings of Jesus in the

Synoptic Gospels, one of the roles in which Jesus presents
himself is that of the suffering prophet; and particularly,
his own attitude to his persecution and the prospect of
his death (as opposed to later interpretation of his death
and his Messianic claims) was largely that of a prophet
facing martyrdom. The title "Son of Man," although it im¬
plies more than just this, is also suggestive of the prophet
Ezekiel and his sufferings. This whole theme has been

carefully explored by Paul F. Davies."^ The problem is
that in the Gospels Jesus is presented as one who con¬

sciously brings together many different strands of tradi¬

tion, so that his role is a complex one, weaving together
many Old Testament and 1ntertestamental strands of tradi¬
tion. Just how much of this was the conscious intent of

Jesus, and how much represents the efforts of the early
church to leave no aspect of the role of the Messiah out
of the account of the life of Jesus, is hard to say. It
is not likely that the theme of the martyr-prophet would
have been added by the church, hut It is, nevertheless,
possible. It could have been added as an explanation of
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the otherwise embarrassing fact that the Messiah had ac¬

tually died as a criminal. On the other hand, this role
of Jesus is not of major importance in the other writings
of the New Testament, and this would support Davies' thesis
that this interpretation of his role conies from Jesus him¬
self.

E. The Sufferings of the "I"

The most important significance for the "I" of his

sufferings, as has already been pointed out (above, cf.
also Chapter IV) was their relationship to his own redemp-

36
tion. In the passage quoted above from col. 9 it is

apparent that despite his polemic against his adversaries,
he acknowledges that the ultimate source of his suffering
is Cod, and that it has a purpose; it is his chastisement,
his punishment, through which he is healed. The "I" ac¬

cepted atonement by expiation through his own suffering,
but at the same time gave full credit to God for his re¬

demption, without being aware of the conflict. Suffering
is a part of the process by which he is redeemed. This
theme is expressed in a slightly different way elsewhere:

wlm'n hgbyrkh by

lngd bny 'dm

hplth jgb'bywn
wtby'hw bm§[rp

kzh]b bm'Sy '3

wkksp mzwqq

bkwr nwphym

l£hr Sb'tym^
j7wymhrw 'ly r5'y
'[z]ym bm§wqwtm

wkwl hywm

And in order to manifest Thy
power in me

Before the sons of man,

Thou hast worked wonders with
the poor one,

And brought him into a cru¬
cible ,

Like gold into the action
of fire,

And like silver being refined

In the furnace of the smith,

To purify him sevenfold.

\nd my wicked deeds rush upon
me,

Powerful in their distresses,

And all the day
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3 8
ydk'w npsy ' They crush my soul.

lgw'th 'ly But Thou, 0 my God,
it render 1
a whisper

3 9
t£yb s'rh ldmmh Host render the tempest into

(5:15c-18b)

One function exercised by the sufferings of the "I,"
therefore, in his own estimation, is that they serve to

purify him from sin, and therefore to function in his re¬

demption. This is consistent with the picture of the mar¬

tyr-prophet presented above. This does not contradict his
doctrine of grace and forgiveness, however, for he recog¬

nizes that his punishment has not been in keeping with his

trespass, as expressed in this same psalm:

'wdkh 'dwny I thank Thee, 0 Lord,

ky 1' 'zbtny For Thou hast not abandoned
40 me

bgwry b'm [nkry When I sojourned among an
alien people;

wl'] k'Smty g£p$.tny And Thou hast not judged me
according to my trespass,

wl' 'zbtny bzmwt y§ry Nor abandoned me in the evil
42 of my intentions;

wt'zwr mSfot tyyy But hast helped my life against
43 the pit,

wttn [ ] And given ...

(5:5a—6d)

A second function exercised by his sufferings is that
which was explained in Chapter IV. It is through his suf¬
ferings and persecutions that he has become aware of his
redemption from sin. his awareness of his inclusion in
the lot of the Sons of Light is derived from his experience
of suffering; from the crucial series of events described
at the end of Chapter III, to which many of the references
in 1QH probably refer. It is for these reasons that he
can rejoice in his sufferings, and the Hodayoth can there¬
fore properly be called "Thanksgiving" Hymns.

There are further results of his sufferings and per¬

secution, however, which relate not to himself so much as
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to his fellow sectarians. He frequently states that his

affliction, and his deliverance from it (and from sin),
are accomplished "to make known Thy mighty deeds before
all Thy works" (1:33). The manifestation of God's power

serves to enhance God's glory (4:28), as well as to be the
means by which his opponents are led into their destruction

(2:24; cf. 2:19).
Furthermore, his sufferings have their part to play

in the redemption of the elect and the condemnation of the

wicked, as claimed especially in 2:8-19. The interpreta¬
tion of this psalm was suggested in Chapter VI. There is
no clear indication here (or anywhere else in those portions
of the Hodayoth which have survived) that the "I" of the

Hodayoth was believed to have achieved redemption through
44

vicarious suffering on behalf of his fellow sectarians,
although such a view would not have been inconsistent with
the role of the martyr-prophet, as can be seen from Stauffer's
outline. Vicarious suffering may easily have been in the

background of this passage, and the writers and the secta¬
rians may have believed that the "I" of the llodayoth had
achieved redemption through vicarious suffering, but the
text only tells what has happened. The most that can be
said on the basis of the text itself is that "individual

45
suffering accomplishes individual salvation." The dis¬
tinction is between sufferirg which in itself achieves re¬

demption on behalf of others, and suffering which is a means

by which redemption becomes a reality, or which is one con¬

tributing cause to a situation in which redemption has been
accomplished. The passage in col. 2, and others like it
in the Hodayoth, only states that the attitude taken to
the "I" by the members of the two groups has been in keep¬
ing with their membership either in the lot of the Sons of
Light or the lot of the Sons of Darkness. Fach one has
reacted to him (and looks on him as a blessing or a curse)
according to his lot. It is implied (but even this is not
actually stated) that the choice either to accept him or

reject him has been instrumental in deciding which lot the
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individual enters, and it is certain that the acceptance
or rejection of the "I" took place at a time when he was

being persecuted. Some of the terms used (particularly
mrp*) might suggest vicarious suffering, but it should be
remembered that this whole series of comparisons is made

up of metaphors, of which this could well be one. The

question is one which cannot be answered with certainty,
because there is not enough evidence to go on in the Hoda-

yoth themselves. If this passage implies vicarious suffer¬

ing, it is the only one in the J'odayoth which does so. On
the other hand, it certainly implies that the sufferings
of the "I" of the Hodayoth are of importance in the redemp¬
tion of his companions, as a part of his role as an agent
of redemption, and of a prophet-martyr.

F. Summary

The sufferings of the "I" of the llodayoth are a part
of his role of prophet-martyr, which is the best descrip¬
tion of his role as an agent of redemption. This accounts

for all of the claims made on his behalf. He was the one

through whom God made known his redemptive purposes to the
sect. Through him God determined the lots of the Sons of

Light and the Sons of Darkness, distinguishing between

righteous and wicked. He was the leader of the community,
their source of light and nourishment, their father and
mother. His ministry was decisive in the formation of the

sect, and probably unique in the history of the sect; we

cannot know, however, on the basis of texts available to

date, who lie was.

It needs to be repeated, however, that he was no

more than an agent of redemption; God is the author of
redemption, the one who actually redeems. There is no
hint of divinity or Messiahship in the role oi the "I" of
the Ilodayoth. He constantly praises God for his own re¬

demption, insisting that God is the source of it, not only
for himself, but for the whole community. Furthermore,
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contrary to Christianity, there is no indication that the

redemption is intended for everyone, or even for all who
will listen. It is limited to the lot of the redeemed,
so chosen by God through his predestination of all men for

redemption or judgement. The role of the "I" of the Iloda-

yoth is in this sense mechanistic; it consists in playing
the part, and carrying out the functions, determined by
God before creation, accomplishing the inevitable. On the
other hand, the whole tenor of the Hodayoth, with their
profound but effervescent sense of joy and praise, reveal
that the author was very much aware of a dynamic quality
to his redemption and the redeemed life. It is in this

duality in his understanding of the doctrine of redemption
that that doctrine is best understood.
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APPENDIX A

THE INTERPRETATION OF 1QH 3:1-18

Of all of the psalms included in 1QH, none has re¬

ceived so much attention as the one at the beginning of
column three. It is among the most difficult of the QT
to interpret, and there has been considerable controversy
about it. It would be impossible to review all of the

scholarly opinions about it here;^ and, as it is under¬
stood by this author, it is not of central importance to
the doctrine of redemption in the Ilodayoth, aside from what
has already been said about it in the body of the text.
The purpose of this Appendix is simply to present the text
and point out the interpretation accepted here and a few
observations which may be of interest.

A. Text

,[ ]wby[ ]2
2[ ]hb -lw[ ]3
3[ w'th ']ly4
h'yrwth pny3 [

4[ ] Ikh7
Hast illumined my face

... to Thee,

And Thou, 0 my God

• • •

bkbwd 'wlm In eternal glory

5

'
m kwl [ ]®
-[ ]9 pykh

With all ...

Thy mouth,

wtfylny10 m[ ]11
wm[ ]12
g[ hw5]'th^3 np§[y^4

And Thou didst deliver me
from ...

And from ...

Thou hast redeemed my soul

• • •
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1' ]'^ yhswbwny
1 6wylyrnw nps(y]

k'wnyh'^ b[m]§wlwt^®
['zwt] 19
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^wk'yr mb§r
20

mlp[ny §ryh]
21

w'hyh b§wqh

kmw 'st ldh mbkryh

ky' nhpkw §yr[yh]'

^wfobl nmr§ '1 m§bryh
lhhyl bkwr hryh

ky' b'w bnym
' d msbry mwt2^

gWhryt gbr
h§rh25 bhblyh

ky' bmsbry mwt

tmlyt zkr

wbtybly §'wl

ygyh 1Qmkwr hryh
pi' yw'§ ' m gbwrtw

2 6
wyplt mmSbrym

bhrytw hliySw kwl ^mSbrym
whbly mr§ bmwldyhm

wpljwt lhwrwtm

wbmwldyw yhpkw

kwl jyrym ^ ^bkv/r hryh
whryt 'p'h

lhbl nmr§
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They did not consider me

They made my life

Like a ship in the mighty
deeps,

And like a fortified city

Before its attackers.

But I am in distress

Like a woman in labor for her
first-born,22

When her pangs come suddenly,

And violent pains at her
contractions,

To bring to birth the first¬
born of the pregnant one.

For sons have come

To the waves of death;

And she who is bearing a man-
child

Suffers in her labor.

For in the waves of death

She delivers a male child,

And in the pains of Sheol

He breaks forth from the cru¬
cible of the pregnant one -

A Wonderful Counsellor with
his power.

A man is cast forth from the
waves;

In her who conceived him all
the waves hasten,

And violent pains when they
are born,

And terror for those who bear
them.

At his birth come suddenly

All the pangs in the crucible
of the pregnant one;

And the one who conceived a

serpent
Is beset by violent pains



wmlbry sfot

lkwl m'sy pl§wt

wyrw'w ^3'w^y qyr
k'wnyh *1 pny mym

wyhmw l^qym

bqwl hmwn

wywlby 'pr

14kywrdy ymym
nb'tym mbmwn mym

27
whkmyhm lmw

kml^ym bm§wlwt

ky ttbl' jgkwl hkmtm
bhmwt ymym

brtwh thwmwt

'1 nbwky mym
n Q

[whtrg]sw lrwm glym

^gWm§bry mym
bhmwn qwlm

29
wbhtrgSm yptftw s[#w]l

[wyprw kw]l30 lj§y 5ht

^ y'm m§'dm
lthvvm ysmy'w qwlm

wypthw s'ry [£'wl

lkwl]3* m'£y 'p'h

lgwysgrw dlty 5&t
b'd hryt 'wl

wbryhy 'wlm

b' d kwl rw^jy 'p'h
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And the wnves of the pit,

With all its wares of horror.

The foundations of the wall
tremble,

Like a ship on the face of
the water;

The clouds roar

With a roaring voice;

Those who dwell on dry land

Are like those who go down
to the sea;

They are terrified by the roar
of the waters.

Their wise men are to them

Like sailors on the depths;

For all their wisdom is con¬

founded
When the seas roar,

When the depths boil

Above the wellsprings of water.

The waves storm to the heights,

And the billows of the sea

With the roar of their voice,

And when they storm they open
up Sheol

And loose all the arrows of
the pit.

With their steps

They sound forth their voice
to the deep,

And open up the gates of Sheol

To all the works of the ser¬

pent;
And the doors of the pit close

Upon her who conceived wicked¬
ness,

And the eternal bars

Upon all the spirits of the
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Serpent.
(3:1-18)

B. The Wonderful Counsellor

The major question in the discussion of this psalm
has been whether or not it is intended to be Messianic;
and specifically, whether the phrase pi* yw'g 'm gbwrtw
in 1. 10 is a direct reference to the pi' yw's *1 gbwr of

Isa- 9:5. While most commentators have upheld the messi-
32

anic interpretation, some have denied it and others have
33

reserved judgement. In connection with Baumgarten and
Mansoor's call for an interpretation according to "the
plain meaning of the text," in the opinion of this author
the reply of Prownlee is appropriate:

There is no plain meaning of the text, however, which
does not include the clear reference to the Messiah
under the title 'the Wonderful Counsellor' in line 10.
Moreover, here is a text of such profundities, that
one cannot grasp the meaning at all if he remains
simply on the surface. If this is simply personal, as
the 'I' often seems in the hymns, with what woman is
he comparing himself? She is certainly not an ordinary
woman in an ordinary childbirth.
There is no doubt in the mind of this author that

the passage was intended to be, and was taken to be, a

reference to Isa. 9:5. The alteration of the wording from
pi' yw'g '1 gbwr to pi' yw'? 'm gbwrtw has been cited as
evidence that the author, rather than intending a messianic
interpretation, was trying to make only a passing reference
to a familiar passage, while carefully avoiding a messianic
claim.But even a casual acquaintance with the scroll
is enough to make one aware that this is just the way scrip¬
ture is cited in the Hodayoth. There is seldom any more

exact or extensive quotation than the one in question; the

only more explicit quotation is in 2:29-30, which shows
evidence on the ms. of having been altered to agree with
Ps. 26:12. Texts frequently are altered greatly or con¬

flated with other texts to make them fit the purpose of
the psalm. Moreover, the "woman in travail" theme must



be taken into consideration. Hinson himself lists several

passages, from both the OT and the NT, which support the
association of the travail of child-birth with messianic

3 6
references. It is inconceivable that among people so

thoroughly familiar with the text of the OT as were the
members of the Qumran community, and so completely wrapped
up in eschatological expectations, the author should not

intend, and the readers should not infer, a messianic im¬
plication in these words. Other messianic references in
the passage, such as zkr and gbr, and the possibility of
a reference to the antichrist, serve to reinforce the in¬
terpretation, but depend on the messianic interpretation
of the pi' yw'^.

C. Interpreting the Messianic Reference

The important question, however, in the interpreta¬
tion of this passage, is still to be answered. In what
way did the author intend the messianic reference to be
taken? Perhaps the hesitation of some to accept the messi¬
anic interpretation is based upon an assumption that those
who have supported it are implying that the "I" of the Hoda-
yoth is here proclaimed to be the Messiah. Such an inter¬
pretation is, of course, out of the question, but this has
seldom been pointed out; it is not even mentioned in Hinson's
article, which is entitled "Ilodayoth, III, 6-18: In What
Sense Messianic?"J

In the psalm, the figure of the woman in travail is
introduced as a metaphor in describing the sufferings of
the author. Minson sees it as a part of a three-fold ex¬

ample, in which the figures of a ship in distress, a belea¬

guered city, and a woman in travail are mentioned briefly
37

and then elaborated in reverse order. The elaboration

of the figures of the ship in distress and the beleaguered
city is, as llinson admits, indistinct. Moreover, the amount
of space devoted to the theme of the woman in travail greatly
exceeds the other two.
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Mit der Schilderung der Geburt wird der Rahmen dor
Darstellung dor Drangsal uberschritten. Ftwas gartz
neues ist da, was kein Analogon in den bisher bekannten
Qumrantexten besitzt.38
Any identification, nevertheless, of the "I" of the

Hodayoth with any figure in the metaphor is strictly by

analogy. This must be admitted at the outset. But this
does not mean that such an identification is not to be made.

On the contrary, it is probable that such an identification
was intended. But the analogy must be so construed that
the "I" of the Hodayoth is parallel with the woman, not
the Messiah. The pi' yw'9 is the offspring; the result
of the sufferings of the "I." This, combined with the use

of the plural bnym in 1. 8, and the recurrence of the plural
elsewhere, has led Betz to the conclusion that the offspring
is (are) to be identified with the community, interpreted

39
messianically, of which the "I" is the "mother." This
is the most reasonable interpretation of the psalm which
this author has seen, and is certainly consistent both with
the role of the "I" in redemption, and with the role of
the community as it appears elsewhere in 1QH. Furthermore,
this psalm is obviously eschatological, the last part of
it being so infused with the imagery of apocalyptic that
it is difficult to make sense of it. The strong impression

is given, however, that the existence of the community (the
pi' yw'^), and its difficulties, are instrumental in the
sequence of events leading up to the eschaton.

It is important to note that for the figures of the
ship and the city, the verb is wysymw (third person plural),
whereas for the figure of the woman it is w'hyh (first per¬

son singular). The conjunction of w'hyh is translated above
by "but," rather than by "and" as in most of the transla¬
tions. This is intended to show that what the author is

doing is showing that his tribulation at the hands of his
persecutors is like the travail of the mother of the Messiah;
that is, although they intended to do him great harm, and
have indeed succeeded in causing him great suffering; never¬

theless, as a direct result of his suffering, something
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wonderful has happened. The figures of the ship and the

city represent the intent of the persecutors; the figure
of the woman represents the experience of the author. Not

only does this partially explain the lack of balance be¬
tween the figures of the city and the ship on the one hand
and the woman in travail on the other, but it also explains
the relationship with the beginning of the column. The
first few lines of the column are very fragmentary, but
it is obvious from what can be made out that this is a

psalm of thanksgiving for deliverance from some kind of
trouble. If this column is continuous with the psalm at

the end of column 2, this is even more likely. After thank¬

ing God for his deliverance, the author returns to the de¬
scription of suffering, and the interpretation of it, in
line 6, with "They did not consider me ...." The closing

lines, beginning with "Those who dwell on dry land," can

then be seen as a description of the judgement brought on

themselves by his tormentors, who are like "those who go
down to the sea" (possibly the author and his associates;
cf. below) in their discomfort and terror.

It is interesting to note that Jesus comforts his
disciples in similar terms, pointing out to them that their
present sorrow will turn into joy, as does that of a woman

in travail when she is delivered (Jn. 16:20ff).

D. The Birth-Pangs of the Messiah

The occurrence of this passage in the Hodayoth con¬

firms the opinion that there was a more developed tradition
of the birth-pangs of the Messiah than the scattered OT
references listed by Hinson would indicate. A key passage

in the understanding of this tradition is Rev. 12, and in
the opinion of this writer there is every likelihood that
both Rev. 12 and 1QH 3:1-18 derive ultimately from the same

apocalyptic "source," which was perhaps more of the nature
of a tradition, or which may have taken various forms, rather
than being a single written source. This tradition may also
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be reflected elsewhere in the New Testament; in the passages

listed by Hinson, and especially in the birth stories in
Matt, and Lk. A number of the details in these stories,
such as the birth in the stable after an arduous journey,
the persecution by Herod, the massacre of the Holy Innocents,
and the flight to Egypt, may be attempts by the authors to
show that there was a period of tribulation at the birth
of Jesus, in order to make the conditions of his birth com¬

ply with accepted tradition.
In the case of the story of the woman in Rev. 12 there

are also good reasons for believing that the author was

drawing upon a traditional source. It would be strange,

indeed, if the author of Revelation, writing many years

after the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus, should
refer to his birth as a part of a vision of the future,

eschatological consu:nmation, if he were not drawing on some

prior tradition. Elsewhere in Revelation, the second coming
of the Lord is sudden, and as the conquering warrior; i. e.,

as a full-grown man. This is what is to be expected. The

figure of the birth of the Messiah simply does not fit in
with the rest of Revelation, except as a treatment of a

traditional source.

In view of the association of the Fssenes with the

apocalyptic tradition, it is entirely possible that the
source was Essene in origin. Indeed, in the form in which
the author of Revelation knew it, there are several inter¬
esting details which might reflect an Essene origin.

After the birth of the child (who is immediately taken

up to the throne of God), "the woman fled into the wilder¬
ness, where she has a place prepared by God, in which to
be nourished for one thousand two hundred and sixty days."
If this passage has an Essene source, the "place prepared
by God" for her in the wilderness might well be the Essene
retreat at Qumran. Carrying the analysis further, the woman

represents either the coirenunity (as some would interpret
the woman in 1QH) or the progenitor of the community (there
are references to other offspring in Rev. 12:17); and the
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dragon the authorities in Jerusalem, which oppressed her
and sought to devour her child, who miraculously escaped
and was taken up into heaven. The woman is "clothed with
the sun, with the moon under her feet" (v. 1). Reing "under
the feet" is a common figure for subjection; cf. Ps. 110:1.
A major point of contention between the Gumran sect and
the Jerusalem authorities was the calendar; the sect in¬
sisted on a solar calendar, instead of the lunar calendar

40
in use in Jerusalem. The dragon continues to pursue the

woman, who escapes (vv. 13ff). "Then the dragon was angry

witli the woman, and went off to make war on the rest of
her offspring, on those who keep the commandments of God
and bear testimony to Jesus. And he stood on the sand of
the sea" (v. 17). The "rest of her offspring" would be
the remaining members of the sect; there is mention of other
offspring in the hymn in the Ilodayoth, also.

The settlement on the shores of the Dead Sea could

explain the "sands of the sea." The reference in 1QH to
"those who go down to the sea" could conceivably refer to
the members of the sect in their retreat by the shores of
the Dead Sea, although this takes quite a stretch of the
imagination. The "sands of the sea" in Rev. 12 is, however,

meaningless otherwise. Some late manuscripts have tried to
relate v. 18 to what follows by altering torzQ/j to £drc|#^.
It is more likely that the original was ZGTOiQr/, and that
the following section was suggested to the author by Q^X^cnrhS*

There are more points of comparison here than might
be expected, but this does not mean that this interpretation
of Rev. 12 is necessary. At the present stage of research,
these items are not conclusive. Nevertheless, there are

enough to make an Fssene origin of Rev. 12 a reasonable

hypothesis to be considered.

*The various interpretations are discussed in burrows,
More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 317-321; and Holm-
Nielsen, op. clt. , ppT 51-64.

N. c. r. p.
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N. c. r. p.

4N. r. Suk., r. D.-S., cf. 4:5.

5Pny is written above the line.

N. c. r. p.

7N. c. r. p. Lkh may be the end of some other word,
such as [*th llkh, "I shall walk" (so app. THG).

8.,N. c. r. p.

g
N. c. r. p.

*°Suk., wtgw lnw. Tr.
It..
N. c. r. p.

1 2
N. c. r. p.

r. Suk., tr. This provides a parallel with
wtgylny in 1. 6; more knowledge of the context might make
"now my soul" more acceptable, however.

14N. r. Suk., tr.

'^N. r. Suk., r. D.-S., who reconstructs the preced¬
ing lacuna on the basis of Isa. 53:3.

1 6
N. r. Suk. , r. D.-S. , et a_l. Suk. does not even

show a lacuna, but there is damage to the ms. (water?), so
that even part of the § is missing, and there is adequate
room for the

17R. Suk., tr.
1 8

N. r. Suk. R. on basis of Neh. 9:11. From the
traces on the ms., the first letter can only be 'Ayn or
Sade.

i Q

Suk., b'wnyh; tr.
20

N. r. Suk., tr., although other reconstructions
have been suggested. D.-S. wrongly has the masculine suffix.

21
Suk., 'hyh; tr. Part of the Waw is visible on the

ms.

22
T. H.B. Several (B.-M., Licht) would emend to mbkyrh.

23
N. r. Suk., r. H.-N., tr. This reading is prefer¬

able to gyrym (D.-S.).
24
This distich is formed by an unusual combination
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of II Kings 19:3 (Isa. 37:3) and II Sam. 22:5.

25
D.-S. translates "1'Homme de d£tresse" with the

above as an alternative translation. Ilis desire to find
Isa. 53 throughout the Hodayoth is evident.

2 6
This must be Pu'al, although there is no Pu'al of

this verb in BH.

27
The Mem is written above the line, and is recorded

by Suk. as kw. It is not written like either the medial
or final Mem in 1QH, but Chamberlain's suggestion that a
final Mem has been traced over a medial is reasonable and
avoids the awkward form bwkmyh, and also kwlmw, Cf. note
in H.-N.

28
N. r. Suk., tr. (with gr6 or rg§).

29
N. r. Suk. , tr.

3<^N. r. Suk. Various suggestions have been made.
This reconstruction is based on 2:26. A different recon¬
struction is possible on the basis of 3:27.

31N. r. Suk., tr.
32
I. e., S. Mowinckel, "Some Remarks on Hodayot 39,

5-20," JBL, LXXV (1956), p. 276; and L. M. Silberman,
"Language and Structure in the Hodayot (1QH 3[37])," JBL,
LXXV (1956), pp. 96-106.

33I. e., Cross, op. cit.. p. 167; Burrows, More Light
on the Dead Sea Scrolls, p. 320; Baumgarten and Mansoor,
JBL. LXXIV (1955). p. 188-89.

34
Brownlee, "Messianic Motifs of Qumran and the New

Testament," p. 24.
35
Glenn Hinson, "Hodayoth, III, 6-18: In What Sense

Messianic?" Rd£, II (1960), p. 191.

36Ibid., p. 184.

37Ibid., p. 201.
3 8
Betz, "Die Geburt der Gemeinde durch den Lehrer,"

p. 318.
X Q

Ibid.. pp. 318-20.
40
Jaubert, op. cit.; cf. Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls,

pp. 239-242.
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23c-d 43

26 99

26b-27d 43

27 130

30-33 191

31-33 191(x2)
32 58

33 197

1-19 129

6-8 191(x2)
7d-8c 26, 65
8 26

8-19 150, 152, 165,
169, 170, 190,
192, 193, 197

2:8b-19c 145-148

2:8d-15d 49-50

2:10-12 191

2:12-13 191
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2:13 158, 177,
179, 191

2 14 1 92

2 15 47

2 16-1 7 192

2 17-18 191

2 17-19 1 92
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190(x2)

2 19 197

2 20 72
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2 20a-21b 93

2 21 192

2 21 f 92

2 21-22 191
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2 22d-24c 157

2 23-25 191

2 23-30 191, 192
2 23c-24c 23

2 24 197, 201
2 24d-25a 157
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2 26 213

2 28 131
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169, 178, 191,

203-213
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6-7 192

7 33

8ff 34

10 133

12-18 112

16-18 192(x2)
1 8a-d 47

19-23 113, 191(x 2)
19-36 36, 112, 192
19a-23d 64-65

21 14(x2), 141
21 c-d 28

22 46(x2), 62
22f 75

23 46

24 14

24-36 192

24f-25d 26

25 62

27 62, 213
35-36 192

36 192

5 21 2

5-40 98
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4 5 a-6c
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4 11

4 13-14
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4 13e-14c

4 16
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4 18
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4 19
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4 30-31 31 , 43 5: 24e-25c 104-105,
4 30-33 25 159

4 30c-33a 21-22 5 25d-26c 101

4 31 58 5 27-28 192(x2)

4 33-37 81, 191
5 32-33 191

4 34 21, 131
5 36 57, 58

4 34c-35c 25-26
6 1-36 112

4 34c-37e 96-97
6 6a-7a 109-110

4 35 64 6 6a-1Id 85-86

4 35-39 131
6 7 190
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6 7-8 191
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5 15-19 192 6 1 5f 178

5 15c-18b 195-196 6 17-35 112

5 15c-19a 97-98 6 1 9c-e 152

5 17 21 6 19c-21b 1 26

5 17a-d 29 6 21 61

5 20-39 98 6 21d-22a 15

5 22 109 6 22 1 92

5 22-26 74, 81, 169 6 24f-29a 126-127

5 22d-26c 75-76, 6 25-36 192(x2)
150-151

6 29b-33b 50-51
5: 23 131, 180, 193 6 31-34 192
5: 23-28 190

6 34 115, 192
5: 24-30 191(x2) 6 3+a-d 1 14
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7 6 161
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7 6-16 160

7 10 178, 180
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7 11a-12d 48

7 11-12 191(x2)
7 12-14 35

7 13-15 191

7 13a-18d 107-108

7 16a-18d 53

7 16a-19d 29

7 17c-18d 84

7 1 8f 1 78

7 18b-19d 135

7 20 ff 1 28

7 20-24 169(x2), 170
7 20d-24c 152-153

7 24 158

7 26-33 193

7 29e-31b 51 , 86
7 32 14

7 34 62

7 34a-e 52

8 4-5 159

8 4-26 162,
178,

169(x2).
191(x2)

8: 4-40 153-155, 169
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8: 4a-14c 135-136

8: 10-11 140

8: 12 46

8: 16 158

8: 16-17 159
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8 16a-17d 1 54

8 21 121

8 21-26 1 76

8 21a-26b 154-155

8 22-26 1 70
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8 29 57, 58
8 35f 181

8 35c-37b 182

8 36 58(x2), 180
9 6c-8b 73

9 8-13 191

9 8c-10d 183-184

9 9 39

9 12 57, 58(x2)
9 12c-13c 25

9 13 24, 28, 36
9 14ff 22

9 14c-15b 20

9 15-17 60

9 15c-17d 14-15

9 16 14, 58
9 23-28 191

9 23a-26a 184

9 24 192

9 24-28 192

9 24c-28d 110-111

9 25 183

9 28b-29c 16-17

9 29f f 182

9 29-31 180, 182
9 29d-36d 53-54

9 30-36 73

9 32 161

10 : 3 14
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10 8a-11b 43-44 12 32e-35c 14

10 10 32 12 33-34 60

10 12 14 13 7-13 192

10 20-32 191 13 7b-10c 71-72

10 34f f 46 13 8 46

10 34c-35b 46 13 13 14, 47, 57
11 3 14(x2) , 155-56 13 13e-16e 22-23

11 3a-c 17 13 14c-16a 18

11 4c-7a 110 13 15 14, 34
11 7d-14c 83-84 13 1 8f 160

11 9-10 104 13 19 57, 58, 161
11 9a-11c 102 13 19-21 192

11 10b-12a 111-112 14 3 58(x2)
11 10b-12c 1 14 14 8-22 128

11 11 62 14 11 46

11 1 2f f 79 14 13 161

11 13 46 14 13C-14C 101

11 15 34 14 14d-18b 74-75

11 33-34 192 14 17-22 191

1 2 1-1 1 103 14 17a-18b 31

12 10 99 14 18 130

12 1 1 58, 161 14 18c-19b 101, 156
12 1 1-12 57 14 18c-22a 77

12 11c-13c 99-100 14 22 131

12 12 161 14 24 87

12 17-31 46 14 25 47, 160
12 19b 20 15 10-12 191

12 22f 156 15 10b-12a 109

12 22a-24a 76-77 15 13-17 192

1 2 24b-25d 19 15 13-21 72

12 25 14 , 25, 34 15 13d-17e 15-16

12 26-27 14 15 15 62

12 27b-32d 44-45 15 15-17 62

12 32 25 15 18 131

1 2 32-36 28 15 20 191

12 32a-35c 100 15 20-21 52
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16 10-12 28 18 14-15 180, 182
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16 1 1 57, 58, 161 18 21 b-c 24

16 12 161 18 29 121

16 14 57 f2 3 46
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17 17 57, 58, f 2 10 46
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17 1 8b-c 25 f4 8 141
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